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This manual is intended to be used by individuals who 
want to learn how to use the data-entry functions 
provided by the IBM 5280 DE/RPG (Data Entry with 
RPG subroutines) Program Product. Upon completing 
this manual. the reader should be able to create the 
simple data-entry jobs needed for his data-entry 
business applications and should understand the 
organization of DE/RPG well enough to understand the 
techniques and applications that will be described in the 
DE/RPG User's Guide. 

Chapters 1 through 6 contain the information necessary 
to create simple data-entry programs. This type of 
program satisfies the requirements of most data-entry 
environments. Chapters 7, 8, and 9 describe advanced 
data-entry applications that involve programming 
concepts such as the use of tables. 

The first two chapters of this manual describe general 
data-entry and DE/RPG terms and concepts. The 
experienced person might want to read these chapters 
for a brief review. The inexperienced person should 
carefully read Chapters 1 and 2. Both readers should 
review the information on the back of the general utility 
(Z) and data description (A) specifications to determine 
the type of functions that are available. They may also 
want to scan the DE / RPG Reference Manual, which 
contains detailed descriptions of the functions provided 
by DE/RPG. 

Preface 

Related Publications 

• IBM 5280 General Information manual, GA21-9350, 
describes the devices and program products available 
with the 5280 system. 

• IBM 5280 Operator's Guide, (to be available at a later 
date), provides a description of the processes 
involved in operating the 5280 system. 

• IBM 5280 Planning and Site Preparation Guide, 
GA21-9351, provides information relevant to installing 
the 5280. 

• IBM 5280 Utilities Reference/Operation Manual, 
SC21-7788, provides information about using the 
noncommunications utilities. 

• IBM 5280 System Control Programming 

Reference/Operation Manual, GC21-7824, provides 
detailed information about the SCP for the 5280. 

• IBM 5280 DE/RPG User's Guide, (to be available at a 
later date), provides tips and techniques for 
programmers using DE/RPG. 

• IBM 5280 DE/RPG Reference Manual, SC21-7787, 
provides detailed information about DE/RPG. 
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Chapter 1. About this Manual 

This manual teaches you how to use DE/RPG (Data Entry with RPG 
subroutines) to write programs for your data-entry jobs. This involves teaching 
you DE/RPG terminology and concepts so you can use the DE/RPG Reference 
Manual. This manual contains only the basic DE/RPG functions, the reference 
manual describes all DE/RPG functions. The DE/RPG User's Guide contains 
descriptions and sample programs for the more complex operations that 
DE/RPG can perform. 

Chapter 2 gives an introductory description of data-entry concepts and terms. 
This description does not contain everything you need to know about data 
entry. It does, however, contain the information that you need to know in order 
to use DE/RPG for data entry. 

Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 explain the process of defining a simple, data-entry job 
using DE/RPG. This process consists of: 

• Reviewing the source document to determine the arrangement of the data 
(Chapter 3) 

• Identifying the arrangement of data to use for writing the data set on the 
diskette (Chapter 3) 

• Determining the data checks, shifts, and edits that are needed to ensure 
accurate entry (Chapter 3) 

• Defining the appearance of the displays that will be used in the job 
(Chapter 3) 

• Using the data description specification (A) to describe the fields on the 
display, the records containing the fields, and the data set where records 
will be stored on the diskette (Chapter 4) 

• Using the general utility specification (Z) to describe the formats, their order 
of use, and the job (Chapter 4) 

• Entering the sample program using the source entry program (Chapter 5) 

• Compiling the program to prepare it for use by the operator (Chapter 5) 

• Using the compiled program to enter data (Chapter 6) 

About this Manual 
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When you have completed Chapter 6, you will understand how to use DE/RPG 
to wnte a program that creates a master customer fiie. You wlii aiso be 
familiar with some of the basic DE/RPG data-entry functions and you should 
begin to feel comfortable with the terms, specifications, and processes 
involved. Remember that the more involved you are in working through the 
sample programs, either by making entries on your own specifications or by 
trying another similar program, the more you will learn. 

Chapter 7 assumes that you know how to write a simple data-entry program; 
it concentrates on teaching you how to use additional editing and automatic 
functions performed by DE/RPG. Tables are introduced and used in a variety 
of ways in this chapter. Again, there is only one sample program, and it takes 
you through the process of designing the displays for the second data-entry 
job. 

Chapter 8 completes the job process by writing the program using the A and Z 
specifications. 

Chapter 9 teaches you how to write a program that creates tables. 

Chapter 10 contains self-test questions that you should answer to measure 
your understanding of DE/RPG. 

Appendix A provides answers to the questions that are asked at the end of the 
chapters. It also contains solutions to the sample program descriptions given 
in Chapters 6 and 10. Answer these questions to gain the maximum use of the 
manual. 

Appendix B contains a glossary that provides a quick reference source for 
definitions of unfamiliar terms. 

Appendix C contains blank display work sheets and specification forms for 
your use. 

In this manual, whenever samples of display work sheets or specifications are 
being used, the area being described appears in color. 



Chapter 2. Introduction to the Concepts of Data Entry 

This chapter describes some basic (1) data-entry concepts and (2) DE/RPG 
terms that you will need to know. 

WHAT THE TERM DATA ENTRY MEANS IN THE 5280 SYSTEM 

Data entry is the process of transferring information from an existing source 
(such as an order entry form) to a diskette record. 

Mr. Billings 
Rapid Rooter 
Highway 35 
Chicago, III. 

Source Document Display Format 

~ MR. BI LLI NGS RAPI D ROOTER ... \ 

Diskette Format 

DE/RPG fulfills the requirements of data entry by providing a way for you to 
write programs for data-entry jobs. DE/RPG allows you to format information 
for the display and for the diskette, to perform checks and edits against the 
data as it is entered, and to perform automatic functions that reduce the 
number of entry keystrokes. 

You should understand certain basic data-entry concepts and terms before you 
can begin using DE/RPG. These are: 

• Job 

• Formats 

• Checking and editing 

• Automatic functions 

Introduction to the Concepts of Data Entry 3 
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Job 

A job defines and controls the data-entry task you want performed. For 
example, a data-entry task might consist of allowing someone to enter 
information from a source document and then write the information to a 
diskette. Entering information from an order form and writing the data to a 
diskette for use in billing or inventory is an example of how a DE/RPG job can 
be used. 

CUSTOMER NAME 
COMPANY 
ADDRESS 

Formats 

Formats determine the sequence of information on the display and diskette; in 
other words, formats specify what goes first, what follows, and what is last. 
DE/RPG allows you to define the formats you require for the job. 

There are two types of display formats: entry formats and review formats. 
Entry formats specify the sequence to be used for dispiaying a record during 
the enter mode. Revie\AI formats specify the sequence to be used for 
displaying a record when you are changing or verifying data. Modes are 
described later in this chapter. 



Checking and Editing Functions 

The next basic concepts that you should understand are checking and editing. 
Both terms are used to define the process of placing some limitations on the 
data as it is entered. DE/RPG provides checks and edits such as the following 
to help you ensure that the entered data is correct: 

• Requiring the operator to enter something 

• Right-adjusting partially filled fields and adding either zeros or blanks into 
the unfilled positions 

• Requiring the operator to fill the field with data 

• Allowing only one type of entry such as numeric only or alphabetic only 

There are many more checks and edits that DE/RPG performs for you. The 
DEjRPG Reference Manual describes each of these in detail. 

Automatic Functions 

The final basic data-entry concept that you should know is automatic functions. 
Automatic functions are actions that can be performed by DE/RPG without the 
operator's intervention. DE/RPG provides a variety of these functions such as: 

• Automatically duplicating one entry from another entry 

• Inserting characters 

• Providing messages to guide the operator 

• Performing arithmetic operations such as adding, subtracting, multiplying, 
and dividing 

HOW DE/RPG RELATES TO DATA ENTRY 

So far you have learned that DE/RPG allows you to design data-entry jobs, 
create data-entry formats, specify checks and edits against data as it is 
entered, perform automatic functions, and write data in a diskette data set. To 
do these operations, you write a DE/RPG program using the general utility (Z) 
and data description (A) specifications. 

Figure 1 illustrates the specifications you will learn to use to write programs in 
this manual. 

Introduction to the Concepts of Data Entry 5 
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Figure 1. General Utility and Data Description SpeCifications 



You must understand some DEjRPG concepts and terms to use DE/RPG 
effectively. These concepts are: 

• Programs 

• Files 

• Data Sets 

• Modes 

• Records 

• Fields 

Programs 

Files 

A DE/RPG program is the information you provide to describe the job. A 
minimum program must contain descriptions for the job, data set, modes, files, 
records, and fields. Details about these descriptions will be provided when you 
start writing your first sample program in Chapter 4. 

Files receive and temporarily store data. Files are related to input/ output 
devices; they define the interface between DE/RPG and the 5280 devices. 

The display file receives data from the keyboard and controls the data on the 
display. The diskette file controls the contents of the diskette data set. When 
a complete display record is assembled, the data in the display record is 
written in a diskette record described by the diskette file. Every data-entry job 
that is interactive (requires the operator to use the keyboard) uses programs 
that contain file descriptions for at least two files: display and diskette. 

Data Sets 

A data set is the collection of related records on the diskette. Using a 
DE/RPG program to enter information into the system is one way to create a 
data set. 

Modes 

Modes are types of operations during which data entry can be performed. 
Four primary modes are used by DE/RPG: enter, update, verify, and rerun. 
Enter mode allows the operator to enter data. Update mode allows the 
operator to change data. Verify mode helps the operator check the accuracy of 
the entries made during the enter mode. Rerun mode provides accurate totals 
and uninterrupted automatic calculations. No operator interaction occurs during 
the rerun mode. 

Introduction to the Concepts of Data Entry 7 
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Records 

A record can be thought of as a unit of related information. There are two 
kinds of records: records for the display and records for the diskette. 

A display record is the contents of a single display. For example, a display that 
contains all the information needed to describe a customer can be thought of 
as a display record. 

MR. R.D. STEVENS BUTTRESS IMPLEMENTS 
778 SUNNEYVI LLE, YUMA, ARIZONA, 55807 

Display Record 

The diskette record consists of data entered by the operator or data 
automatically supplied by DE/RPG. It need not contain all the descriptive 
information that was on the display to guide the entry. 

This same information appears as follows for the diskette record. 

MR. R.D. STEVENS BUTTRESS IMPLEMENTS778 SUNNEYVILLE, YUMA. 
ARIZONA, 55807 

Diskette Record 

Notice that there is space separating some information in the record. This 
separation is formed by the unused part of each field. Normally, entries are 
not as long as the length specified for the field. When an entry is shorter than 
the space allowed for it, blanks (or, in some types of data, zeros) fill the 
unused portion. 



Fields 

Each record consists of smaller pieces of related data called fields. A field can 
consist of (1) information supplied by DEI RPG or (2) data entered by the 
operator. 

Look at the sample display record again. 

MR. R.D. STEVENS BUTTRESS IMPLEMENTS 
778 SUNNEYVILLE, YUMA, ARIZONA, 55807 

l~~ ____ -----",J 
The fields shown on this display (MR. R.D. STEVENS, BUTTRESS 
IMPLEMENTS, 778 SUNNEYVILLE, YUMA, ARIZONA, 55807) are all data 
fields that must be supplied by the operator. Now look at the following 
example to understand how a field supplied by DE/RPG might be used. 

MR. R.D. STEVENS BUTTRESS IMPLEMENTS 
778 SUNNEYVI LLE, YUMA, ARIZONA, 55807 

? 

/H] 
Automatically Supplied 
Field 

Introduction to the Concepts of Data Entry 9 
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Notice that a new field has been added to the record. In the lower corner of 
the display, the letter H has been added. This field can be used to distinquish 
this type of record from other records. Because this record contains 
header-like information, the H can be used to mark the record as a header 
record. If this record were combined with other records containing detailed 
data, it could be distinquished from the detailed records as a header record 
type by this H identifier. Header information is general information such as a 
customer's name and address. The three basic types of data-entry records 
(header, detail, and trailer) are described in Chapter 7. 

DE/RPG can automatically include the record markers you specify. No checks 
are performed against automatically supplied fields. The edits and checks are 
performed against the data as it is entered. Edits and checks against manually 
entered fields immediately identify invalid entries as errors. 

Prompts and Literals 

Status Line 

Explanatory information for describing fields or records may be specified in two 
ways: prompts and literals. Both are controlled by DE/RPG. 

A prompt is information that is used to tell the operator what information the 
field requires; the prompt always appears on row 2 of the display and is 
displayed until the field is exited. Row 1 of the display is always used by the 
system for a status line. 

Prompt 

ENTER THE CUSTOMER NAME 

l~ ______ ------""J 
The literal is a special kind of prompt that appears next to the field it describes 
or by itself. It remains on the display until the complete record is entered. 



Look at the same sample display with literals added: 

Literals 

NAME: COMPANY: BUTTRESS IMPLEMENTS 

ADDRESS: 778 SUNNEYVILLE, YUMA, ARIZONA, 55807 

t ] 
The literals in this example are NAME:, COMPANY:, and ADDRESS:. Neither 
the prompt nor the literal is written on the diskette. This means that the 
display contains the prompts and literals, but the diskette does not. 

The contents of the diskette record for the previous example is: 

MR. R.D. STEVENS BUTTRESS IMPLEMENTS 778 SUNNEYVILLE, 
YUMA, ARIZONA, 55807 

Introduction to the Concepts of Data Entry 11 
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 2 

You should now have a basic understanding of data entry and DE/RPG 
concepts and terms. To test your understanding, try to answer these 
questions: 

1. Match the following terms with their definitions: 

Terms 

1. Job ----

2. Files 

3. Data set 

4. Format 

5. Modes 

6. Record 

7. Field 

8. Prompt 

9. Literal 

10. Program 



Definitions 

a. The information that describes the task to be performed. 

b. The types of operations in which the program can operate. 

c. Device-related objects that temporarily receive and store data. 

d. Pieces of related information that make up the contents of the display 
or diskette. 

e. A fixed-position message that appears on the display. 

f. The task to be performed. 

g. A message that can appear anywhere on the display. 

h. The smallest pieces of related information that can be in the display or 
on the diskette. 

i. The collection of related records on the diskette. 

j. The organization of information on the display or on the diskette. 

2. In your own words, describe what the term data entry means. 

3. In your own words, describe what DEiRPG does. 

Check your answers against the answers provided in Appendix A. If you have 
not answered these questions correctly, reread this chapter. The next chapter 
will start the process of defining the first sample job. 

I ntroduction to the Concepts of Data Entry 13 
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Chapter 3. Getting Started Using DE/RPG 

You can use DE/RPG to define and control the format of information on the 
display and on the diskette, check or edit information as it is entered, perform 
automatic functions, and control the appearance of data on the display. 

OVERVIEW OF THE PROCESS INVOLVED IN USING DE/RPG 

Before you begin the first sample job, you should have an understanding of the 
total process involved in using DE/RPG. Figure 2 provides this overview. 

Use the program 
to perform 
data entry. 

Compile your 
program. 

Figure 2. Overview of the Process Involved in Using DE/RPG 

The source entry program mentioned in Step 2 of Figure 2 is available with 
DE/RPG. This program prompts you for your program information, which is on 
the Z and A specifications. Chapter 5 shows you how to use the source entry 
program. 

The compiler mentioned in Step 3 of Figure 2 is supplied on the DE/RPG 
diskette. All programs that you write using DE / RPG must be compiled. 
Chapter 5 shows you how to compile the program for the first sample job. 

Review Step 1 in Figure 2. This is where you are now. 

Getting Started Using DE/RPG 15 
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In this chapter, you will start the first sample job. The first thing you will do is 
to design the displays for the DE/RPG program. When you have read this 
chapter, you should be able to do the following: 

• Describe the fields in the source document that need to be defined for the 
program 

• Design displays that look like the source document 

• Assign checks and edits to the fields 

• Define the format for the records in the diskette data set 

Until you have carefully planned what you want the operator to see, you should 
not use the specifications to define the job, format, files, records, or fields. 
Once you have designed the displays on work sheets, describing them on the 
A specification is simple. 

THE DESCRIPTION OF THE MASTER CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION JOB 

Using DE/RPG, you design the format for the display and for the diskette. 
Normally, you will be given the source document that the person entering data 
uses. This source document might consist of a salesperson's filled-in order 
blank or, as in this example, cards from a customer address file. You will want 
to design a display format that uses the source document as a model; this 
helps the person entering the data to do the most efficient job. 

The person who uses the data set provides you with the diskette format that is 
required. Without this format, the information you provide might be useless. 
This diskette format mayor may not be the same as the display format. If the 
formats are different, the operator is unaware that the information is being 
written on diskette in a format that is different from the format being 
displayed. In the first job, the display and diskette formats are the same. 

To understand how to best define a data-entry job, you must be familiar with 
the environment in which it will be used. Consider the data-entry department 
that will be creating the first sample program. This department is small; it has 
three people who enter data and design programs. Often they exchange entry 
tasks. This means that the person who designs the program might not always 
be entering data for it. There is a need, then, to include enough prompting to 
guide the operator. 

The supervisor of the data-entry department has given you a customer address 
file. You have been instructed to write a DE/RPG program that will allow an 
operator to enter the information from the cards in the file and write it in a 
diskette data set. 



This is the customer name and address card file. 

Street 

City 

Customer 
Number 

Morelite Battery Co. 
Mr. J. R. Andrews 
1631 S. Main St. 

Rheems Paper Co. 

Ms. Margaret Slattery 
I ndustrial Park West 
Oshkosh, Wise. 

Corporation Name 

Customer Name 

State 
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The name of the data set you are to create is MASTHEAD. Assume that the 
supervisor has told you that the data on each card will form one record and 
that all records are 150 positions long. The record name is to be HEADER. In 
addition, you are to mark an H in the last position of each diskette record, so 
that all records are identified as header records and can be used later in 
another job. The supervisor has also taken a card from the file and written the 
length and names of the fields for each entry. You will use these lengths when 
you design the displays; you will use the names when you write the program. 

Morelite Battery Co. --- )0 (~y ') 
Mr. J. R. Andrews ~O (c..vSN) 
1631 S. Main St. ____ :'\ 
Watsonville, Virginia 30 (~\ ) 

?O (~r<{ ) ------ ~ ( 5-r,,-n:=-") 
16973 
/ 
5(NUMB~) 

0~ - MA-srE;~ 
~ (lM., W ~ -iN ~ 
~c;~~ 
~.~~~ 
~~~~~ 
~~.d-

J~~~.~ 

~ ~ tU-~.~,J-
~ "cA- J1A5rI-J.&t-D. ~ ~ ID 'XI. 

~~~~~~ 
ft/tVa tJu ~ 150 ~ / 
W&-. aNL- i+-~ c.:" flu W-~ 

You now have enough information to start designing the job. The remainder of 
this chapter and Chapters 4, 5 and 6 show you how to use DE/RPG to design 
this job, write the program for it, enter the program into the 5280, and use the 
program to write customer data on the diskette. 



DESIGNING THE DISPLAYS 

The easiest way to start is to decide on the appearance of the displays. To do 
this, you should use work sheets. Assume that you will be using a 
480-character display. This display is 6 rows high and 80 columns wide. 

This is the position of the status line. 
/ 

I 

This is the approximate position of the prompt line. 

./ 
I 

I 

/ 
/ 

/ 

I 
I 

/ 
I 

I 

I 

() () () () i 

j) (.:.:, \i i c (.:.:, d cI d .j"" E' :::: :::: : 

Partition number: 

l ______ J 
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You can use either marked graph paper or the display screen layout sheets, 
GX21-9271, as work sheets. This manual uses the latter to illustrate display 

designs. If you use graph paper, be sure to mark 80 columns across the top 

and 6 rows down the side as a guide for placing the fields on the work sheet. 

'" / 
V 

I 

Graph Paper 

/'JD 

'- ..... 

/'10 /9> 

.... --
'- .... -

Display Screen Layout Sheet Design Layout Sheet 

COLUMN 

1-10 I 11-20 1 21-30 I 31-40 I 41-50 I 51-60 I 61-70 I 71-80 

V 
I 

J 

\ 

\ 
J 
J , , 

112131415161718191011 1213141516171819lQlU2131415161718NIOI1121314 516 71819 0 1 2 3, 415161718191011121314151617181910111213, 41516L71819101112131415161718191 0 

~~~.L I +. ~ ~--+-.-~ ~~ .. ~ 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 j j 1 1 1 1 1 I 

~~~~_L~.L...L-.L...L-L ~ .L-LJ.. I 1 1 

i i i i i 1 .1 

f-~~~~_LL.j...J~L~l I ' ,~~......}_~ ~ .~ ~-I~ .~l 1 1 

~.~.--'--'-~ I ' ~~.i~ 1 I ' 1 , , , , .L.~.L+ .1 1 j 

1 I~, , I ,-'- • ~.L-'---'-.L ~.J.LL.L...L..+..i-'--.L....J • L.L • 1 1 1 1 

--'---'--'-~u I ' , , I ' ~~-'-~..L.-L-L.~,~, ~~~ L.i.l L~~ 1 1 

-'--L...L.L' .L..I L.'.J , '--l +-.L.' L-~.'..--'-.i • ~ '1. L~LL 1 , I ' 1 ,.~... , ~ j 1 

1 1 1 1 1 j , -,-~_1 • • -'-'-+ i " -'.....L~ I, 1 I I 

f--'--,--,--,--,-I--'-L • , j.."'.L . .!.. Ll._~L.i.L_+~-'--'--'-ul L , • L+-' .L ' .~., -'-~ ~ j j 1 j 1 

.1 1 III 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I I I 

--'- .L~ -L.LI -'---'---'---'--+-'-~~' _.1..1 -'---'-. L..L-+_ '---'--'--'- 1 -' L-.LL+ -'--'- ~_" , ' , I ' , , ' I..L.-L-L. -' _+_.L_-,--,---,-L.L..L-.L.., I " ,I ~ -L..L-+I~~...Ll-'--'--'--'--t 

i---'- ~..L..J.~~-'-+...L..J,.-,--,-.l~~..i.~ j.~-,---,--l.L .i . .i " t·~_L~.i. 1-'--'---'--" +.L-'-...L ..... LL L.L--'--t-.. . .i , " 1 ..... L.L-L+ .L-'--.L--,---,-I--,---,-~-+I-,--,-~-,I~~-t 

i L ~L~ . .L' ~.-'--L..L.-'--.L--'--i--'--'--'--'-'-'-~-,--+--'--'L...L..-'---..L~~-~~ L"'~".L-'- . .i.l.~.~.~l.~~ 

r L~~ I i .... ..i --'-~ + LL~~~'--'-1f-LL.L.-'--.Li .. , ... ~. +-1 ~-'---'---'---'--'---'---'_+--'--'-~--'--.L--L~-+-L-L-~~-'-'--'--+ i' -'--.L---'--'--'---'--'-~--1 

I 1 

1. 1 I I 

J I 1 I 1 1 j I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 + I I I "~-,,-,---,.L 1 1 1 1 

_-,---, .. .'-".1 ..... , , I I I I I I 1 , 1 I , .... LJ 1 j 1 1 

i---'---'---'--~' I i I i i ' .L...L._~.L-+_.L~.-' I I I , , 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1-10 I 11-20 I 21-30 I 31-40 ~41--50 ----r- 51-60 I 61-70 I 71-80 
1121314L5.l2l716191011i2i3J415161718191011121314151617181910111213141516171819101' 12131415161718191 0111213141516171819,01112131415161718191011121314151617181910 
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The method used for marking the display work sheet is a matter of individual 

choice. The important part of marking the work sheet is that field descriptions 

are clear and correct. 



Factors to Consider When Marking the Work Sheets 

Display Screen Layout Sheet 

Before you begin to mark the display work sheets, you should understand how 
DE/RPG uses the display. The first row of each display is not available for 
your general use. This row is reserved for status information; the status line is 
described in Chapter 6. Generally, the status information tells you such things 
as the mode in which the program is operating, the record number currently 
being displayed, error conditions, and the number of positions remaining in the 
field. 

The second row of every display is used for fixed-position prompts included in 
the DE/RPG program. DE/RPG places all prompts in column 1 and row 2 of 
the display. 

A prompt can be a maximum of 200 characters long. Prompts are always 
associated with a data field. When the data for the field has been supplied 
and the next field is displayed, the prompt disappears. The row used by the 
prompts can also be used for any other field defined by the program; if fields 
and prompts both occupy this row, the prompt overlays all fields on the row. 

COLUMN 

~---'----'-~~~~-'----'-L-<-----L-L--L---'----'---+--'----'-'-----"---'---'---'----'--'---1i---"-L-L---'--.L~~+ < ••• 1 ~i~--'--I----'-'-----"--~~~----'-'--+-~--'----'----L..~~+--,--'----'----,-L--<--'--'--'---l 

~---,----,-~~~~-'----'----'-L-L-L--L---'----'----+----'----'-'-----"---'-----'----'----'----"--I~ ~--'----'---L-<----,-"--'--+I--'----'----'--"L-L~--'----'---+-~~~-'--'-----'-~+--'----'----'-~ 1 ~ ~~ -'----'-~~-I 

f~~~~~+----~~--'----'----L-L-+--,-~~~~+----~~~'----L--~~-,-----,---~~-,---+I ~~~~--'--1~ ~~L .. ---t . ~_._. __ L 

+~~ .L-L--'----'-~ -I • ~ ~- ~l_~~~~~'----'--~-'----'-I 

i I I I I I I Cut-off Point for 480 Display I I 1 1 1 1 1 ,I 1 I 

1 ~-'-<~~-'-~ L~ <--~4-< L -,--1..L< -'---'----t- ' I ,--'----'~~ j "--'---'--~"-~~ 1 1 

1 I I I 1, I • -,--,-1..-,- I i l-'--j--,--~--,-L-,-----,---~+.~~ 1 1 

1 I I 1 
1 

I ~+, I 1 I I I I I ~ 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 L" L..LJ • ~~~---,--J_.L-'- I 1 1 1 

I I I I 1 
1 

I I L~' 1 
I I 1 I I 

I 
I Cut-off Point for 960 Display 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 

I" -'--' I I ' _-'----'-_j + .L I I ~. I ' i _1... j ,-,--1-, 1 __ 1- ---.L 
1 I "-'----'---J._+ 1 

~l, I I I I .L--,-4--,---,-_~' 1 I 
1 

1 I 1 1 1 

I I l~_~ I 1 I _L.l I I -,---,-~-,--,--"-4 1 1 I I I 

1 I I I I I I 
1 l--'--LL~ 1 I 1 1 1 

I I ~-'-_.L -I L_~~l_~--,-" I I --'- +_i "---,--_1 I I I I 1 1 

1 1 I I I 1 1 I 1 I I I 1 I 1 

I I 1 I I I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 

j 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I I 1 1 I 

I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I -'---'---'-+ 1 1 I I 1 

-L-< i_ i I I I I I I I I I I I I ~-'---'----'---+L--'-~_"_.L I 1 1 I 

I I I I I I I-----L- I 1 I I I 1 I IL 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I I I I 1 I 

1-10 I 11-20 I 21-30 I 31-40 I 41-50 I 51-60 1 61-70 I 71-80 
11213141516171819101112131415161718191011 12131415161718191011121 J.j415161718191 01112131415161718T9Tol 11213141516171819,01112131415161718191011121314151617181910 
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When you use DE/RPG, the second row of the display (one down from the 
status line) is considered line 1, the next row is line 2, and so on. In the 
sample programs, you will learn how to reserve row 2 for prompts and use 
rows 3 through 6 for data fields and literals. 

The line and column information for the display is described on the A 
specification. When you use the A specification, you provide the line (row) and 
column position for each field you want formatted on the display. If you do 
not want to position fields on the display, do not include this information. 
When the line and column information is not included for the program, the first 
field begins in row 3 and all remaining fields are strung together following the 
first field. All prompts appear in row 2. 

When you want to format fields on the display, all prompts appear in row 2. 
The program considers row 2 to be the first line. Fields described as being in 
line 1 and column 1 begin in row 2 and column 1, where they are overlayed by 
prompts. If you do not want fields overlayed by prompts, you need to specify 
that they begin in line 2 and column 1 or below. 

Both sample programs in this manual use formatted displays with prompts 
using row 2 (line 1) and data fields and literals beginning in row 3 (line 2). 



A Brief Description Showing How the Work Sheets are Marked 

The following sample indicates the way the work sheets will be marked. 

Display Screen Layout Sheet 

COLUMN 

1 - 10 I 11-20 I 21-30 I 31-40 I 41-50 I 51-60 I 61-70 I 71-80 

112131415161718191011 12131415j£J7 891011 2 4516 7 819101112131415161718191011121314151617181910111213 4 5 6171819101112131415161718191011 23451617181910 

,1_LL~~L 1 I 1 I I I 1 I 1 .L_+.L~~~~+~ I 
6)' 

I 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I 

~ 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
I I 1 I 1 

INUMBER: 1 1 1 I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 

f----<--->-~ 1 ' ~L_.L~ L_~~.L~+-.L~ 1,~~~~~1,_~.L~ 1 I 1 +.L_~~~~~ I I 

1 1 1 I I I I I I I 1 I I I I 

1 .L~"--~~ , ,I, , J.---'----'----'--L+_"'.L 1 , " I"" I '--'---'--~~' ,--, .L~f--.-~J.~~ 1 

(~:LP!-;tT;= Sf~i*.~~M .\'f'l' ~ E:CT"~UM~i . i~. e,i ,.~. i 1 

_1-, NLJfJ£?--R(~ !~~m~.L~~" L+" ,,1~, L4L L-LL1LLL4 I, --'-+L.L '---~L~-' I 

1 I 1 I ~+_.L--'----'--L 1 I I I " _L 1 '_L -'--L-+--'---'- L -L-L 1 1 

--'----'--~ , , +--'---~~-" , ~, + " 1 I L_,--,-~_l , -'---'- ~~~+ ' 1 " I L~_" , -, + ''---L--,-_l-,-_,~ 1 

I I 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I 1 

I 1 L.i_, I 1 , , -+ ' 
I I 1 I 1 +L -'~ -' -,l __ L--'- --' ,-+ 1 L" L , , , ..L ...L_..L l.1 _.1_..L + ' , " , " 

i--'- L-'---'- l--'--L-L I 1 , 1 ~-, ! +_~~ L~.L 1 1 1.L Li i -+ ' 1 -,--_1_,---,---,--_,- + '--' '--'~~-~ 1 

f-' L ,--,--1~~, I I I 1 + ' 1 ,-,--~4--'-'----'~i 1 , L -' '--+" L + '-- , 1 I 1 ..L .4. 1. J. ----'--------'- 1 

! L '---'-+ L -'-~~ 1 L L , -'- + L --"- -'-...I.. -'- LL~+.LL~.LLLL~.L~i 1 L~ + L 1 1 1 1 1 

, L.L I L" 1 .L , 1 1 j 1 L L , , + ' - 1 , -'---'- t 1 I 1 
1 1 ~~-'----'------'-

I 

I 

1 I I I 1 
1 

1 I 1 ,~~~I 1 1 ,I 

I I I I I 

I I 1 I 1 1 I I I 1 I I I I 1 

I I 1 I I ~I 1 I ~-'--~~~.L~~I I I I 

, , ,1 i L ' I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-, L .L~'_.L--'-- 1 1 1 I 

--'---'-----'--L~, I i 1 ~~.L ~--'--~~ ~--'- ' 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 I I I I I 
1-10 I 11-20 I 21-30 I 31-40 I 41 -50 I 51-60 I 61-70 I 71-80 

U2J314 5 617181910111213141516171819101 1 12131415T6T7l81910I1l213J415161718191 011121314151617181910111213141516171819101 112131415161718191011121314151617181910 

Notice that line 0 is blank. Line 1 contains a circled number which is repeated 

in the lower part of the work sheet. This circled number is a key that 

corresponds to the line on the bottom of the work sheet with the description 
of the field. The field being described is a prompt. This prompt will always 
appear on line 1 (the location of the first circled number). The wording for the 
prompt is START THE PROGRAM BY SELECTING A NUMBER. 
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Line 2 of the work sheet contains a straight line that goes from column 1 to 

column 10. It also has a circled number. The line is indicating that this is a 
data field. The length of the line tells you how long the field should be. The 
circled number references a description of the field. In this case, the 
description tells you that the field should only contain numeric entries. Line 3 
contains the word NUMBER:. The word NUMBER names the literal to be 
placed in this location of the display. 

Now that you know how the displays will be marked on the work sheets, you 
are ready to start describing the fields for the first sample job. 

USING THE WORK SHEETS TO DESIGN THE DISPLAYS FOR THE FIRST 
SAMPLE JOB 

The operator's entry will be most efficient if the display designs match the 
source document. The source documents for this example are the cards in the 
customer name and address card file. 

I 
I Oslo Fisheries 

I Rheems Paper Co. 

Morel ite Battery Co. 
Mr. J. R. Andrews 
1631 S. Main St. 
Watsonville, Virginia 

16963 

o 0 



Display Screen Layout Sheet 

Begin marking your display contents on your work sheet. The first field should 
be the corporation name. Look at the work sheet that follows. 

COLUMN 

1-10 I 11-20 I 21-30 I 31-40 I 41-50 I 51-60 j 61-70 I 71-80 
1 314516789012 41516718191011213451671819 121314151617181910111213141516171819101112131415~6171819101112131415161718191011121314151617181910 

1 1 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 

I 1 I I I Corporation Name Field I I I I 

1 I I I I I 1 1 I ~ 1 1 1 1 I 

I 1 I 1 1 I 1 I I I 
1 I 1 I I ~~.~ 1 1 

1 
,~ I I I I 

I I 1 ' ... L-'----'-~' I , , ~ ... -+_~_~_'_L1- 1 L 

t-~· I~·L'__'_....L I ~~~~~ I 

_...L~L' ' __ 1.+. 1 , , , + i •. , ~ , i _'_ i ~~~ ,.1 ~_'__-'- ,~ '~.~.L' +- .~ 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 I I, , ..... 1._'-_L_' , ~ L . .L 1 I I 1 I I 1 

I 1 1 1 1 --'---' , t--,--, I '-'--~-' . .LL.J..~'---'-- I I I I I 

1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 

I L-'- I ' .'----'-.L..~~~.LLL-'-l" I ' J, J --'- L -I- J l..L_~_,_,t.L.L.L~--,---,-1 1 

I ..1..-'---..1. , t '---1.. ... ' I + ' L 
I '~ . .L' j .L l.-'- 1_+ L....L . ...L .. L .. , ....... '-_+ -'-_.L.-'--~~ .L I 1 

--'--'----'- .L.L +L~ ... ~~~~-'--p_.L--'----'--~+--'-_i , I '+~_L.L._L-,--l-..L I I I 

~~ ... -'---'- 1 I ~~-,-j , -'---'- ~-l- L ... .L~ -,-I 1 I 

I 1 ~_L, ,.L, I 1 1 1 I I I 1 

I I i j 1 I I 1 j I 1 I I 1 1 

1 ~ -'--'-_.L.-,--.l~-'-.L + ' I I I I I : : I I ,--'-_-,---+_,_,_,_' ! 

J 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 

~ I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 .L . .L 1 1 1 1 1 1 

-'-_.L_L~ , , ,I ' , I, , I ' , I , I ' , I I ' I , , I 1 1 1 1 1 

I 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 I 
1-10 I 11-20 I 21-30 I 31-40 I 41-50 I 51-60 I 61-70 I 71-80 

1121314[5161718191011121314151617181910111213141516171819101112131415J617181910111213141516171819101112.13141516171819101112131415161718191011121314151617181910 
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You may place the first field anywhere on the display. The sample places the 
first field in line 2 and column 1 of the display to match the location of the 

field on the card. As you begin to mark the location of the field, consider two 
questions: 

• How long should the field be? 

Answer: The instructions from the supervisor show that this field should be 

30 positions long. 

• How wi" the operator know what to put in the field? 

Answer: Supply information that guides the entry. Two choices are 
available: the prompt and the literal. 

Because the prompt remains on the display only as long as the field is 
incomplete, it is probably the best choice if other fields wi" be on the display. 
Because you know that a number of fields are in the record, you should allow 
adequate space to include them. 

Select the appropriate wording for the prompt and place it on the work sheet. 
The PMT stands for prompt; the exact wording for the prompt follows. You 
now have an understandable prompt and a field that the operator can use. 

Display Screen Layout Sheet 

COLUMN 

1-10 I 11-20 I 21-30 I 31-40 I 41-50 I 51-60 I 61-70 I 71-80 
11213141516178190123451617181910112345167819 1111213141516171819101112131415161718191011L21314L5jjilU8191QlU213 4 5161718191011121314151617181910 

1 111 i i i i 

1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 III 1 

w 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I 1 I 1 J 

I I III 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 

f---'--"'----'--.L--'----'---I-'--L_.L-~-L--'--'-I --'---'---'--'--~~~~-~~-'--'--+I--'---'--"--'~IL...L-~-'-+I -'--'--'--'---LI~~--"--',-+I ~-~~ I~-,-+I-'--'--~-LI~----"--'---i 

I I I I 111 1 III 1 1 1 1 

1 I, I", I I I I I I, I '-L 0 -i--'--L--'--t-I ~~~I -'---L.-'--'---t-I----'---'-~----LI--'---'--'---'--1 

1) fuT~, f:MTffi ;n,H~j I ~~a .of;- ,~€,~~~~TI9~L, I I I ~~~I----'-----'--L--'--LI----"--------'__'__'______I 
I I--"--,! I I ,.L---'----l~ -,-1----> -'-----'-----'-+---'----i L i 1 u I 1 I 1 ~~J.-t--"--'--------'---~l'----'----'--'--------'-t 

1 I I I 1 1 1 I i .-' LL~-i-.L t 1 i---'-~ ,I I I I 

l I I I L 1---,-----,-------,------,--+ L--'--'-~-'----'------------l--.L , I 'L+LL...~---'--'--------'----+--'---'----~l'----'----'--'--------'--+l----'-------'----'-----'------'----l -'-----"--'------'---1 

111 I 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I 
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You should consider one more action before proceeding. The operator should 
be required to enter data into the first field to guarantee that no record in the 
customer address data set is without a corporation name field. This is easy to 
accomplish using DE/RPG. All you need to do at this time is to note on the 
work sheet that an entry in the field is required. Use the supervisor's 
instructions (which were provided in the beginning of this chapter) to determine 
the characteristics of the fields. 

Display Screen Layout Sheet 

COLUMN 

1-10 1 11-20 I 21-30 I 31-40 I 41-50 I 51-60 I 61-70 I 71-80 
112[3[415[617[8[9[0[1234151671819 1 2!3 4516 718191C 1 [2[3[4[5[6[7[8[9[0[1[2[3[4[5[617[8'-910[1234[5[6[71819101112131415161718191011121314516781910 

1 I ~ ~~~--l-I--,---,---'---'-Jl----'----'----'----'----tI----'---'--'---'---lI--'-'--'-''---1If----'---~~L......-I-,----,--~+---,---I-'---'----'----L-o...-I---,---,,-~I~----,----,----,-l----,----,--,-,~I~~~IL-->--~>-f--~~-'--'--'---'--~ 

_ 1 I 111 1 I I I I I 

1 1 
I 

W L 1 I I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 

I I 1 Iii 1 1 1 I I 
1 1 I I ~~~~~_~ ~f----.-~~-L-o---I~~~~----L--L~~ 

1 1 III 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 I, , , I , , , , I, "I", I, , L1.'--, , , I ' , , , 1 , , , , I ' , -,-_-,---J" ~----'----L+----'----L--,---,-----,-I----'----'-----'----'---+---'--'-'--<---J,---,----"~y 

k1) f}\T3, ~1§£f,:mEt ,~~M\£ gff,J1t§ ~r""~11.9N I ,I" '~-'-----"---'-~~+-~---'-----'----'"---'----'--'--t 
---L' ,:REQ.lL\~~ ,Of82A-m&', -40---,-E~g" I~TA I \N,~ 6£ELD ~~ 1 

I I I 1 1 1 I ~~ -'- ,1~ -'_~.L+ L~ -' J "--'~ , I 

>----'--'- J I I I I I I I I ~, I I I 1 1 

L L 1 1 I I I I 1 ~ I I I I I 

.L~_-'- __,__-,----,--,-+-I ~, ~'-----, ~I '_L-L~~---'----'---'-_~~_-'-~' +, .L~J_~, ,I, , ---'- L-,- , -'- -'- + ," , -'- L-L L-L ~_~, ,I I I 

J 1 ---,-----,---,---,-1 , , , , I, ,I --'--"--'---'--+-'-----'--_-'---'--J_-'- L.L--'--+--'-----'---L.'--l "' ,I, , ~--'-----'-----'-~-'-----'----'--~-'---, t--I -'---' -'---' ~L......-~_~'----'-'____'_~L-L-L-j 

I 
, i 

1 1 ' I I, 1 I I ' I ' L"-'----'--4~-" I, 1 1 1 1 

1 1 ~~+--'----'-----'---'--~---'----'-----'-~-'----'--, I , I ' , I 1 1 1 J 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 , , 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J 

I I 1 I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 

---,-----,----,J 1 I I L I I 1 1 I 1 I I 1 1 

1 ,I, , , , I I II,,-,_~~I i i i 1 1 I 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I I 1 

1-10 I 11-20 I 21-30 I 31-40 I 41-50 I 51-60 I 61-70 I 71-80 
11213J 41 516171 !li91Ql1j 2 13j4 15i6J 718j910 111213141516J 7181910i1J2[31415161718191 0111 213L ~1516J 71819101 U213141516J 718L9jQI112131415i6i 71819 0 U213141516171819tO 

The first field has been defined. You should now have a clear idea of what 
you want the field to include, where it is located, and the checks and edits you 
want performed against the entry. You are now ready to define the next field. 
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The next field contains the customer narne. The supervisor's instructions shov..' 
the length of this field as 30 positions. A prompt is needed for the field. 

Write this prompt on the work sheet. Consider what restrictions you might 

want to place on the entry. In addition to requiring that the entry be made as 

you did for the first field, consider requiring that this entry be alphabetic only. 

Names generally consist of alphabetic characters and not numeric ones; 

therefore, specify the field as alphabetic only. Look at the sample work sheet. 

Display Screen Layout Sheet 

COLUMN 

·~~~-~~~~~~~~+I~·~~~~~~~~·~~~~~·~~~ 

" +~_.~~1 L" , , ~ , , , , I ~~---'--+~--'---'--'--'~~ 

I , , , , I L_L_.'--_L.J.~.L_L_L~~ L..L-'. +-'---'-, -,-1 '--'--'--~~..L..l.....L_L+..l_ L' , I , , , -'--+ .L..L...L_.....l~--'--L-+--'-...L.-I....-'--'-~'---'---l 

" I + L-'---'-_L.L..............L~.~ L....L....L .. ~., 1..-,-~. "_.L.~L_L-'-_l L........j. L--'---'---'-...L..L..-'---'--'--+--'---'--'---'--.L....L..~---j 

+-'-~-'--.ll , , L L-+.L , L' 1 .L _-'- , ~ ,.-'--~ 1 ~L_.L..L+ L. L , , 1.".~ , L -' --'-' -,-I--"--"--"~'c..+-I .L.....L..-'---'--"---'---'---'-y~~..L....l...--'---'--L..J..--4 

--'--'-~~-+--,-~H-,--,-.l-,-, I " l~L~ L I, "I 
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You now have two fields defined; these fields are in the same record. Look 
again at the source document; you will find that the fields for the street, city, 
and state are next. Using the same procedure that you used for previous 
fields, define the street, city, and state fields in the following way. 

Display Screen Layout Sheet 

COLUMN 

1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 
4 78 124 4 4 

I ! ! ! ! , , ! ! ! , , 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I 

j I I 1 I 1 I I I I 1 1 1 I 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I 1 I I 

I I I I I 1 I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 

I 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 

1 I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 1 1 
1-10 I 11-20 I 21-30 I 31-40 I 41-50 I 51-60 I 61-70 I 71-80 

112131415161718191011121314151617181910111213141516171819101112131415[61718191 011121314151617181910111213141516171819101112131415161718191011121314151617181910 
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Display Screen Layout Sheet 

One of the last fields to define is the customer number field. The operator 
needs to know what to place in this field. Use the literal CUSTOMER NUMBER. 
If you specify a literal, it will not be written on the diskette, and it will remain 
on the display to guide the operator until the record advances. There is no 
particular advantage in using literal in the example. It simply allows you to 

learn how to use both types of prompting messages. 

COLUMN 

...L-L-~-'--'--...L_L_+I L .L--'-.L 1 C ~ L L t _'____'__...L_L_J -L--"----'-.~-L-'----'--~.L--f--'----'--...L-L---'---'---'----'----L--.j 

f----'--L--'---L-L-..L..L..-"-----'---+---'--'---L---'---'----'----'----'----'--+---"----'----'--~--'---.l.--'---'-_+_'__---'----'-....L-'.----'-----'----'----'__tl-'-, .L--'-_L ~._~---'---'---'----'-.L-'--L~ L C 1 -'--.L --' _-'- +- L.L-'-~-'----'-----J'-----'---i 

30 

IN~Ft 

The literal is separate from the entry field for the customer number. Define the 
customer number field as you defined pievious fields. Consider that all 
customer numbers are five positions long: require the operator to fill all field 
positions before· exiting from the field. 



Display Screen Layout Sheet 

Next, you must mark the record with an H as instructed by the supervisor. 
Because this mark must be included in the diskette record, do not use a literal. 
Remember, literals are not written on the diskette record. Use the insert 
function. Simply note on the work sheet that the record is to be marked with 
an H (which will be inserted automatically). The next chapter will describe how 
to specify an insert. 

COLUMN 

All fields have been defined. There is one more thing to consider. The 
operators will be able to determine how many positions are in each field by 
looking at a number on the status line. It would be more convenient, however, 
if you showed them the length of the field on the display. You can do this by 
using one of the display attributes: column separators (I)' underlining (_), 
or reverse image (.). This example arbitrarily uses the underlining display 
attribute for all input fields. Be aware that using display attributes requires a 
display position before and after the field. The position required by the display 
attributes is not shown on the work sheets. 
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 3 

You have designed the displays that the operator will use to enter information 
from the customer address file. 

In this chapter, you have: 

• Looked at the source document used for the job 

• Received instructions about the formats for the records on the diskette 

• Designed display layouts to match the formats of the source document 

• Specified checks and edits to be performed against entries in the fields to 
ensure accurate entry 

Try to answer the following questions before you go to the next chapter to 
learn how to describe the displays on the A specification: 

1. Identify the first job. In your own words, describe the instructions using 
the following fill-in-the-blank entries. 

a. What is the source document that is being used for the job? 

b. What will the resulting data set consist of? 

2. How many record types are in the job? (1, 2, or 3) ___ _ 

3. There are 7 data fields and one literal on the display. Name the data 
fields and list the literals. 

Check your answers against the answers provided in Appendix A. If you have 
difficulty answering these questions, reread the chapter. 



Chapter 4. Using the A and Z Specifications to Describe the Master Customer 
Identification Job 

The display design for the first example is complete. This design included the 
placement of the fields on the display and descriptions of the checks and edits 
or automatic functions to be used for the entries. This chapter describes the 
entries required on the A and Z specifications to define the display designed in 
Chapter 3 and to define the job and format characteristics described in the 
instructions from your supervisor. 

You will need blank Z and A specifications and the work sheets you used to 
define the fields on the display (see Figure 3). 

IBM ,",."."".~" __ ,_~_.,, IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

~--:--J~:~_=-~ ~,:~:,o:-~-FrrTTTTl Ir:--;.,""·c--~o~-" -~i',,-------:-o'_----'J 

: -" - ~ :::~':~ i : r fH-IfJ : il i 'ff j jl j 

,,3 .. ~ 6' B 910'''2'3'.'~16'',a'9:>Ol'n232<1l'!i26211112!1JOJ'J21JJoO]5l6l'l83901O'''201''''5~"0Ij'9M5'525J!>O~~5'':oI!59S06'626J6oI6li666'686810''127J'.'5'617'8'!i1lO 

·"Oumborol'_"PI'rpodmoy,.,,,,"ghtl,, 

Figure 3. Materials You Will Need to Describe the Job 

Display Work Sheets 

You will use the Z specification to specify the job and format characteristics. 
You will use the A specification to describe the display fields, record, and files 
for this job. A minimum description for each data-entry job is required. Figure 
3 illustrates the minimum description. 
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IB~ InternatIonal Bulmeu ~hlnM CorporatIon IBM 5280 GENERAL UTILITY SPECIFICATIONS 

I Descropl.on KeYIng GraphIC 

I I I I I I I I I Date 
Instruction 

Key 

Job/Format/Subroutine Test Conditions Options 

:)ATE 'OMY ·""YO EOJi'lotrlhl.PASS 

Position 
to be Tested 
('POSnnnn) 

Reserved 

D J defines this line as a job description statement. 
NAME is the job name. 

Reserve<i 
EOIT( 1[("p'11 

T~ I L E '1~ld \~, I "P" '0'1))1 

~ •.. B l cS HI "'<U Hi'; l 

TF I LE (name) specifies the name of the data set that is to be written on the diskette. 

S XX is the unique format identifier (10). 

E is for the enter mode. 

NAME specifies the entry format to use. It must match a record name within the display (CRT) file 

description. 

of 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 It 121314151617 1819202122 232425 26272829303132333435363738394041424344 45464748 495051 5253545556 5758596061 62636465666768697071727374757677787980 

'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 

Figure 4 (Part 1 of 2). Sample Program Description 



~~l'~~ International BuSiness Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/ Record / 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

II F defines this line as a file description statement. 
DEVICE(CRT) identifies it as being for the display. 
DSPSIZ describes the size of the display. 
(The first parameter is the number of I ines and 
the second parameter is the number of columns). 

II R defines this line as a record description statement. 
The name identifies the record for the enter mode. 
This name must match a format name on the 
Z specification. 

I Source Document 

Location 

Checks~CHECK (code ... I 
~----t 

Functions 

I Page of 

PMT Ipromptl 
Screen 

Aulo Duo 

Auto SIt ,J AS MjnddlOry Fd MF RA.NGE IIOWMlghJ 

Se AI Adl 81ank F, AS RANGET Itab)e irndexJI 

COMP)'lesl tld1 'i£'I tldn Ind'Cj!or] I RESET 10TOTni 

DR 

00 
.. (j FE 

,C 

SEQlltestl 

SETOF ),ndl 

SETON lirldl 
SHIFT (·$Mlf"tl 

SU8(namel 
SUBST lublel table2i,ndex] I 
TAOO (oTOT'11 

II This is a field description statement. Only the length and usage 
columns are required. 

II F defines this line as a file description statement. 
DEVICE(DISK X'4~a0' specifies it as the file for the diskette. 
If this is the only diskette file statement, the name must 
be the same name used as the parameter for the TF I LE 
keyword on the Z specification. 

12 J 4; 67 8 91011121314151617181920212223242526272829303132333435363',383940414243444546474849505152;3545556575859606162636465666768697071727374757677787980 
-Number of sneets per pad may vary slightly 

Figure 4 (Part 2 of 2). Sample Program Description 
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Look at the upper right corner of both the Z and A specifications. This corner 
contains capitalized words or abbreviations. These keywords tell DE/RPG what 
you want it to do. The information that follows the keyword is called a 
parameter. CHECK(BY) is an editing function in which CHECK is the keyword 
and BY (which stands for bypass) is the parameter. This editing function fills 
the associated fields with blanks. 

There are a few, simple rules you will have to learn in order to use the 
keywords. For example, all keywords must be capitalized. They must begin in 
column 55 of the Z specification and in column 45 of the A specification. The 
back of the A and Z specification forms lists the keywords and parameters that 
are available and briefly describes their functions. 

When you have completed this chapter, you should be able to create a job that 
uses the same format for entry and review and uses the same format to 
display data and write data on the diskette. The specific concepts you will 
learn in this chapter are: 

• How to specify fields, records, files, formats, and jobs 

• How to describe literals, prompts, and inserts 

• How to describe checks and edits 

• How to mark a record type for later identification 

DESCRIBING THE FIELDS ON THE A SPECIFICATION 

For this example, begin on the fourth line of your A specification. This will be 
the location of your first field description. A file and record description must 
precede the field description; by beginning on line 4, you are leaving space to 
include these later. You are starting with the field descriptions rather than the 
record or file description because the display fields have already been designed 
on the work sheets. Once the fields are described on the A specification, it is 
simple to add the necessary record and file descriptions. 



As you look at the work sheet for the display, notice that the first field is the 
corporation name. Review the supervisor's instructions and your entries on the 
work sheet; the field name is CORP. Starting at column 19 on the A 
specification, write the field name. It is not necessary to name fields if they 
will not be referenced elsewhere. Naming fields increases the program size. 
Field names can be no more than 6 characters long. Refer to the following 
sample as you learn what entries are needed to specify this field. 

I~~ International BuSiness Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Job No MAST~EAD 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset!Record! 
Field!Table Name 

Length 

MAS~"tReCUSTOME"R 
I £NTIF/CAT/ON JOB 

Location 

I----~ Checks=CHECK (code ... I Functions 

Screen 
Auto Du,) Mandatorv E""v 
AulO Skip AS Mandiltory Fdl MF 

Be AI Ad,-Blank Fdl RS 

Bv PiI~S on Ve" f II B V 

DR 

DO 

ADO (namel 

AUXDUP (namel 

COMP Iltt'S! fldl'@ 

DSPATR (lallr 

EDTCOE leode flOil!1 

Page of 

3 

PMT (prompt' 

RANGE (low hlghl 

RANGEl Itable l,nde_l, 
RESET (·rOTn) 

SEQ 111t'stl 

SETOF I:ndl 
SETON Ilnd\ 
5"11 FT r~ ~h," I 

$UBST itablel table2 llndellj I 

TAQD (oTOTnl 

464748495051 52535455565758596061 626364 65 66 6768 6970 7172 73 74757677 7879 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 3) 38 3940 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 

'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 

Next, look at columns 30 through 34. These columns specify the field length. 
This number (30) must be right-adjusted (which means that it must end in 
column 34). Because you did not specify that the entry be a certain data type 
(such as numeric only) or that it be used in calculations, leave columns 35 
through 37 blank. A blank is equivalent to an alphabetic field, 
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Coiumn 38 is the usage coiurnn. Each field definition must have an ~ntry in 

this column. There are three choices for basic data entry: I (input), 0 (output), 
and W (work space). I specifies that the field will be displayed during enter 
and review modes. It also allows the operator to enter data into the field and 
allows the field to be written in a diskette record. a specifies that the field will 
be displayed, but cannot be altered by the operator or written in a diskette 
record. W prevents the field from being displayed, altered by the operator, or 
written in the diskette record; it can be specified, for example, for fields that 
contain intermediate calculation results. Because this sample program requires 
that the operator enter data into this field and have that data written in the 
diskette record, the entry in column 38 must be I. 

Columns (39 through 44) specify the position of the field on the display. 
Although leading 0' s are used in this example, they are not required by 
DE/RPG. The numbers entered in columns 39 through 44 determine the line 
and column positions on the display. If you do not use these columns, the first 
field is in line 3 column 1 and all fields that follow are strung together in 
succession across the display. The location of a field on the display is up to 
you. Although this field began in column 1 on the display work sheet, it must 
be positioned in column 2 in the program. Because the field met the following 
conditions, its display attribute would have been ignored once the field was 
exited: The field was (1) on line 2 column 1, (2) used with a prompt, and (3) 
used a display attribute. To preserve the underline attribute and still be able to 
use a prompt, the field must be positioned on line 2, column 2. 

Columns 45 through 80 contain the prompts, literals, automatic functions, and 
checks and edits for the field. The keyword PMT (which stands for prompt) 
must be used for all messages you want displayed on line 1 (row 2) of the 
display. The wording for the prompt follows the keyword and must be 
enclosed in parentheses. 

Notice that the prompt wording exceeds the space provided by columns 45 
through SO. The + continuation character allows you to continue the wording 
to the next line on the A specification. When you continue a field description, 
columns 7 through 44 of the subsequent lines must be blank. The two 
continuation characters are + and -. Basically, the difference is that DE/RPG 
does not count beginning blanks starting in position 45 on the next line when 
the + continuation character is used. See the DE/RPG Reference Manual for 
additional details about continuation characters. 

The first edit, CHECK(DR), is on the line following the wording for the prompt. 
This line skipping is not required by DE/RPG. Only a blank between keywords 
and parameters is necessary. Line skipping is used in the example; because it 
makes the program easier to read. No continuation character is required 
because the keyword and parameter are complete. The CHECK(DR) keyword 
and parameter satisfy the requirements for a field that must have operator 
entry. DR means data required; the operator must enter at least one nonblank 
character into the field. The DSPATR(UL) keyword and parameter stand for 
display attribute underline. This keyword and parameter will cause the system 
to underline all positions of the field to identify the field length to the operator. 
The first field description is complete. 



The next field is the customer name. The name of the field is CUSN. 

IB~ International Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Job NoMASTH£AD 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

DatasetlRecord/ 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

Location 

MlS;P~'ie~ STOME"R. 
IDENTI FICATION JO~ 

II 

Page of 

2 3 

~ ___ -I Checks=CHECK (code ... I Functions 

Screen 

Pos 

AUIO Dup 

AutoSk,p 

81ankCheck 

Bypass 

AD Mandato.,. Entry 
AS Mandatory Foil 

Data ReqUired 

Dup O'silole 
F,eldE.,tAeQuiredoFE 

Rt A.dl-Blank F II 

R'9"lttoLelt 
At Adl-Zera F<l1 

n-C G ICheck Genl 

ADD (n.me) PMT (prompt I 
AUXOUP (name) RANGE (low rHgh) 

RANGEl Uable {,ndexll 

COMP (I test lid' l@ tldn Imdlcator! I RESET (·rOTnl 
OSPATA (latH I SEa ('testl 

EDTCQE kode floall SETOF ('nd) 

ERROA IcoOe!'messdqt'll 
EXSA(subfout,nel 
INSERT (tldt)@ fldnl 

LOOK (table (,nduJI 

SETON lind) 

SHIFT /·sh,hl 

SUBST (tablel tabl.ei (Index] I 
TAOO .-TOTn) 

TSUB (-TOTn) 
XCHK (tilb!emde..l mde:.;2) 

46474849505152535455565758 59 60 6t 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 7t 72 73 74757677 78 79 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011121314151617 18 1920212223 2425 2627 28 2930 31 32 3334 35 36 3/38 39404142434445464748 49505152535455565758596061 626364656667686970 7t 72 73 74757677 787980 

-Number of sheets per pad may vary SlightlY 

Notice that all descriptions, except the entry in column 35, are similar to those 
for the first field. Column 35 defines the data type that is acceptable for field 
entry. Remember that you noted that this field should be alphabetic only. The 
X in this column specifies that all entries be edited to accept only alphabetic 
characters. The DE/RPG Reference Manual contains descriptions of the 
possible entries in this column. 
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Sequence 

The next three fields (STREET, CITY, and STATE) are similar to the preceding 
fields. Try to describe them on the A specification without looking at the 
sample. 

IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Data,;>:! 

Date 

Dataset/Record/ 
Field/Table Na 

Length 

Location 

Screen 

Pos [, .. 'luI'! ")::1(': ""PHdgo:' I' 
EXSRlsubtoul""'W i 

'1I,j~1: R T !tl<11 ,,,, "dn. 

LOOK 1tdble ',ndl'JO.ll 

'test EQ.GE.GT.LE.LT.NE 
<lltr 8L CA CS HI NO,R! Ul 

'i!"-+ • 

4 sh ,ft-A.D.H N,VW,X.Y 

Page 

2 

Printed ,n U.S.A 

of 

3 

RANGE 1I0w"'ghl 

RANGET l1~blf' :,ndtJ{' I 

Sf-TON I,ndl 

SHIFT (4sh,hl 

SUBST Hablel tab1ellmdu:) f 

TADD (·rOTnl 

464748 49505 I 52 53 54 55 56 5758 59 60 61 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 74757677 78 79 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 1213141516171819202122 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 333435363738 3940 4142434445464748 4950515253545556575859606162636465666768 69707172 73 74757677 78 7980 

"Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 



The next field does not have a name. It is the literal for the customer number 
field. Notice that this field has no length specified and that it has an 0 in 
column 38. Literals do not have length entries. They are always 0 (output) 
usage because they are not written in the diskette record. The wording for the 
literal is within apostrophes ( . ) which tell DE/RPG that this is a message. All 
literal messages must be enclosed in apostrophes. 

IB~ Int,rnltionll BUlintl. Meehin .. Corporlt1on IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/Record/ 
Field/Table 

Length 

Location 

~ ___ .... Checks=CHECK (code ... I 

Screen 
Auto Dup AD Mandatory Entry 

Auto Skl~ AS M.ndil!ory Foil 

Rt Ad)-Blank Fill 

Bypass RIgt'l1 to left RL 

BypaSSonVt'flly At Ad)-Zilla Fill RZ 

Datd ReQu'ft'(j DR $elf Check 

Pos Dup D'sable DD n-C G IOwck Genl 

F'eldExltRequ"l'(j FE 
LC 

i i 

Functions 

ADD (nlme) 

AUXDUP (name) 

AUXST ("ame) 

Page 

3 
of 

3 

PMT (prompt I 

RANGE (low I"lIgh) 

RANGET Itdble l,ndu, I 

COMP(llettlld1 1 (pl Ildn [ondocatorl) RESET 10TOTn) 
DSPATR (lanr I SEa (' tUtl 
EDTCDE (code Iloit! SETQF (mdl 
ERROR Icodrj'mt'Hdgt"p 
eXSA (subroutine) 

INSERT (fldl J @ Ildnl 

LOOK Itable [mdnll 

SETON Imdl 
SHIFT ('snlttJ 

SUBST Itable' t.ble21,ndexll 
TADO (oTOTnl 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 3334 35 36 3-' 38 394041 4243 44 45 46 4748 495051 52 53 54 55 56 5758 5960 61 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 747576 77 78 79 80 

'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 
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The customer number entry field is next. It introduces one new function: BC. 
BC stands for blank check. Along with DR, this parameter requires the 
operator to enter data with no blanks in the entire field. Because both the DR 
and BC parameters are related to the CHECK keyword, they can be grouped 
within the same parentheses. However, they must have a blank between them. 
These parameters require the operator to both enter and fill the field. 

IB~ Internatlona' BUSlne" MachInes Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Punted on U.S.A. 

Job No MASTHEAD 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

DatasetlRecord/ 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

MA§:fE'P:"eC,US TOME R 
IDENTIFICATION JO 

Page 

3 
of 

3 

Location 

~ ___ ~ CheckscCHECK Icode 

Screen AS M",nd.lIO'v F., MF 

Be RI Ad,-Bt",nk F,II RS 

R'9tH to lle'l! 
R, Adj Z~r(, F I 

Data Requ"l'd OJ;! $elf Check 

POs Dup Disable DO n-C G IChltck Genl 

Functions 

PMTlpromml 

RANGE (lowh'9"l 

RANGEl lIable jlndulJ 

COMPj'tf'fll!d"(P) 

DSPATR l'dIIl 

IIdn l,ndlutOlil RESET I·TOTn) 
SEO("nt\ 

SETQF Imd) EDTeDE (code floil) 

ERROR kodt> I'men. 11 
EXSAIsubrOUI,nel 
INSERT (fldl'@ Ildn) 

',nl-EO.GE GT.LE.l T.NE 

:ittr Bl CA CS HI NO AI Ul 
I~_+ _. 

·,nl'I· A.D.H,N,V,W,X. Y 

SETON lind) 
SHIFT '·"'lIftl 
sue (name) 

SUBST l1,bleolt.bIe'2I,nde.11 

TSUB (-TOTn) 
XCI-4K U.bll!lndI!.1Indn2) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011121314151617 18 19202122 232425 2627 28 2930 31 32 333435 363, 38 39404142434445 464748495051525354555657585960616263646566676869707172 73 74757677 787980 

·Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 



The next field to define after the customer number field is a field that contains 
no data. This field was not defined on the work sheet. You know the field is 
required because the supervisor's instructions told you to place the H marker in 
the last position of the diskette record. These instructions also told you that 
the record is 150 positions long. If you add the fields that have been defined 
for the record, you will find the total is 146. Because the H is to be in position 
150, a field of blanks is needed to pad the records. 

The CHECK(BY) keyword and parameter will leave a field of blanks with a 
specified length in the diskette record without operator entry. BY stands for 
bypass. The result is that the H in the next field is automatically inserted into 
position 150 of the diskette record. 

To determine that the H will be in position 150 of the record, add the entries 
in the length columns for each field. Next, subtract the total from the mark 
position 150; this calculation will tell you the length of the blank field. 

30 Corporation name 

30 Customer name 

30 Street 

30 City 

20 State 

+ 5 Customer number 

145 Total field positions 

149 Positions available up 
to last postition 

- 145 Total field positions 

4 Blanks needed 
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Therefore, the length entry in the column for the CHECK(BY) field should be 4. 

IBM Il'\tl'''''tIOl''l,1 BVltn,1I Met,",I"" Corporltlon 

Sequence 

IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Dataset/Record! 
Field!Table Na 

Ke'( '4 

Length 

Location 

Screen 

MAgTi~U~Gs TOMER 
\ ENTI F'C~T(ON JOB 

R' AUI 8 ... ~ f' 

"'CI ... ·',l .. ·' ><L 
~'Ad. l .. , ~ "! 

T~\I f:O Gf: GT L!: L T ~'H 
BL r.A cso .... , ~8 u, UL 

• \~," A fJ H ~ V w. x y 

Page 

3 

510-1, ~ T ,. \h,I. 

SuB 
SU8ST IldtJ 1t.-lldblt'2 
'AOO "TOT 

TSU81'TOT" 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011 121314151617181920212'22324252627282930313233343536 3/38 3940 4142434445464748495051525354&556 57585960 616263646566676869707172 73 74757677 787980 
"Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 



The last field is the marker (H) for the record type. Use the insert function to 
place the H in the diskette record. 

!:SF';"~ International Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Job No MASTHEAD Dataset fJ'K~ ,.°ffieEuSTOMER 
E TlFlCATI0N JOB 

Page of 

3 Date 

Sequence 

Dataset/ Record/ 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

Location 

Screen AS 

BC 

BV 

oald Requ·!p{j DR 

Pas Du!) Q,\ab>, 

F'eld tXII Reql,,'ed-FE 

LC 

3 

Functions 

ADO (name) 

-MF AUXQUP Iname) 

RB 
RL 

RZ 
COMp(Llesttldl<~ tldn l1nd,calOf ) RESET ('TOTn) 

SEQ (l!est! 

EOTCOE (code Iloall SETQF IlndJ 

ERROR lcode I messdg"'-I' 
EXSR (subroutine I 

INSERT (1Idl l @ ildnl 

LOOK Itable l.ndexll 

SHIFT (4r;1·"ftl 

SUB (name) 

SUBST (table1 table2 [lndel(j ) 

TAOD (·rOTnl 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 3334 35 36 3i J8 394041 4243 44 40 48 4748 495051 52 53 e4 5e 56 57 58 59 60 61 626364 65 BB 67 ee as 70 7112 73 141578 77 18 19 80 
'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 

The usage column contains an I because you want this mark written in the 
diskette record. The insert function automatically includes the character H in 
the record without operator entry. Notice that the H is enclosed in 
apostrophes. The apostrophes mean that the H is character data. Only named 
fields, arithmetic expressions, or constants (either all character or all numeric) 
can be used with the insert function, The DEjRPG Reference Manual describes 
the insert function in detail. 

You have completed the description of the fields and have defined all the 
checks, edits, and automatic functions required for the job. The next step is to 
describe the record. 
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DESCRIBING THE RECORD ON THE A SPECIFICATION 

Job No. MASTHEAD 

Sequence 

The third line of the A specification is the location of the record description. 
Place an R in column 17. The R identifies the following field descriptions as a 
description of one record. No entry appears in this column for the field 
descriptions. The only other information that is required for the record 
description is a name. This name must begin in column 19 and can be no 
longer than 8 characters. The example uses the name HEADER to identify the 

record. 

IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Dataset 

Date 

Location 

Functions 

Screen 

Prmted m U.S.A 

Page of 

2. 3 

PMl ~Pf()mp!1 

RANGlllowhlghl 

RANGEl Ifable Ilrldhll 

AUXDUP IrlolfW' I 

AUXST In<lmel 

COMP ('11:'\1 tlfJl1[j>l 1.n(\'c')lo" I RESEll-TOTnl 

Dataset!Recurd! 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

Pos 
EDTeDE!ctXW hoa!\ 

t. R ROR ILlJd~ I 'l1t's~"qo- I' 
EXSA (wbfou"n~\ 
INSERT Hldt 'Ial liard 

lOOK [1"hl ... ',,,<1.,. ' 

!hl EO,GE,GT lE LT Nt 

dllr BL LA C::;' HI NU HI lil 

~ .. 
·sh,ll A,D H.N.V.W.X.V 

SEO I' I¥~II 

SETOF (,ndl 

46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 6B 6970 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9' 0 11 12 1.3 '4 15 16 17 '8 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 3i 32 33 34 35 36 3 i" 38 3940 41 4243 44 45 46 4748 49 bO 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 6 1 626354 65 66 67 68 fl9 70 71 72 73 747576 77 787980 
'Number of sheets per pad may vary Slightly 

The record description is complete. The next description, the iast one for the A 
specification fOi this example, is the description for the files. 



DESCRIBING THE INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICE FILES ON THE A SPECIFICATION 

On the first line on the A specification, place an F in column 17. The F 
identifies the line as a file description statement. Remember that Chapter 2 
described two basic kinds of files: display and diskette. This line describes the 
display file. The name INPUT is arbitrary. You can use any name you wish for 
the display file. In column 45 write the keyword DEVICE followed by the 
parameter, CRT. The 150 in columns 32 through 34 tells the system that each 
record is to be 150 positions long. All records in a data set are the same 
length. Shorter records are padded with blanks to make them the specified 
length. 

Next, you must tell the system what display size you are using. Write DSPSIZ 
for display size followed by the parameter (6 80). The (6 80) refers to 6 rows 
and 80 columns. 

~~F~ International Busmess Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Job No MASTHEAD 

Sequence 

Data:.et 

Date 

DatasetlRecordl 
FieldlTable Name 

Length 

MAST£R~llSTOM[R 
I ENTIFICATION JOB 

Location 

Checks"CHECK (code .. I 
t-----t 

Functions 

Screen 
Auto Oul) 

Aul" Sk,p 

Pas Dwl-' 0 sdt)l~ 

AD Mand,l1o'y Entry ME 
AS Manddlo'y 1",11 MF AUXDUP Inampl 

Be RI Adl-Blank F ,I AB AUXST (namel 

AL CQMP Il teH Ildl'@ 

~ ,plcl E. T Rt'uu"p(j FE 

LOOI( 1!<iOle i,nou I 

Printed in U.S.A. 

Page of 

2. 3 

PMT IpI"ompll 

RANGE (lOW h'ghl 

RANGET It able [Index: I 
I RESET I'TOTnl 

SEQ I' !e~tl 

SETOF 

Sf-< 1FT i· ~", .... I 

SUB Inamel 

SUBST ItableT table2 llndex]I 

TAOO 10TOTn 

TSUB I'TOTnl 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011121314151617 18 19202122 232425 26 2728 2930 31 32 3334 35 363-, 38 394041424344 45464748 49505152535455565758596061626364656667686970 71727374757677787980 
"Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 
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Job No MA5TI-I£AD 

Sequence 

One more file description is needed-the one that describes the diskette file !f 

this file description is not provided, no records can be written into the diskette 

data set. Go to the line on the A specification that follows the last field 

description and write the diskette file description. The name is MASTHEAD as 
defined by the instructions for the job (the length of 150 must be the same as 

the display file); the DEVICE parameter is DISK. The address for the diskette 

drive you are using must also be included as part of the parameter. You 
should be able to find this address on the outside of the diskette drive. For 

this example, the address is 4000. 

Note: If you are not using drive 4000, substitute the number of the drive you 

are using wherever the drive number 4000 appears. 

Look at the example if you have difficulty. Because the instructions tell you 
that the name for the data set is MASTHEAD, this is the name you must use 

for the diskette file description. 

Dataset 

Date 

IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Location 

t------4 Checks=CHECK (code ... I 

Screen 
Auto Dup 

AulOSk ,p 

AD 

AS MF 
RB 

Functions 

Page 

3 

Printed in U.S.A. 

of 

3 

PMT (prompt} 

RANGE (low rnghl 

RANGEl Uable [,nde)(l) 

BY Rl COMPetes! tldl l @ Ildn l.ndlcalOrll RESET (oTOTnl 

Dataset/Recordl 
Field/Table Name 

Length 8'\" pas~ on VI''' t y B V 

DR 

Pos DIJIJ D,latH DO 
F ,pl(l E: ~ 1 Requ,'tG F £ 

LC 

RZ DSPATA eattr I SEa etest) 
EDTCDE (code tloall SETOF (mdl 

SETON ('lIdl 

SHIFT (4~h,hi 

SUBST ll~bl!,1 l~bl"'2 I ,no!'. I \ 
TADD (·TOTn) 

TSUa (-rOTn) 
XCHK (table Indexl ,ndeK2) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 , 0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 38 3940 41 4243 44 45 46 4748 4950 5' 52 53 54 55 56 57585960 61 626364 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 747576 77 78 79 80 

·Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 

You have completed the descriptions for the files, record, and fields that are 

required for the first sample job. You have completed the A specification 
description and are now ready to define the job characteristics on the Z 

specification. 



DESCRIBING THE JOB CHARACTERISTICS ON THE Z SPECIFICATION 

The entries on the Z specification tell the system the characteristics of the job. 
This includes information such as: 

• Job name 

• Availability of the data set to other users 

Name of the diskette data set 

• Order in which formats are to be used 

The first thing that must be described on the Z specification is the job name 
and the name used for the data set on the diskette. On the first line of the Z 
specification, place a J in column 7. 

I~~ International Business Machmes Corporation IBM 5280 GENERAL UTILITY SPECIFICATIONS 

Job MASTER 
Date 

Job/Format/Subroutine Test Conditions 

M'ASTER CUSTOMER 
IDENTIFICATION JOB 

Options 

Page 

DATE I-QMY 'YMD' 

EOITC ilcuPldli 

EOJ HIOb df'~ I·PASS)!I 

Position 
to be Tested 
("POSnnnn) 

Reserved Reserved 

JOBOPT I [. NOPMT II' r./OOPE N [I 

PR TF I LEI ddta \~II 

TFILEldalilll'tldellreqjl 

allr BL CS HI NO RI UL 

Printed In u. S. A 

of 

3 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314151617 1819202122232425262728 29303132 333435363738 394041424344 45 46474849505152535455565758 5960 6162636465666768 69707172 73 74757677 78 7980 

"Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 
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The J tel!s DE!RPG that this is a job description statement. Place the name of 

the job in columns 10 through 17; it can be no longer than 8 positions. The 
instructions tell you to use the name MASTER. Beginning in column 55, write 
the keyword TFILE followed by the parameter (MASTHEAD). You should 
recognize MASTHEAD as being the name of the diskette data set you provided 
in the diskette file statement on the A specification. The name that you specify 
for the diskette data set on the A specification must always be the same as 
the name you specify for the parameter of the TFILE keyword on the Z 
specification. Now write the number 10 as part of the parameter: (MASTHEAD 
10). The 10 tells DE/RPG to insert a deleted record after every 10 records that 
are written to the data set. You determine the frequency of deleted records. 
These deleted records are optional and do not have to be specified; however, 
they make the insertion of future records in the data set faster. 

The job description is complete, but the format description on the Z 
specification remains to be defined. 

DESCRIBING THE FORMATS ON THE Z SPECIFICATION 

Go to the line following the job description statement. Place the format 
identifier (lD) X1 in columns 8 and 9. This ID was provided in the supervisor's 
instructions. The characters X1 identify the format. Next, write the format 
name starting in column 10. Notice that the name of the format is the same as 
the name of the record on the A specification. Because the program has only 
one record, there is only one format description. Next, place an E in column 
21. The E stands for entry format. Two types of formats can be defined on 
the Z specification: the entry formats and review formats. The entry format 
information tells DE/RPG to use the field definitions of the matching display 
record name to display information during the enter mode. 



Finally, define the review format. Place an R rather than an E in column 21. 
Place the format identification (lD) in columns 45 and 46. This tells the system 
to use the record that matches the format I D to display information for the 
update, verify, and rerun modes. The format I D in columns 45 and 46 refers 
back to an entry format which in turn points to a record described for the CRT 
file on the A specification. In this example, the ID is X1. The format name for 
ID X1 is HEADER which is also the name of a display record on the A 
specification. 

You have completed the job definition for the master customer file job. Your 
first program is complete. 

IB~ International Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 GENERAL UTILITY SPECIFICATIONS 

Job MASTER 
Date 

Job/Format/Subroutine Test Conditions 

Position 
to be Tested 
("POSnnnn) 

Reserved Reserved 

~~§TiER CUSTOMER 
IDENTIFICATION JO 

Options 

CFILE ldatasell ClRl (numbed 

OA TE (-OMY -YMDI EOJ \!Iob dt'~ [.PASSp I 
EOITC ![cuptdjl SlNQ Olnel 

JOBOPT q. NOPM T 11 • NQQPE N P 
PATFILE(datasetl 

TFILE (dataset [deifreQj) 

atwBl,C$,HI.ND RI.UL 

Printed in U. S. A. 

of 

1. 

12345678 91011121314151617181920212223242526272828303132333435363736394041424344454647464950515253545556575859606162836485668766897071727374757877787980 

"Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 

Only two tasks remain before you can use the pr~gram to enter customer 
identification information. The first task is entering the program into the 5280 
system. The source entry program is available to help you do this. Chapter 5 
describes how to use the source entry program. Secondly, you must compile 
the program once it is in the system. Chapter 5 also describes this process. 
Once the program has been entered and compiled, it is ready to be used for 
data entry. Chapter 6 shows you how to use the program to enter data. 
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 4 

You have completed the descriptions of the job, formats, files, record, and 
fields on the Z and A specifications. Before you proceed, however, try to 
answer the following questions. 

1 . Place an A by the items that the A specification describes and a Z by 
those that the Z specification describes: 

a. jobs ___ _ 

b. records ___ _ 

c. files ___ _ 

d. data sets ___ _ 

e. fields ----

f. formats ___ _ 

g. prompts ___ _ 

h. literals ___ _ 

2. Two files are described in this program. Can you name these files and 
the device that they refer to: 

a. ____________________________________________________ _ 

b. ____________________________________________________ _ 

3. Suppose you are using a larger display and you want to describe a field 
that is located in row 8, column 39. What would be your entries in 
columns 39 through 44 of the A specification? 

4. Which one of the following definitions matches the function of 
CHECK(DR)? _____ _ 

a. Right-adjust with blank fill 

b. Pad the field with blanks 

c. Nonblank entry required 



5. Where are the identical names required: 

a. Records and formats ___ _ 

b. Files and formats ___ _ 

c. Diskette files and transaction files ----

d. CRT files and jobs ___ _ 

e. Files and records ___ _ 

6. What does the R on the format line on the Z specification mean? 

Check your answers against the answers provided in Appendix A. If you have 
not been able to answer the questions, begin at Chapter 2 and read through 
the text again. 
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Chapter 5. Entering and Compiling the Program for the Master Customer 

Identification Job 

Review the process involved in using DE/RPG as shown in Figure 2 in 
Chapter 3. You are now ready to begin Step 2. 

This chapter will teach you how to take the information you have gathered on 
the Z and A specifications and enter it into the 5280 system so it can be 
compiled and used. 

Assume that you will be using a system which consists of 32 K bytes of main 
storage, a single display, and two diskette drives (no printer). 

If you are going to use your keyboard/display data station to enter the 
program, you will have to perform the following procedures: 

1. Configure the system with the appropriate partition sizes for the source 
entry program (16 K) and the compiler (9 K). (Generally, this system 
setup will have been done by your supervisor prior to your using the 
system.) 

2. Perform the I PL. 

Note: The IPL must include either SYSCFA or SYSHELP. 

3. Load and use the source entry program to enter the statement 
descriptions from the Z and A specifications. 

4. Load the DE/RPG compiler and describe the conditions of the 
compilation. 

CONFIGURING YOUR SYSTEM AND PERFORMING THE IPL 

The System Control Programming Reference/Operation Manual provides detailed 
procedures for performing the IPL and system configuration. You will need at 
least one foreground partition that is 13 K bytes. 

Once the system has been configured to fit your requirements and has 
completed IPL, you are ready to use the source entry program. 

If an error should occur, refer to the IBM 5280 Message Manual for an 
explanation of the error code and suggested response. 
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USING THE SOURCE ENTRY PROGRAM 

Immediately after the IPL has been completed, this display appears. 

1".'";":1"1 I. il i U 1"1 I": Ij,,,b I 

: ;";'; Fj.JTiF: 

l~~ _______ ---,J 

() ()O() i 

Place the diskette containing the source entry program in drive 4400. If you 
are not using drive 4400, substitute the number for the drive you are using 
wherever drive number 4400 appears in the following samples. 

Program name I~ 

F' -:';1 r- tit i u r-I r-J U iii h (-:-:' r 

F' y- (-,! :::- _::: E (~ T L F: () ~::; ... () () 

l~ ______________ J 
The responses you should provide are indicated in color on the sample display. 
SYSSEP is the name by which the 5280 recognizes the source entry program. 



o 0001 

When you have completed the entries shown, press the Enter key. The 
following display appears. 

D 01 40 

Select initial data entry Mode 

Options are 

1. Enter·"NEWI 3. Vel"" i fy 

Select option: Press ENTER 

l~~~~-----",J 
This is the first time you have used the source entry program for entering this 

program, so select the option that says Enter (New). (The only time you select 
option 1 is for the first time you are entering the source DE/RPG program; if 

you use this option any other time, it will erase everything that you had 
previously put in the data set.) 
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() ()O()j 

When you press the Enter key, a display containing a default data set name 
appears 

[lltC'1 d,':I'j I i d,:'1 ",' 

:0 d I: d S Eo t 1'1 cl III C' ,::"( ,\' J. rJ 

D(,:,:''.j i c(':':' dl(,":" 

01>···B2 

l~ ________ ~J 

o 0007 

Change the data set name to the name of your program (MASTER). Change 
the drive to 4(X)() because this is the number of the drive that contains the 
diskette on which your MASTER data set will be located. The MASTER data 
set will be your DE/RPG source program. Be sure to place a diskette in drive 
4000. 

A 20 40 E 

Enter data for data set open 

Data set name: MASTER 

Dev i ce addl-ess: 4000 

Press ENTER 06-82 



Press the Enter key. If the data set name specified is not on the diskette, a 
display appears requesting you to specify either a retry of the name and device 
entry or the allocation of the data set. (If any other error occurs, prompt 06-82 
is displayed again.) 

o 0001 D 01 40 E 

Data set open fai Led 

Options are 

1. Retry 

2. AL locate 

Select option: Press ENTER 06-··83 

l~ ______ ----"J 

o 0001 

Select option 2. Because the diskette in drive 4000 does not contain a data 
set named MASTER, you must now allocate the data set as follows. Press the 
Enter key and the allocation display appears. 

A 26 D4 E 

Enter data for data set aLLocate 

Data se~ nallle: MASTER 

Dev i ce addl"ess: 4000 Ownel- ID: 

Exchange type: I NUMber of records: 000200 

Pl"eSS ENTER 

Enter the number 50 as the number of records entry and use a field exit key to 
leave the field. Press the Enter key. 

You have now allocated a data set named MASTER on the diskette in drive 
4000. The name you provide for this data set can be any acceptable name you 
wish as long as you remember that name and specify it as the source name 
during the compilation. You are specifying that the data set consists of 50 
records. The data set containing the DE/RPG source program must be at least 
as large as the actual program you are entering. It should be larger than the 
program to provide space for additions or changes to the program. 

After choosing option 2, the job specification prompt is displayed. The 
following steps indicate the process involved in entering your program. 

06-84 
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VVhen you press the Enter key, the menu for the source entry program 

appears. 

o 0001 N 01 40 1 E 

SELECT FORMAT: 

1 MENU 5 FILE DESCRIPTION 8 COMMENT 

2 JOB SPECIFICATION 6 RECORD DESCRIPTION 9 CALCULATION 

3 ENTRY FORMAT 7 FIELD DESCRIPTION o FMT 0 FOR RECORD IMAGE 

4 REVIEW FORMAT T TABLE DESCRIPTION S SHIFT LOWER CASE (FMT SO) 

A menu is a programming name given to this type of display that allows you to 
select from a variety of options. 

Before you can understand which option to select, you must understand the 

sequence in which the contents of the Z and A specifications must be entered. 
The normal sequence for entering programs into the 5280 for the source entry 
program is: 

A. Job statement (Z specification) 

B. Entry format statement (Z specification) 

c. Review format statement (Z specification) 

D. Display file statement (A specification) 

E. First record statement (A specification) 

F. Associated field statements (A specification) 

G. Next record statement and its associated field statements (A 
specification) 

H. Diskette file statement for the data set being created (A specification) 

I. Diskette file statements for other data sets used by the program (tables, 
and so on) (A specification) 

Review the contents of your Z and A specifications before beginning. 

Select option 2 from the menu and press the Enter key to begin the process of 
entering your program. 



o 0073 

After choosing option 2, the job specification prompt is displayed. The 
following steps indicate the process involved in entering your program. 

1. Job specification prompt 

A 08 40 000001 2 E 

Z JOB SPECIFICATION 

Name: MASTER 

Options: TFILECMASTHEAD 10) 

JOBOPT(*NOPMT) TFILECname n) CFILECname) EDITC() DATEC) 

SHARE/SHARER(names) STATUS(name) PRTFILECname) ENTRATRC) EXITATR() 

l~ _______ ~J 
Make the entries indicated in color. Press the Enter key, and the job 
options continued prompt is automatically displayed. 
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2. Job options continued prompt 

C) I 

.. 1 Cl I{ D F' T ( :O~ N U F' M T) T I ! L F ( ( ... ) (, M F N) C F 1 L F ( (~{\, M I) [D If C () D (.:., T F (, 

SHARE/SHARER(NAM[~) STATUS(NAME! 

Make no entries, just press the Next Fmt key. The entry format prompt 
is displayed. 

3. Entry format prompt 

o 0016 A 02 40 000002 3 E 

Z E ENTRY FORMAT 

Format 1D: Xi Na/ile: HEADER F~epedt: 

Position: Ne x t f ()l-md tID: 

Options: 

SLNO(n) CLRL(n) WR1TE(*NO or name) [OJ 

l~ ______ -----""J 
Make the entries shown and press the Enter key. The entry format 
prompt is dispiayed again. Make no more entries, just press the Next 

Fmt key. The review format prompt is displayed. 



4. Review format prompt 

o 0000 Y 00 F1 000003 4 E 

Z REVIEW FORMAT 

And (A) : 

Position: 

Character: 

Next fOI-mat ID: Xi 

l~ _________ ~J 

o 0069 

Make the entries as shown and press the Enter key. The review format 
prompt is displayed again. Now press the Next Fmt key to display the 

menu again. 

Select option 5, and press the Enter key. The file description prompt is 
displayed. 

5. CRT file description prompt 

A 12 40 000004 5 E 

A FILE DESCRIPTION 

FiLe name: INPUT 

Length: 150 

Usage: Editing: DEVICE(CRT) DSPSIZ(6 80) 

BLKING() DEVICE() LABEL() FORM() NUMENT() DSPSIZ() LOGON() INDEX() MARK/VMARK() 

Make the entries as shown. Although DSPSIZ appeared on a separate 
line on the A specification sheet, it is correct to enter it as shown if there 
is room. Press the Enter key and the file description prompt is displayed 
again. Press the Next Fmt key to display the record description prompt. 
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6. Record description prompt 

o 0025 A 02 40 000005 6 E 

A RECORD DESCRIPTION 

Record name: HEADER 

Usage: 

Editing: 

DSPATRC) RECIDC) SPACEACn) SPACEBCn) SKIPACnnn) SKIPBCnnn) 

l~ ______ ---",J 

o 0000 

Make the entry shown. Press the Enter key and the field description 
prompt is displayed. 

7. CORP field description prompt. 

A 00 4E 000007 7 E 

A FIELD DESCRIPTION 

Indicator: Narlle typeCK): FieLd name: CORP Length: 

Data type: Decimal po.sI1S: Usage: I Line: 2 F'o.sn: 

Editing: PMTCENTER THE NAME OF THE CORPORATI+ 

30 

2 

ADD AUXDUP CHECK CaMP DSPATR ERROR EXSR INSERT LOOK PMT RESET SEQ SHIFT SUBST ..• 

Make the entries shown, including the + continuation character. For all 
the field descriptions, use the Field Exit key to leave the length, line, and 
position fields. A + continuation character in the last position of the 
editing field indicates that there is more information to be entered. 

When the field description prompt is displayed, you can: 

• Advance to the editing field of this prompt by pressing the Field Exit 
key several times. Then enter the remaining data and press the Enter 
key. The field description prompt is displayed again; you can now 
enter data for another field. 

• Press the Next Fmt key. The field editing continued prompt is 
displayed (as in step 8). 

• Select a continuation prompt by pressing the Sel Fmt key. Then press 
C (alpha shift) 7, for the prompt ID number. The field editing 
continued prompt is displayed (as in step 8). 

Note: When running SYSSEP, you can select another prornpt at any 

time by pressing the Sel Fmt key; then press the prompt ID number. 



8. CORP field editing continued prompt 

o 0069 A 12 40 000008 C7 E 

A FIELD EDITING continued: ON) CHECKCDR) DSPATRCUL) 

ADD AUXDUP AUXST CHECK COMP DSPATR EDTCDE ERROR EXSR INSERT LOOK PMT RANGE 

RANGET RESET SEQ SET OF SETON SHIFT SUB SUBST TADD TSUB XCHK 

l~ ______ ~J 
This prompt is displayed only if you requested a continuation prompt 

during the previous step. Make the entries shown, then press the Enter 
key. The field editing continued prompt is displayed again. Press the 
Next Fmt key to display a field description prompt. 

Note: Although items such as CHECK(DR) and DSPATR(UL) were listed 

on separate lines on the A specification sheet, it is correct to enter them 
on the same prompt if there is enough room in the editing field. 

9. CUSN field description prompt 

o 0073 A 08 40 000009 "1 E 

A FIELD DESCRIPTION 

I nd i cat 01- : Field name: CUSN Lt:mqth: 

Data type: Dec i ma L posn.s-: Usage: I Line: 2 Posn: 41 

Editing: PMT(ENTER THE CUSTOMER NAME) 

30 

ADD AUXDUP CHECK COMP DSPATR ERROR EXSR INSERT LOOK PMT RESET SEQ SHIFT SUBST .•• 

Make the entries shown, then press the Enter key. The field description 
prompt is displayed again. You can continue entering data in the field 
description prompt, or you can request a field editing continued prompt 

as outlined in step 7. 
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10. CUSN field editing continued prompt 

o 0065 A 16 40 000010 C7 E 

A FIELD EDITING continued: CHECK(DR) DSPATR(UL) 

ADD AUXDUP AUXST CHECK CaMP DSPATR EDTCDE ERROR EXSR INSERT LOOK PMT RANGE 

RANGET RESET SEQ SETOF SETON SHIFT SUB SUBST TADD TSUB XCHK 

This prompt is displayed only if you requested a continuation prompt 
during the previous step. Make the entries shown, then press the Enter 
key. The field editing continued prompt is displayed again. Press the 
Next Fmt key to display a field description prompt. 

11. STREET field description prompt 

o 0074 A 07 40 000011 7 E 

A FIELD DESCRIPTION 

Indicatol-: Name type(K): Field name: STREET Length: 

Data type: Dec i lila l p osns : Usage: I Line: 3 F'osn: 

Editing: PMT(ENTER THE STREET ADDRESS) 

30 

1 

ADD AUXDUP CHECK COMP DSPATR ERROR EXSR INSERT LOOK PMT RESET SEQ SHIFT SUBST ••• 

Make the entries as shown, including a continuation character in the last 
position of the editing field. Press the Enter key. The field description 
prompt is displayed again. You can continue entering data in the field 
description prompt, or you can request a field editing continued prompt 
as outlined in step 7. 



12. STREET field editing continued prompt 

o 0065 A 16. 40 000012 C7 E 

A FIELD ,EDITING continued: CHECKCDR) DSPATRCUL) 

ADD AUXDUP AUXST CHECK COMP DSPATR EDTCDE ERROR EXSR INSERT LOOK PMT RANGE 

RANGET RESET SEQ SETOF SETON SHIFT SUB SUBST TADD TSUB XCHK 

This prompt is displayed only if you requested a continuation prompt 
during the previous step. Make the entries as shown, then press the 
Enter key. The field editing continued prompt is displayed again. Press 
the Next Fmt key to display a field description prompt. 

13. CITY field description prompt 

o 0064 A 17 40 000014 "1 E 

A FIELD DESCRIPTION 

Ind i ca tOl- : Name typeCK): Fie ld nallle: CITY Length: 

Data type: Decimal posns: Line: 3 Pos'n: 41 

Editing: PMTCENTER THE CITY) 

30 

ADD AUXDUP CHECK COMP DSPATR ERROR EXSR INSERT LOOK PMT RESET SEQ SHIFT SUBST ..• 

l~ _________ ~J 
Make the entries as shown, and press the Enter key. The field 
description prompt is displayed again. You can continue entering data in 
the field description prompt, or you can request a continuation prompt as 

outlined in step 7. 
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, 4. CITY field editing continued prompt 

o 0065 A 16 40 000015 C7 F 

A FIELD EDITING cant i nued CHEU\ (DF) DS'F'AH: (UL) 

ADD AUXDUP AUXST CHECK COMP DSPATR EDTCDE ERROR EXSR INSERl LOOK PMT RANGE 

RANGET RESET SEQ SETOF SETON SHIFT SUB SUBST TADD TSUB XCHK 

l~ _________ ---------""J 
Th is prompt is displayed only if you requested a continuation prompt 

during the previous step. Make the entries as shown, then press the 
Enter key. The field editing continued prompt is displayed again. Press 
the Next Fmt key to display a field description prompt. 

15. STATE field description prompt 

o 0000 •• , r o ' 

( [:. A 00 60 000016 

A FIELD DESCRIPTION 

I n die a t a 1- : N a III e t y p e ( K) : Fie l dna me: S' T {:dT Length: 

Data type: Decimal pDsns: Usagf': I L i rlt::': 4 

Editing: PMT(ENTER THE STATE -- SPELL OUT IN-

ADD AUXDUP CHECK COMP DSPATR ERROR EXSR INSERT LOOK PMT RESET SEQ SHIFT SUBST ..• 

l~ ________ ---,J 
Notice that the continuation character is a minus sign. The minus sign is used 
in this exampie because the next character to be entered in the editing field is 
the blank bet'.A.leen ' In' and' Full'. A + continuation character does not allow a 

leading blank in a continued editing field. By using a - continuation character, 
you can continue with the blank in the first position of the next prompt. 

Make the entries as shown, then press the Enter key. The field description 
prompt is displayed again. You can continue entering data in the field 
description prompt, or you can request a field editing continued prompt as 
outlined in step 7. 



16. STATE field editing continued prompt 

o 0072 A 09 40 000017 C7 E 

A FIELD EDITING continued: FULL) CHECKCDR) DSPATRCUL) 

ADD AUXDUP AUXST CHECK COMP DSPATR EDTCDE ERROR EXSR INSERT LOOK PMT RANGE 

RANGET RESET SEQ SETOF SETON SHIFT SUB SUBST TADD TSUB XCHK 

This prompt is displayed only if you requested a continuation prompt 
during the previous step. Make the entries as shown, then press the 
Enter key. The field editing continued prompt is displayed again. Press 
the Next Fmt key to display a field description prompt. 

17. CUSTOMER NUMBER literal field description prompt 

o 0063 A 18 40 000018 7 E 

A FIELD DESCRIPTION 

I nd i cat Ol- : Name typeCK): Field name: Length: 

Data type: Decimal posns: U.sage: 0 Line: 4 Posn: 30 

Ed it i ng: I CUSTOMEF~ NUMBER: I 

ADD AUXDUP CHECK COMP DSPATR ERROR EXSR INSERT LOOK PHT RESET SEQ SHIFT SUBST ... 

Make the entries as shown, then press the Enter key. The next field 

description prompt is displayed. 
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18. Number field description prompt 

o 0068 A 13 40 000020 7 E 

A FIELD DESCRIPTION 

Indicator: NaMe typeO\): Field naMe: NUMBER Length: 5 

Data type: Decimal po.s-n.s-: U.s-age: I Line: 4 Po.sn: 47 

Editing: CHECK(DR BC) DSPATR(UL) 

ADD AUXDUP CHECK COMP DSPATR ERROR EXSR INSERT LOOK PMT RESET SEQ SHIFT SUBST ••. 

Make the entries as shown, then press the Enter key. The next field 
description prompt is displayed. 

19. Bypass field description prompt 

o 0054 A 27 40 000021 7 E 

A FIELD DESCRIPTION 

Indicator: NaMe type(K): Field naMe: 

Data type: Dec i fila l posns: Usage: I Line: 

Editing: CHECK(BY) 

Length: 4 

Posn: 

ADD AUXDUP CHECK COMP DSPATR ERROR EXSR INSERT LOOK PMT RESET SEQ SHIFT SUBST ..• 

Make the entries as shown, then press the Enter key. The next field 
description prompt is displayed. 



20. MARK field description prompt 

o 0056 A 25 40 000022 7 E 

A FIELD DESCRIPTION 

Ind i ca tOI- : Name type(K): Fie Ld nallle: MARK Length: 

Data type: Decimal posns: Usage: I Line: 4 F'osn: 80 

Ed it i ng: INSERT ( 'H' ) 

ADD AUXDUP CHECK COMP DSF'ATR ERROR EXSR INSERT LOOK PMT RESET SEQ SHIFT SUBST ..• 

Make the entries as shown, then press the Enter key. The field 
description prompt is displayed again. Because you have finished 
entering field descriptions, use the Sel Fmt 5 key sequence to display the 
file description prompt. 

21. Diskette file description prompt 

o 0065 A 16 40 000023 5 E 

A FILE DESCRIPTION 

Fi Le name: MASTHEAD 

Length: 150 

Usage: Editing: DEVIC[(DISK X'4000') 

BLKING() DEVICE() LABEL() FORM() NUMENT() DSF'SIZ() LOGON() INDEX() MARK/VMARK() 

l~--.---.---.------"",J 
Make sure a file description prompt is displayed. Make the entries as 
shown, then press the Enter key. The prompt is displayed again. Use the 

End of Job key sequence to end the process of entering the program. 
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The following promot aooears_ 

o 0001 D 01 40 000024 5 E 

End of job. Do you want to write 5tatl5tics~ 

1. Yes 

2. No 

Select option: 06---89 

l~ ________ ~J 

() OOOt 

Select option 2 as it is not necessary for you to have production statistics 

posted. Press the Enter key, and the program load prompt appears again. 

Partition number: 

Pr- es s ENTEF.: 

Once you have entered your program using the source entry program, you are 

ready to use the DE/RPG compiler to change it into a machine-readable form. 

05,-00 



USING THE DE/RPG COMPILER 

o 0020 

Be sure that the diskette containing the DE/RPG compiler is in diskette drive 
4400 (or the drive you have been using instead of 4400). Respond to the 
prompt that appeared at the conclusion of the source entry program in the 
following way. 

N 01 FO 

Program name: SYSDERPG 

Device address: 4400 

Partition number: 

Pl'"f~SS ENTEr~ 05·-()() 

l~ _________ ~J 
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Press the Enter key and the following display appears. 

o 0001 

I>E/RF'G CDMF' I U~R 

Enter the following information for SOllrCf? f i I. ... ). 

Data set na'lle: SYSIN 

Device address: 4000 

h"es.!) ENTEF< 12····0:1. 

l~ ________ ~J 
o 0007 

The values that appear on the display are the default values. Change these as 
shown below. 

A 10 40 

I>E/RPG COMPILER 

Enter the folLowing information for SOU1"Ce file. 

Data set name: MASTER 

4000 

Pl" es sENTEr.: 12-01 

l'---______ ~J 
The name of the source file must be the name you gave the source DE/RPG 
program which you used the source entry program to create. For this example, 
the name is f\Y~ASTER. The drive is 4000 because you \vi!! be using the 
diskette that has remained in drive 4000 (or its equivalent for your system). 
Press the Enter key. 



The next two displays that appear are for work files. Accept both these 
displays as provided. 

o 0003. A 1.6 [2 

E n t f:! r' t h (0) f Ci I. I. 0 win (.:j i n f D "( III a tiC) n f Ci r' Wor' k f i I.~:.) :i .• 

Data set name: SYSUT001 

I)f:~ vic e add )""€".s:.s: : 4 4 0 () 

Pr f.~.s:.s: ENTEF~ 

Press the Enter key to continue. 

o 0001. A 1.6 E2 

Entel- th~) f() I. low i ng i nfo)"'mat i on for' W Cll- k f i I. f.~ 2. 

Data set name: SYSUT002 

Device address: 4400 

Press ENTEF.: t :?····O 1. 
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Press the Enter key and the display for the object program data set appears. 

o 0001 A 16 E2 

Enter the following inforMation for Db j ec t f i l e • 

Data set name: SYSDUT 

Device address: 4000 

Press ENTER 12-'()1 

l~ __________________ J 
Change the entries as shown below. 

o 0007 A 10 40 

Enter the following inforMation for Db j ec: t f i L e. 

Data set naMe: 

Device address: 

OBJECT 

4000 

Press ENTER 

l~~ ____ ~J 
The data set name can be any name you choose. It will be the name that you 
use to load the program in the future. In this example, the name OBJECT is 
used. The device address tells the system where to put the data set. You will 
be placing this data set on the same diskette that contains the SOU iCe piogiam 
(MASTER), which is in drive 4000 (or its equivalent for your systeml. 



Press the Enter key and the following display appears. 

o 0001 

Data set 

Options are 

D 01 40 

OBJECT not found on device 4000 

1. Reenter name and device 

2. Allocate space for data set 

Select option: F'n?ss ENTER 12·_·02 

l~ ____________ -----,J 

o 0001 

This display provides an opportunity to either reenter the information for the 
object data set or allocate it. Choose option 2 to allocate the data set. Press 

the Enter key. 

The final display in this example requests you to select the type of listing you 

want. 

D 01 40 

Se l ec t lis t i ng op t ion 

1. List to printer 

2. List. to diskette 

3. No list 

Select option: F'l-ess ENTER 

A printout is provided to show you the appearance of the output when you 
select option 1 (list to printer). Option 1 is preferred if you have a printer 
available. If you choose 2, the output is written to a data set on the diskette; 
however, you must have preallocated two data sets on the diskette to receive 

the output. 

12-03 
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Press the Enter key and the following display appears. 

() 

l~ ________ ----,j2()4 J 
When the compilation has been completed, the following display appears. 

o 0001 A 01 00 

F n cI D feD (fl p i I. (.:" 

i ;.)····()H 

l~ ________________ J 
Press the Enter key to return to the program load prompt. 
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00001 
00002 
00003 
00004 
00005 
00006 
00006 
00007 
00008 
00009 
00010 
00011 
00012 
00013 
00013 
00014 
00015 
000i.6 
00017 
00018 

You are ready to proceed to Chapter 6 where you will actually use the program 
you wrote in Chapters 3 and 4 and compiled in Chapter 5. 

DE/RPG COMPILER VOMOO 

*Source fi Le. MASTER 
*Object fi Le. OBJECT 

ZJ MASTER 
Z X1HEADER E 
Z R 
A F INPUT 150 
A R HEADER 
A CORP 30 
A 
A CUSN 30 
A 
A STREET 30 
A 
A CITY 30 
A 
A STATE 20 
A 
A 
A NUMBER 5 
A 4 
A MARK 1 
A F MASTHEAD 150 

* ADDR CONSTANT 

TFILE(MASTHEAD 10) 

Xl 
DEVICECCRT) DSPSIZ(6 80) 

I 2 2PMT(ENTER THE NAME OF THE CORPORATI+ 
ON) CHECK(DR) DSPATR(UL) 

I 2 41PMTCENTER THE CUSTOMER NAME) 
CHECK(DR) DSPATR(UL) 

I 3 lPMTCENTER THE STREET ADDRESS) 
CHECKCDR) DSPATR(UL) 

I 3 41PMT(ENTER THE CITY) 
CHECK(DR) DSPATR(UL) 

I 4 lPMT(ENTER THE STATE -- SPELL OUT IN-
FULL) CHECKCDR) DSPATRCUL) 

o 4 30'CUSTOMER NUMBER: ' 
I 4 47CHECK(DR BC) DSPATR(UL) 
I CHECK(BY) 
I 4 80INSERT( 'H') 

DEVICECDISK X'4000') 

* 02FO 'ENTER THE NAME OF THE CORPORATION' 
* 0311 'ENTER THE CUSTOMER NAME' 
* 0328 'ENTER THE STREET ADDRESS' 
* 0340 'ENTER THE CITY' 
* 034E 'ENTER THE STATE -- SPELL OUT IN FUL.L' 
* 0372 'CUSTOMER NUMBER:' 
* 0382 'H' 
* 
* ADDR NAME 
* 0383 CORP 
* 03A1 CUSN 
* 03BF STREET 
* 03DD CITY 
* 03FB STATE 
* 040F NUMBER 
* 0414 MARK 
* 
* OBJECT PROGRAM MAP 
*ROUTINE ENTRY POINTS 
*EP RTN DESCRIPTION 
*0700 RG99 - End of Job processor 
*0764 RG80 - Verify mode error display 
*0824 RG86 - Physical buff~r allocation 
*08FO RG01 - Keyboard external status routine 
*OB24 RG31 - Diskette external status routine 
*OB8C RG36 - Diskette 110 management routine 
*OC4C RG50 110 driver routine 

* *OFE8 
*1170 
* 5,632 

Z-spec driver entry point 
Program entry point 
Is the program length. 
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Chapter 6. Using the Master Customer Identification Job to Enter Data 

() OOi() 

Make sure the object program is in diskette drive 4000 (or its equivalent for 
your system). Before you can actually begin entering data using the program 
you have written, you will have to answer the prompts to the following 
displays. Use the responses that are shown below. 

j\.! ()i~ .4 () 

l~ ______ ~J 
Enter the information that loads the object (OBJ ECT) program and press the 
Enter key. The following prompt is displayed. 

o 0001 D 01 F1 

S.lact Initial data entry mode 

Options are 

1. Enter-NEW/ 3. V£H' i fy S. F~el-un 

2. Update 4. Enter-ADD 

Select option: 06 .... 131. 

l'----_______ ~J 
Select option 1. You have selected the enter (new) mode on this display 
because this is the first time you are using the program for this data set. 
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Press the Enter key and the following display appears: 

o 0001 A 26 D4 E 

Enter data for data set open 

Data set name: MASTHEAD 

Dev i ce addi-es5: 4000 

Press ENTER 06-82 

l~ ______ ~J 
As you can see, the name you provided for the TFILE parameter in the 
program is the data set name that is supplied for this display. The address is 
the same as that for the object program. Accept these values as shown and 
press the Enter key. The following display appears. 

o 0001 D 01 40 E 

Data set open fai Led 

Op t ions are 

1. Retl-y 

2. A L Locate 

Select option: Pl-ess ENTER 06-83 

l~ ______ ~J 
Select option 2 to allocate the MASTHEAD data set. 



The following prompt is displayed. 

o 0000 D 00 FO E 

Enter data for data set allocate 

Data set na/lle: MASTHEAD 

Device address: 4000 Owner ID: 

Exchange type: I Number of records: 000050 

o OOOt 

Press ENTER 

In the number of records field enter 50 and use the field exit key. The number 
50 is arbitrary. It will provide 50 records for you to use in entering data using 
the OBJECT program. 

Press the Enter key. The first display of the program appears: 

ENTER THE NAME OF THE CORPORATION 

CUSTClMEr~ NUMBEP: __ _ 

Notice that the prompt is on line 2 of the display and the cursor is in the first 
position of the first field. Try to exit the first field without entering data. You 
are not allowed to bypass the field without an entry because you specified the 
CHECK(DR) edit against the field. An error flashes on the status line. Press 
the Reset key and return to the first position of the field. Enter the data shown 
in the following display. 

06-84 
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o 0021 X 30 40 000001 Xl 
ENTER THE NAME OF THE CORPORATION 

Use a field exit key to advance to the next field. Enter the information on the 
displays as shown. Use a field advance key after each field. 



o 0047 A 30 40 000001 X1 E 

ENTER THE CUSTOMER'S NAME 

MORELITE BATTERY co. MEj' f? ANn Ej' F 1.1 S'_ 

CUSTOMER NUMBEF..:: __ 

l~ _______ ------"",J 
o 0074 A 30 40 000001 A1 E 
ENTER THE STREET ADDRESS 

MORELITE BATTERY co. MB· F< ANDE'FW S' 

j 6T1 \' M6TN S'l 

CUSTOMER NUMBEF:: __ 

o 0102 A 20 40 000001 A E 
ENTEI:;: THE CITY 

MORELITE BATTERY co. Mf~· !. B· ANlmFWS 

1631 S. MAIN ST. I,! A T \~ n N I .I T I I F 

CUST()MEF~ NUMf.lEJ~: __ 

1 ] 
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o 0129 A 05 40 000001 Ai E 
ENTEF;: THE oS'TATE .. - .... SPELL OUT TN F·UL!. 

MDRELITE BATTERY CO. MR. J.R. ANDREWS 

t631 S. MAIN S1. W('lISDNl)II I E 

\) J hrJ J N T (1 eUS'TOMEF: NUMBEF~. 

o OHlO A O~> 40 O()OOOt 

MDRELITE BATTERY CO. MR. J.R. ANDREWS 

1.631 S. MAIN ST. WATSDNI)ILLE 

VIRGINIA CUSTOMER NUMBFI:::. 1 /,9l,~ lJ 
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When the last field has been completed, press the Enter key and the next 
record is automatically displayed. To review records that you have completed, 
press the Home key. If the cursor is not in position 1 of the record, it will first 
return there; press the Home key again and the previous record will be 
displayed. Press the Enter key to advance to the next blank record for entry. If 
you want to change data in any record, simply enter the changes and press the 
Enter key. 

Once you have completed this process, use the three sample address cards 
shown in Figure 5 as your source documents. Enter the information from these 
cards using the program you wrote, entered, and compiled. If you would like 
to see the contents of the diskette for the MASTH EAD data set, use the Print 
Utility. The Utilities Reference/Operation Manual provides information about 
using this utility. 

When you are done, exit with the EOJ key and try to answer the summary 
questions. 
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Rheems Paper Co. 
Marvin Prickerd 
N. Bend Road 
Vancourah, Washington 
34297 

Oslo Fisheries 
Bjorn Peterson 
Main St. 
Bay City, Wisconsin 
35264 

Bandwidth Saws Inc. 
Sugar Ptrartsky 
Industrial Park\,rJay 

Ogala, Kentucky 
17786 

~--------------------_~~I~I _______________ ~~~I ______________________ ~ 
Figure 5. Sample Cards 



SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS 2 THROUGH 6 

You have created, described, compiled, and used a simple data-entry job. You 
should understand that the normal description required for a job is: 

1 . Job specification statement to name the job and the transaction file (Z 
specification) 

2. Entry format statement to name the record to be used for the entry 
format (Z specification) 

3. Review format statement to name the record to be used for the review 
format (Z specification) 

4. File description statement to name and describe the display (CRT) file (A 
specification) 

5. Record description statement to describe the record named in the entry 
format statement (A specification) 

6. Field description statements to describe the characteristics of the fields in 
the record and to control the keyboard shift and the display organization 
for each field (A specification) 

7. Diskette file description statement to complete the description of the data 
set for the transaction file (A specification) 

The sequence of these statements (as shown in the previous list) is important 
when you enter and compile your program. 
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The following chapters describe advanced functions that are available for 
DE/RPG data-entry jobs. If Chapters 2 through 6 have given you sufficient 
information to complete your applications, you should be able to answer the 
following questions and try to code the data-entry program described later in 
this manual. If you can successfully complete these tasks, you are ready to 
start writing your own programs. 

If you need to learn additional data-entry functions before you can complete 
your application, read the remaining chapters in this manual. These chapters 
show you how to display formats but not write them to the diskette data sets, 
test positions of records to select formats for displaying data for review 
(update, verify, or rerun modes), use tables, perform automatic calculations, 
perform additional checks and edits against entered data, and reformat the 
diskette data set. 

Answer the following questions to test your understanding of DE/RPG in 
simple data-entry jobs: 

, . Answer T for true and F for false for each of the following statements. 
The minimum requirements for a data-entry program are: 

a. ____ , job statement with TFI LE specified 

b. ____ , job statement without TFI LE specified 

c. ____ , entry format 

d. ____ At least 2 entry formats 

e. ____ At least one review format 

f. ____ , CRT file 

g. ____ Multiple CRT files 

h. ____ At least one record 

i. ____ More than one record 

j. ____ A maximum of 5 fields 

k. ____ At least one prompt 

I. ____ At least one edit or check 

m. ____ , diskette file 

n. ____ Multiple diskette files 



2. Which of the following statements is true ? ___ _ 

a. A file is the data that is written on the diskette. 

b. A file is related to an input/output device. 

c. A file is the contents of a display. 

3. The following figure duplicates the illustration of the process involved in a 
simple data-entry job. All circles except step 2 are filled in. Fill in step 2. 

Use the program 
to perform 

Compile your 
program. 

4. Which of the following statements is true? ___ _ 

a. An entry format must have the same name as the CRT file. 

b. A format determines the sequence of information on the display. 

c. Formats can be manually selected by the operator or automatically 
selected by the program. 

5. Write the prompt that will display: ENTER THE FOLLOWING 
INFORMATION. 
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6 \Nhich of the following statements is true? ___ _ 

a. Record markers illustrate the location of erroneous data. 

b. Record markers indicate the type of record. 

c. There can only be Hand 0 (for header and detail) record markers in a 
program. 

7. The following program is partially completed. Use the instructions that 

have been provided to determine how to supply the information needed 
as shown by the darkened areas on the specifications. 

Instructions for the Test Program 

This program allows an operator to enter customer name and address records 

in a diskette data set. When the operator uses the program, the display looks 
like this: 

l ] 
() ()O() t (': 

ENTER THE ADDRESS 



The resulting data set looks like this: 

Diskette Data Set 

Address 

Using this information, try to fill in the darkened areas of the specifications. 

!!J~ International Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset!Record! 
Field!Table Name 

Length 

Location 

Checks=CHECK (code .. I 
t----I 

AD 

AS ~anddlO''f F II MI' Screen 
Rt Ad) BI<lnk 1',1 RB 

Page 

Functions 

of 

PMTlpromptl 

RANGE Oowh!qt11 

RANGEl (tablt> [II"lde"jl 

tldn [.ndlcator]I RESET (oTOTn) 

DSPATR I ~ dIll 

EDTCDE (codE- tloal) 

!t'H-EO GE GT LE L T NE 
Rl LA L~ HI N(lHI UL 

SEQ I'testl 

SETQF (,nd) 

SuBST ((ablel [able) j"ldellj ) 

TADD «TOTnl 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 3334 35 36 37 38 394041 4243 44 45 464748 4950 51 52 53 54 55 56 5758 5960 61 626364 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 747576 77 78 7980 

·Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 
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"'~"1 _..,:!~~ Intern'tlona' Busmeu MKhlnes Corpor.tlon IBM 5280 GENERAL UTI LiTY SPECi FiCATIONS 

I Date 

Job/Format/Subroutine 

Kt::VI'11J 
InS1 r uct,on 

Test Conditions 

PosItion 

to be Tested 
("POSnnnn) 

Reserved Reserved 

OAT[ '·o~Y ''''''''0 

EOITC 'lc",olf11 

JOBOPT Ij-P04QPMTII'''''OOPfNI 

PRTFILE IdOlu .... ' 

OptIOns 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314151617181920 2122 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 3132 3334 35 3637 38 3940 41424344 45 464748 49505152 53 54 55 56 5758 5960 61626364656667 6869707172 73 747576 77 787980 

"Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 

Check your answers with the answers given in Appendix A. If they do not 
match, try to understand why. Reread the preceding chapters if you 'leed to 
review the concepts being tested. 



Chapter 7. The Description of the Detailed Purchase Job 

The initial assignment you were given (in Chapters 2 through 6) was to design 
a data-entry job that allows an operator to enter information from a customer 
name and address card file. Your second assignment is to design a job that 
uses the data set created by the first job. Part of this task will involve defining 
the current job in such a way that information from the first job can be copied 
and included as part of the new data set. 

Many of the concepts that you learned in the first sample job are also used in 
this sample job. You will be learning some new automatic functions and you 
will be learning how to use tables. If you have not understood the information 
presented in the preceding chapters, reread the necessary portions of the 
manual. Before you begin this chapter, you should understand: 

• The process involved in defining a simple data-entry job 

• How to design displays for a data-entry job 

• How to write a simple program using the A and Z specifications 

• How to enter, compile, and use the program you wrote 

If you understand these concepts, continue reading about the advanced 
data-entry functions offered by DE/RPG. 

DEFINITION OF THE DETAILED PURCHASE JOB 

The environment for this sample job is the same as that used for the first job. 
Assume that you are part of the same data-entry department that created the 
first job. The manager of the sales department has requested that your 
department design a job for entering data from a sales order form that his 
salespeople use. The sales order form is shown in Figure 6. Read the 
instructions carefully. Notice that the customer information at the top of the 
sales order form is identical to the type of information you entered for the first 
job. 
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3340 Silver Bark Drive 
Oak Ridge, Montana 

Date _____ _ 

Salesman's Initials ___ _ 

ITEM 
NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

Figure 6. Sales Order Form 

96 

ACKMEPARTSCOMPANY 

Parts Suppliers with a Name 
of Excellence 

Customer's Name 

Address ___________________ _ 

QUANTITY 
UNIT 
PRICE 

I 
II 
II 

Customer f'.Jumber: ________ _ 



Your supervisor has given you a sheet of instructions describing the job. 

jo'o'A~e" ToD~\' 'VA~ ~~" -g\LU~~ ~;:~~e~o~eated 
r18P1e-(" Gb1OVV\ev ""PATh ~ 0ame " ~T\tEAb Data Set Used 

by this Job 

Record Type i. t\fA~ ~\"'c\" 
~ e,V\hY~ \\.e~ VUO(J. -f(l)M m~-t;1-~y. ~ ~ c.us-\n~ 
~ {? -fTvJ --ThL ~(Y-ed- 4~~, 

1. ~t\\L ~('~" (£~ ~ Wom So~~eK ') 
Field Name LV\smU[s') - Cv~alV\eX V\o.M~· S~e. oS on ~V, 
Field Length SAL,S (3) - 5~e&ma",'S \V\\-t\e.\S, A\rha'iJ~\ic- DI\\l.\ 

~ (ro) - \~~, ~e~ PDXXX\). ~ec\<. ~\V'6~-\hL-
~T ~~~. ~fZ- .~>< A-. (Joss. .~~ ~~t\St- ~~~ IN~&J\ +a~e. . 
~(30)- ~~\~\'ov\. ~u·torvn. 
QU~T(+)- QuaV\1-i~, \)lq,is 1 0 dC2C\~a\ ~srt~f\S) 

V~h t- a;!\l,lt>-r W\~ ~ -ti ({ . 
~CE-(S) - \)~\t-S \ z., ~'<V\2.\ ~S\hD'f\S 1 ~1~\1r ~\v.st wi-tn 

Editing Instructions "ZO""o -E\",\ \ C-""~ 2iq'Q.\V\S'r -\he. rR\CET -1-aXJ\€... \A~ \~)( j;. 
&~-d\t.d- ~a~-1 ~e. \N~~\ +a'rAe. . 

CoS,,", C q) - LA¥'\ t- ?v\~, 1>lQ\1-s \ 1- c\eG~VV\a \ pl>~'( ho'~s \ t\LA~ 
W\c£ ~ QUA-N\ -+0 OD~~'" ' ~ OY\\~Y'L -\01' \Y\ ~ 16Il-. 

~~t (1.)- 1) ~L (~ro~'\h6f\ \$0 ~ d~~ Vea>~ . 

3. T~~ ~~J.: (~1OVl\~ca\\~ CA~ ') 
'YAY (~) - YA~ - c-v~-t-d~ 

CUSTNU(s)- Cv5.toW'\tV" V1UW\~ Sam€. ~ ~e~~ ~te..\\s 
-rar (IS)"", 1" ~~V\I\o.\ ~\+\("\S (~~V\S o~l\~e. 

~\ f<,-r ~\ ~\\s). 
f1 ARK' 5(1) T ma.V( In pas if)a7? 150 of- -/11e diskette Ve'C'ord 

~\ \rS\\u 

View of the Resulting Data Set 
(n') 1.. 
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Read these instructions carefully. Notice that you are told to copy customer 
information from the data set created by the first sample Job and then enter 
the purchase data from the sales order forms that have a matching customer 
number. Each order line on the sales order form equals one detail record. 
These records will be marked with a D in the last position of the diskette 
record to indicate that they are detail type records. 

When all detail records for a customer have been entered, the system 
automatically computes the total and puts this total in a separate record 
marked with a T to indicate that it is a trailer record. 

Because each record is to be 150 positions long, the record marker for each 
record type will be in position 150. By requiring that all record types have 
record markers in the same position, you can ensure that the correct format 
will be selected for the record. 

Suppose for instance, that the header record contained an H in position 150, 
the detail record contained a D in position 69, and that the trailer record 
contained a T in position 30. Now, suppose the program selected the format 
for displaying detail records whenever there was a D in position 69 of the 
diskette record. If the header record contained a D in that position, a header 
record would be displayed with a detail record format. By placing the marker 
for all record types in the same position of the diskette data set, you can 
prevent this type of error. 

The use of header, detail, and trailer record types is a common technique in 
data-entry applications. Figure 7 shows the kind of information contained in 
each record type. 

Trailer Record 

Total: 18965 

Detail Record 

Item: 00BBB4 Price: 18950 

Detail Record 

Item: 00AAA1 

Header Record 

Customer: Jane Rasker 
Street: 16 Bloosom Hill 
City: San Francisco 
State: California 

Customer #: 98765 

Figure 7. Record Types 

Price: 00015 110879 

Date: 110879 

110879 

110879 



DEFINING THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DETAILED PURCHASE JOB 

The job you are now preparing to define is the one that allows the operator to 
enter detailed purchase information from the sales order form. The fields in 
the two new records are: 

Display fields on Diskette fields 
The Sales Order Form In the Instructions 

Detail Record 

Date Date 

Customer number Customer number 

Salesman's Initials Salesman's Initials 

Item number Item number 

Description Description 

Quantity Quantity 

Price Price 

Cost 

D 

Trailer Record 

Date 

Customer number 

Total 

T 
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The display and diskette formats do not match. Therefore, the diskette format 
will be the guide for the field design because it contains additional fields that 
must be included on the displays that are not shown on the sales order form. 
The new functions used in this job are the use of tables and some job, format, 
file, and field functions not described in the first sample job. 

The new concepts that you will find in this sample job are: 

• Using multiple record types and multiple data sets 

• Automatically calculating totals 

• Automatically duplicating fields 

• Using tables 

• Suppressing the writing of a record 

• Reformatting a record for the diskette 

BASIC CONCEPTS FOR THE DETAILED PURCHASE JOB 

Two concepts that you need to understand before you begin describing the 
fields in this job are (1) the use of named fields and (2) the use of tables and 
indexes. 

Named Fields 

A named field is any field that has a name in columns 19 through 24 of the A 
specification. You can also specify a named field by using the AUXST 
keyword and naming the field in the parameter (for example, AUXST(DATE)), 
instead of columns 19 through 24. Remember that the supervisor instructed 
you to name each field in the first example; therefore, each data field in that 
program was a named field. Naming fields allows you to refer to them later in 
the same program. If a field is not named, the entry can only be used in the 
record in which it was entered. Therefore, it is a good technique to name any 
fields in your program you think you will need to use any place other than their 
initial entry. 

Basically, you can use named fields (1) to duplicate data from one field into 
another (2) to perform calculations, or (3) to insert the contents of a field into 
another. 



When you name a field, DE/RPG places the data associated with that field in 
storage. It can retrieve the field any time you use the name with a keyword or 
reserved word in columns 45 through 80 of the A specification. For example, if 
you name one field PRICE and another field QUANT, you can specify 
INSERT(PRICE*QUANT) in a third field (TOTAL) and the result of multiplying 
the contents of PRICE and QUANT is placed in the TOTAL field. 

IB~ International Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/Record/ 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

Location 

Auto Dup 

Auto Skip AS Screen 
Be 

"---'r--~ Bvpass BY 

Pas 

BYPilHon Verity BV 

Oal<l ReqUired DR 

DO 
Flpld£xIIReQUlrf'rl-FE 

I Source Document 

-MF 

RB 
RL 

I Page 

Functions 

of 

PMTlprompli 

RANGE lIow hlghl 

RANGET l!able llndex, I 

CQMPI'test tld1'~ lid" [Indicator: RESET (orOTnl 
SEQ II test) 

EOTCO£ (code tloatl SETQF lind) 

SETON Iindl 

SH 1FT (~Sh,ft I 

SUBST Itablpltablp/ I ,nrj"" I I 

TADO (orOTnl 

TSUB (orOTnl 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 3334 35 3€ 31 38 3940 41 424344 45 46 47 48 495051 52 53 54 55 56 5758 5960 61 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 747576 77 78 79 80 

·Number of sheets per pad 'nay vary slightly 

A reserved word is a name that is restricted for special uses such as using 
counters (*TOT) or specifying test positions (*POS). You will learn more about 
the reserved words *TOT and *POS in the second sample program in this 
manual. The DEjRPG Reference Manual contains descriptions for all reserved 
words. 
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Tables and Indexes 

Tables are lists of data that are used to determine the accuracy of entries. The 
types of checks that can be performed against tables are: 

• Checking for matching data 

• Checking for an acceptable range of data 

• Checking entries for matching combinations of data 

• Substituting the contents of the entered field with an entry from a table 

An example of a table is a list containing identification codes for items sold by 
a business. 

ITEMT 
Sample Table Item Description 

OOAAA1 Ratchet assembly 

OOAAA2 1-inch screws 

OOAAA3 Roller bearings 

OOAAA4 3-hp motors 

OOAAA5 Spring clamps 

OOAAA6 Motor housing 

The sample table is named ITEMT. A table name can consist of any nonblank 
character string except one that begins with TAB. For example, if this table 
were named TABITEM, it would not be accepted by DE/RPG. (This is to avoid 
conflict with RPG rules.) 

The following sample field description statement illustrates the coding for a 
table function that checks the validity of data entered in the field against 
entries in a table. 



:r~~E 

The table function is named LOOK. WRen the operator enters data into the 
ITEM field, DE/RPG uses the data to check entries in the table named ITEMT. 
If it finds a match for the data, the next field is processed. If it does not find a 
match, an error occurs. 

::i:~~ International BuslneR Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/ Record / 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

I Source Document 

Location 

Checks=CHECK Icode ... ) r-------i 
Screen 

Pos 

AD Mandato, .. Ent'y 

AS Mandiltory F,II MF 

Bldnk Chf'ck RI Adl-Blank Fill RS 

Bypass BY 

BypassonVe,/y BV 

DR 

F,eldE."ReqUl.ed-FE 

LC 

of 

Functions 

ADD (nat'Tll'1 PMT (promptl 
AUXDUP (name) RANGE (low nlgnJ 

RANGEl (table (Index]) 

COMP (',eS! Iidl l@ IIdn imd!c.ltorll RESET (-TOTn) 

I SEQI'tesl) 

EDTeDE (codellodtl SETOF (lnd) 

ERROR (code I'mes$age II 

EXSA (subfoutmel 

INSERT Itldl '@ IIdnl\ .. 

LOOK (t~ble i,nduil 

ltst EO.GE,GT.LE.LLNE 
'mr-BL CA.CSHI ND AI UL 
J@_+ _ • 

'sh,tl-A,D,H,N V,W,X, Y 

SETON (md) 

SHIFT (·Ih,ftl 
SUB (nameJ 

suaST (tableltable2 (mdel(ll 

TADO (-TOTnl 

TSUBC-rOTn) 
XCHK habit' IndeX I mdn21 

Because this table function did not use an index, the program does not know 
the number of the table entry that matched the entry for the valid field. 
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indexes are named numeric fields that contain the number (position) of the 
entry in the table that matches the field being tested. The following modified 

sample illustrates the use of an index. 

IBM Internat,onal Bus,nen ~~hlnes Corporal,on IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

I Job No 

Oppraw r 

Sequence 

I Datdse! 

Oatp 

Dataset/Record, 
F!eld/Table Na 

I~':~':~tu" I :~~h'C I I I I I I I I I ;AB~tUSE S~MPLE I Page 

Location 

Screen 

Length 

E)(SAII.Jllruutnp 

If\jSEQTtlo-:j'",'''' 

LOOK (table ['"dex, I 

Printed In U.S A 

Sf TU~. ' "j 

SHI~ T I" \1' "I 

SuB "'dmt" 

0 1 

SUBST Itablel fable2 [lnd~xt I 

TAOD r'TO Tr 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213141516171819202122232425262728293031323334 35 363, 38 394041424344 45464748 495051 5253545556 57585960 6162636465666768697071727374757677787980 
'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 



Notice that the field naming the index precedes the field that uses the index. If 
indexes are not defined in the program that uses them, they default to numeric 
fields that are 5 positions long. Things to consider in defining an index are (1) 
they must be named, (2) they must be numeric, and (3) their field length is 
determined by the number of entries in the table. 

Not all table functions require indexes. The LOOK and XCHK keywords (which 
are used in the second sample program) do use indexes. The LOOK keyword, 
as you have seen, compares a single field entry against entries in a table. The 
XCHK (cross-check) keyword compares the combination of two fields with 
entries in a table (the entries represent the valid combinations). To perform a 
cross-check, you must perform two LOOK operations and keep the values of 
the matching positions in the tables in two different indexes. Then, you use 
these indexes with an entry in the table that you are cross-checking to 
determine whether the combination of values is acceptable. The following 
shows an example of using the LOOK and XCHK keywords. Additional details 
about this operation are provided when you write the program. 

Indexes should have as many positions as is necessary to hold the longest 
position in the table. For example, the ITEMT table in the sample has 6 
entries; therefore, it needs an index with a length of 1 (the index holds position 
1, 2, 3, and so on up to 6) and a table with 12 entries needs an index with a 
length of 2 (this index holds 1, 2, and so on up to 12). 

To understand what is happening in this small program, you will need to look 
at the PRICET and INVENT tables. The ITEMT table has already been 
described earlier in this topic. 

PRICET INVENT 

08995 } ITEM 1 sold at price 1 

00013 2 
2 

00596 3 
3 

04379 4 
4 

00127 5 
5 

00835 6 
6 
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The PRICET table contains the cost of the item For example 00596 means the 
cost is $ 5.96. The I NVENT table contains valid combinations of items and 
prices. For example, the INVENT table specifies that the combination of selling 
item 1 (ooAAA 1) at price 1 (08995) is valid. 

IB~ Internatlon.1 BuSiness M.chlnes Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

I Job No 

Ooprotm 

Sequence 

Dataset/Record/ 
Field/Table Name 

Kt. ~'C 

Inc;rrun.on 

Length 

I :~:Ph [ I I I I I I I I 
Location 

Screen 

Pos 

Functions 

M""r1~h'. Er . ADD Irilnw 

AS M"ndillOrv f Mf AUXDUP i"01""" 

Be RI Adl Blan~ F I ~B 

CQMPI If'S! 1101 '[<>-

II'H EO GE GT l£ L T NE 

:aw BL.eACS,HI NO RI UL 
• (iiO~. - • 

·~hllt-A,D.H,N,V,W.X Y 

Page 

Printed In U.S,A 

Of 

RANGt 110"," h 91">1 

RANGt:T (tilblt> ',"<1"" I 

RESET 1·TOT,,1 

SHIFT I·~h,tt 

SUB (name I 

SUBSTllofblt'l tablt'21,ndul) 

TAOO I"TOTnl 

TSUB 10rOTni 
XCHI( (tablt>,ndr.l,ndh21 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213141516171819202122 23 2425 262728 2930 3132 3334 35 363)3839404142434445464748 495051525354555657585960616263646566676869707172 73 74757677787980 

'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly, 

Suppose the ITEMT table consists of the entries shown in the sample table. 
When the operator enters ooAAA3 into the ITEM field, index A contains 3 (for 
position 3 of the ITEMT table which contains the matching entry). The 
operator then enters 00596 in the PRICE field (this matches position 3 of the 
PRICET table); index B then contains a 3. The cross-check uses the 3 in index 
A and the 3 in index B to see if the combination of 3 3 is valid for the ! NVENT 
table. There is a pair of entries for the combination 3 3 in the INVENT table, 
so the entries are accepted. 



USING TABLES IN THE DETAILED PURCHASE JOB 

The instructions tell you to use tables for two purposes in this job: 

• To verify that information, such as the item and price, is valid 

• To verify that combinations of information (such as the combination of an 
item and price) are valid 

The detailed purchase job uses three tables which are in two table data sets: 

The table for the 

TABLE D. 
o 
I 

The table of valid 
items that ar/e sold. \ /' prices of the items item-price combinations. 

{ that are sold. ~ 

~!~ __ I_T_EM __ T _______ PR_I_C_E_T ___ I _____ IN_V __ EN_T ____ ~I 
~~----------~----------~~'~------v-----~ 

TABLE1 TABLE2 

Assume that these tables are already available on a diskette. It is your job to 
simply use the existing tables to verify that information is correct. The next 
chapter goes through the process of writing the program for the detailed 
purchase job. Chapter 9 shows you how to create the table data sets used by 
the detailed purchase job. 
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 7 

You have completed the process of reviewing the requirements of the detailed 
purchase job and of learning about named fields, tables, and indexes which the 
program will use. Before you proceed to the next chapter, where you will 
design the displays and write the program, try to answer the following 
questions. 

1 . Which of the following statements is true? ___ _ 

a. The detailed purchase job contains three record types. 

b. The detailed purchase job has display formats that match the diskette 
formats. 

c. The detailed purchase job uses tables. 

d. The source document for the detailed purchase job is a sales order 
form. 

2. Which of the following statements is true? ___ _ 

a. A named field can be used in more than one place in a program. 

b. A table is a special type of named field. 

c. A grocery list can be considered a table. 

Check your answers with the answers given in Appendix A. If they do not 
match, try to understand why. Reread the chapter if you do not understand the 
concepts being tested. 



Chapter 8. Designing the Displays and Writing the Program for the Detailed 
Purchase Job 

You are almost ready to begin marking the display work sheets. Before you 
do, you should be aware of two new techniques in this program that affect the 
display records. 

The first technique is the use of a scratch record. This is a special kind of 
record that is only displayed and never written in the diskette data set. It will 
be the first record displayed in the program. The scratch record will allow the 
operator to review the instructions for using the program and to set up the 
date fields for the detail records. 

The scratch record provides operating instructions that guide the operator in 
using the program. It also provides an input field that the operator can use in 
other records. The input field is for the date on the sales order form. If there 
are many orders on a form, the operator can enter the date once in the scratch 
record and then automatically duplicate it in the detail records. Later, you will 
learn how to describe the date fields in the scratch record and in the detail 
record so they can be changed or duplicated as needed. 

The second technique consists of reformatting diskette records by describing 
them after the file description statement for the diskette. In the first sample 
program, you used the CHECK(BY) operation to accomplish the same thing 
that this reformatting will accomplish-the placement of the record marker. 
Reformatting records, as used in this sample, affects the names you can give 
the display records. Each record name in a program must be unique. The 
names for the diskette records are specified in the instructions: DETAI Land 
TRAILER. You must invent new names to use for the display records. The 
sample arbitrarily uses DET for the detail display record and TRAIL for the 
trailer display record. 

DESIGNING THE DISPLAYS 

As you did in the first sample job, begin this job definition by designing the 
displays that will be used. Be sure to mark the display work sheets with the 
characteristics of the fields. When you have completed the design, read the 
following text to see whether your design and the sample design match. If 
your design and the sample do not match generally, try to determine where 
they differ and why. You may have added checks and edits that the sample 
does not use. This is acceptable as long as you describe on the A specification 
all checks and edits that the sample uses. If you have difficulty with this step, 
reread Chapter 3. 

The notes on the display work sheets reflect the instructions provided by the 
supervisor. The additional functions that are included in the sample depend on 
your experience in data-entry tasks. 
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Look at the sample work sheet that follows. 

Display Screen Layout Sheet 

COLUMN 

r--- " 10 1 11-20 ! 21-30 I 31-40 I 41-50 1 51-60 I 61-70 I 71-80 
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Literals are used on the sample work sheet to provide instructions for the 
operation of the program. The advantage of literals over prompts is that the 
literals allow you to use the entire display. The operator can carefully read the 
instructions until he uses the Record Advance key. Pay close attention to the 
length allowed by the 80 column displays. Do not divide words; they might be 
difficult to read and understand. One way to avoid dividing words is to keep 
each literal field to a maximum of 80 characters long. 

The sample work sheet shows that a single-position field has been added to 
the scratch record. This field has a prompt that instructs the operator to use 
the Field Exit key to leave the display. If the operator were using the automatic 
record advance function and did not include this field, the display would flash 
past the operator without halting. The operator would not see the instructions 
and would not know what to do. With this field, the operator controls the 
display; when the operator uses the Field Exit key as prompted, the display 
disappears and another display replaces it. You will learn how to specify this 
field when you write the program. 



The scratch record has been described. The scratch record contains only a 
date field, prompts to guide the operator, and a single-position field to allow 
the operator to end the display. When you use the A and Z specifications to 
write the program, you will learn how you can display this scratch record 
without writing it in the diskette data set. 

Now you are ready to look at the display work sheets for the detail display 
(DET) record. 

The first field is the date field. It is duplicated from the date field in the 
scratch record. According to the instructions for this job, this field is to be 
changed if the date on a sales order form changes. 

Display Screen Layout Sheet 

COLUMN 
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The next field is for the salesman's initials. It does not contain any functions 
that have not previously been used. 

COLUMN 
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Display Screen Layout Sheet 

1-10 

Now, look at the item field. The instructions limit the entry in this field to a 
pattern: digit, digit, alphabetic, alphabetic, alphabetic, digit. This patterning is 
sometimes called a picture check. If the entry matches the pattern, the 
operator is allowed to continue. If it does not match, an error occurs. The item 
field also includes a prompt and uses a table function. 

COLUMN 

11-20 21-30 31-40 
12457890123457 4 4 

The table function that is used looks in the table that is named (lTEMT) to see 
whether the item number that was entered exists. A cross-check table 
function involving this field and the price field is also specified. 
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The description field is next; it provides space for descriptive information about 
the Item. There IS no restriction on this field. You should, however, Include a 
prompt to guide the operator. 

COLUMN 



The quantity field is next. It specifies that the entry is to be right-adjusted and 
the remaining unused field positions filled with zeros. Another instruction 
requires that this field should contain digits only and should be specified as 
having zero decimal positions. A field without an entry in the decimal position 
columns of the A specification cannot be used in calculations. You will want to 
use this field to determine the cost of the items, so it must have a decimal 
position entry (even if the entry is a 0) in order to be used in a calculation. 

Display Screen Layout Sheet 

COLUMN 
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The price field is next. This field is right-adjusted with zero fill and allows 
digit-only entries. Two decimal positions are specified. In addition, the entry in 
the price field is specified as being checked against the PRICET table to verify 
that the business sells an item at the price entered. This field is also specified 
as being used in a cross-check table function along with the item field. The 
INVENT table is used to perform the cross-check. 

COLUMN 
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The next field is a simple literal (TOTAL:). It can be automatically supplied by 
DEiRPG. 



Display Screen Layout Sheet 

The cost field is the actual entry for the price of the items. DE/RPG 
automatically supplies the contents of the field by multiplying the named fields 
PRICE and QUANT. Directions for maintaining an online total in the *TOT1 
counter are also specified. *TOT1 is the counter you were told to use in the 
instructions from the supervisor. Notice that the field is marked to be 
highlighted. Automatically supplied fields are provided so rapidly that it is 
helpful for the operator to have some means of identifying when they are 
complete. Highlighting should provide this means. 

COLUMN 
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The next field is the customer number field. Mark the field to prompt the 
operator for the customer number. 
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The last field is the record type (D) mark field, The D is automatically inserted 
to provide the record marker for the detail record. 

COLUMN 

D 
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•. I ... I . , I , , 

You have completed the detail display record description on the work sheets. 
Before you code this description on the A specification, complete the field 
descriptions for the trailer (TRAI L) display record. 
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1-10 I 

Most fields in the trailer display record are automatically supplied by DE/RPG; 
that is, they are not entered by the operator. The first field is the date field. It 
should not be automatically duplicated from a previous scratch or detail record 
because this field contains the current date, which probably does not match 
the date on the orders. This is the only field in the trailer record that will 
require entry. 

COLUMN 
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The second field is for the customer number; it can be automatically duplicated 
from the customer number field in the detail record. 

The third field is obtained by inserting the value of *TOT1, which has been 
accumulated for all the detail records. When you understand how the detail 
and trailer records are used, you will understand how *TOT1 can be used to 
keep an online total. 

The last field is the marker for the trailer record. Use the insert function to 
place a T in each trailer record just as the H was placed in the header record 
earlier. The DE/RPG Reference Manual describes the insert function in detail. 

You have completed the display field descriptions for the scratch, detail, and 
trailer records which, along with the header record from the first job, were the 
records specified to be included in the data set for this sample job. 
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HOW THE OPERATOR WILL USE THE MASTHEAD DATA SET AND THE 
DETAILED PURCHASE JOB 

It is difficult to write the detailed purchase program without understanding how 
it will be used. Remember that the first job created a master data set 
containing general identification information about each customer. The second 
job, the one for which you have designed these displays, will copy information 
from this master data set as needed. Copying will be accomplished by use of 
the keyword CFILE in the job description statement of the Z specification and 
by the use of the copy keys. 

In use, the program will work in the following way. The operator will see these 
words: USE THE SEARCH KEYS TO FIND THE CORRECT HEADER RECORD 
IN THE MASTHEAD DATA SET. SEARCH FOR A MATCH TO THE 
CUSTOMER NUMBER ON THE ORDER FORM. NEXT USE THE COpy KEYS 
TO COpy THE DATA FROM THE HEADER RECORD INTO THIS DATA SET. 

The operator will search the MASTH EAD data set for a match to the customer 
number; then the operator will use the keyboard to perform the copy function. 
The header record containing the customer number that matches the sales 
order form will be written on the diskette. The data in the header record will 
be displayed in format O. Format 0 is the default format for DE/RPG; each 
character in format 0 is considered a field. 

Next, DE/RPG will display the format for entering the detailed information. 
The operator will continue using the detailed record format until all purchase 
information for the customer has been entered. 

When the operator selects the next format from the keyboard, the format for 
the trailer record will be displayed and the automatic total functions will be 
performed and the result will be written on diskette. The format containing the 
prompt that tells the operator to use the copy function will automatically be 
displayed again. The operator will again search the MASTHEAD data set for 
the next customer number that matches the next set of sales order forms and 
then copy the matching record into the BILLING data set. 

This sequence of a header record, one or more detail records, and a trailer 
record will continue until the operator enters all the information from the sales 
order forms and uses the EOJ function on the keyboard to end this job. 



DESCRIBING THE DISPLAY FILE, RECORDS, AND FIELDS ON THE 
A SPECIFICATION 

In the first job, when you were learning how to write a program, you started 
the sample program by defining the fields first. 

This time, you will start at the normal beginning of the program, with the file 
description for the display (CRT) on the A specification. 

As in the first sample, the second sample requires a file description for the 
display. 

T~M = .. c~~ International BUlinell Mac"'ines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Job No. BILLING 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/ Record / 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

Source Document DETAILE Page of 

PURC.HASE JOB 2 8 
Location 

Checks=CHECK (code .. I 
~-----1 

Auto Dup Mandatory Entry 

Auto $kIP AS Mandatory Fill Screen 
~BC Rt Adl~Blank F,II ~AB 

=BY R.ghttoLeit oAL 
Bypass on Ver,ly -BV At Adl-Zero Fill -RZ 

Da~a Req'J"'?0 DR Se1f·CI'IE'Ck 

Pos Dup DisablE' oDD 
F'E'ld Ex,t ReQUHed=FE 

LC 

Functions 

PMT(promptl 

AUXaUp (namel RANGE Ilow h<ghl 

AUXST (namel RANGET Itable [,ndul r 

COMP(' ten ll a l'@ lldn [lndlcatorJI RESETI-TOTn) 

DSPATR (lanr I SEQ ('testl 

EDTCDE Icode flail' 
ERROR (code ['message)i 

eXSR (subroutone) 

INSERT (lId1)@ tldnl 

LOOK HaOle !onde)(li 

SETQF lind) 

SETON lind) 

SHIFT (·sh,i'tl 

SUBST Itable' 'able] i,nde)() I 

TAOO ("TOTnl 

TSUB (oTOTnl 

XCHK ('able 'ndex1 ondex2) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 33 34 35 36 3i 38 3940 41 4243 44 45 46 4748 495051 52 53 54 55 56 57585960 61 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 747576 77 787980 

*Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 

Following the file description, you must define the first record. The first record 
you defined on the work sheet is the scratch record. This record describes a 
special display that allows you to prompt the operator for a date and provide 
information describing the use of the job. This record was not specified in the 
instructions for the job; therefore, it will not be included in the diskette data 
set. Actually, the use of the scratch record is a programming technique that 
you can use in a variety of applications. It allows you to set up fields that you 
can duplicate or insert in other records and provides extra prompting which 
precedes another record. 
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Describing the Scratch Record Using the A Specification 

You define this record as you did the records for the first job. The format 
description on the Z specification will determine whether or not it is written on 
the diskette. The description on the A specification is the same as all other 
records. This record has three different kinds of fields: (1) a date field, (2) 
fields for prompting (literals), and (3) a field for operator control in exiting the 
display. 

IB~ International Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed In U.S.A 

JobNo BILLING 

Sequence 

DatasEt 

Date 

Dataset/Recordl 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

Source Document DETAILE.D Page 

PURCHASE JOB 2 

Location 

~ __ -I Checks~CHECK (code .. I Functions 

Screen 
AUUJ aup 

Auto S!<.p 

AD 

AS 
BC 
B' 
BV 

Pos F,t'ld b.t Reou"t'd ,~~ 
lC 

ME ADD (nafTlf'i PMT (prompt) 

MF AUXQUP Inamt'l RANGE now high) 

RANGET (table (,r1d .... ll RB 
Rl 

RZ 
COMP (' tt'S! tld1 '@ tldn Imd'CiJtOI: I RESET (·TOTol 
OSPATR (' .. fir SEQ (111"\11 

EOTCDE 1<:<x1<> jloall SETOF lind) 

tl"iHVH ICOOt> I ml'\iOlge I' 
EXSA (subroutmel 

INSERT (1Idl;@ IIdol 

LOOK (table [,ndex! I 

SUB (name I 

SUBST (table1 table2!,ndu]) 
TADD (·rOTn) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101112131415161718192021 n 232425 262728 2930 3132 333435 363138 39404142434445 464748 49505152535455565758596061626364656667686970 71727374757677787980 
-Number of sheets per pad may I/ary snght!y 

The prompt for the date field guides the operator in identifying when to enter 
information in this field. Notice that the date fieid uses the keyword and 
parameter AUXST(DATE). Whenever the Auto Dup keyboard function is active 
and the operator enters data in the field, the entry is stored in the name DATE. 
Later, if another field uses the DATE field (for example, when AUXDUP(DATE) 
is used in the DET record). the value of the original entry is placed in the field. 
Using the AUXST keyword allows the operator to change the value of DATE 
easily but only when necessary. Whenever the Auto Dup function is inactive, 
the operator can change the value of DATE. 



The next fields in the scratch record provide the operator prompting. Notice on 
the A specification that the messages have been designed to fit into 80 
columns. 

IB~ International BUSIness MKhines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Job No. BILLING 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/ Record / 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

Source Document DE TAl. LED 
PURCHASE JOB 

Page 

2. 
of 

8 

Location 

~ __ ~ Checks=CHECK (code ... ) Functions 

Screen 
Auto Dup Mandatory Entry 

Auto Slop ~AS Mandatory Fill 

BC At AdJ-Blank Foil 

Bypass =BY Right to Left 

Bypas son Vertfy "BV At AdJ-Zero Fdl 

Data RequHt'd 

Line Pos Dup D,sable 
F,eldE)(ltReQu"ed=FE 

LC 

"-MF 
RB 

RL 

=RZ 

ADD (name) PMT (prompt) 

AUXDUP (name) RANGE (low high) 

RANGEl (table I Index I I 

CQMPl l tesllldl)@ Ildn jmdlcatofll RESElI-TOTn) 
DSPATR 11attr I SEQ I'testl 

EOTCDE (code floatl SETOF lind) 

ERROR leode j'message)l 
EXSR (subroutine) 

INSERT {lldl}@! Ildn) 

LOOK Itable imde)(jl 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011 121314151617 18 19202122 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 3334 35 36 3i 38 3940 414243444546474849505152535455565758596061626364656667 68 69707172 73 747576 77 78 7980 

'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 

A single-position field follows the instructions. The reason for including this 
field is that the prompts will be displayed quickly and without operator control. 
The operator needs to see the display and read its contents to perform the 
actions necessary to copy the header record from the MASTH EAD data set. 
To do this, you must halt the display. The single-position field with the 
CHECK(FE) keyword and parameter allows you to do this. The prompt explains 
that the operator must use a field exit key to leave the display. This allows the 
operator to determine when to exit from the display. When there are no 
entries in the location columns of the A specification, that field is placed 
immediately after the preceding field. Therefore, this single-spaced field will 
be immediately after the period following the word SET in the preceding literal. 

The definition for the scratch record is complete. You are ready to define the 
next record. 
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Describing the DET (Detail Display) Record Using the A Specification 

Job No. BILLING 

Sequence 

The record description line is the same as for the scratch record except the 
name is now DET. The sample shows this record description beginning on a 
new A specification. This is not necessary; it is used in the samples to help 
you see the record contents clearly. If you are confused because the name of 
the record is not DETAIL, remember that a reformatted diskette record cannot 
have the same name as the display record, so you should reserve the name 
DETAIL for the record that is written on the diskette. 

Dataset 

Date 

IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Location 

Screen 

~ource Document DETAILED 
PURCHASE JOB 

FunctIOns 

AUXDUP i~amt'l 

AUXST 1nameJ 

Page 

3 

Printed In U,S,A, 

PMTlpromptl 

RANGE (iow'""gnl 

RANGE:l liable llnd(>)(j I 

BVPilH BY RL 

RZ 
COMP (' te~t Ildl l @ lIdn [,ndicator!) RESET I-TOTnl 

Dataset/Recordl 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

Pos 

BypaHon Ve"ty 81.1 

Data Requ,,('d 

F,t'ld bll! ReQu"edoFE 

LC 

D$PATR (~al!l I SEQ ('leu} 

EDTCDE (code floal) SETQF lInd} 

ERROR 1(00+'1 message II 
EXSR tiubroulmeJ 

INSERT (tldl J
@ Ildnl 

LOOK Itable ~ '1dex 1\ 

I tesl~EQ.GE GT.LE.l T,NE 

SHIFT j"sh,ft) 

suaST Itablel table:? 
TADD (oTOTn) 

rdell] 1 

1 atlr ~BL.CA.CS.HI.NO. RI,UL XCHK Hable ,ndel(l,ndex21 
J@,,+._._, 

·sh,ft=A,D,H,N,V,W,X, Y 

4647484950 5t 52 53 54 55 56 5758 59 6061 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 7t 72 73 74757677 78 79 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213141516171819202122 23 2425 26 2728 29303132333435363738 39404142434445 464748 495051525354555657585960 61626364656667686970717273 74757677787980 
<Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 



9n=aE 

The first field is for the date. Fields in different records of the same program 
should have unique names to avoid confusion; because a field named DATE 
already exists in the scratch record, name this field DA T. Look at the 
supervisor's instructions and the display work sheet to determine the length 
and position of the field. The prompt is written in the same way as the 
prompts for the first sample program were written. The only new concept is 
the use of the AUXDUP keyword to duplicate the contents of the Date field 
from the scratch record. Whenever AUXDUP(DATE) is specified, the current 
contents of DATE are automatically inserted into the current field (DAT) if the 
Dup key is pressed. 

~~~ International BUSIness Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Job No. BILLING 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/Record/ 
Field/Table Na 

Length 

Source Document DETAILED Page of 

PURCHASE JOB 3 8 

Location 

Checks~CHECK Icode ... I 
~----t 

Screen 
Auto Dup 

Auto Skip 

Bypass BY 

BYDdHon Verdy BV 

Dala Requ"ed DR 

Pas Dup Disable DO 
F-,eldt.,tReqUlredoF-l 

LC 

Mandatory Entry 

Mandatory Fill 

Rt Adl-Blank Fill 

Functions 

ADO fniHTlel 
AUXQUP (name) 

PMT{promptJ 

RANGE Uow high! 
RANGEl liable (,ndex]I 

COMPelesttldl J @ tldn [Indicator]) RESEll-TOTnl 
DSPATR eallt I SEQ jltest) 

fOTCOE !code tloall SETOF I,nd) 

ERROR !code l'message'l! 

EXSA (subroutine) 

INSERT (fldl J @ Ildnl 

LOOK Hable londex]I 

I leH=EO,GE,G T,LE,l T,NE 
1 aw -Bl,CA,CS,HI,NO,RI ,Vl 
J@L~.~ ",I 

·~htft=A,D,H,N, V,W,X, Y 

SUBST(lablel table2ltnde.11 

TADD (-TOTnl 

46474849505152535455565758 596061 626364 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74757677 78 79 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213141516171819202122232425262728293031323334 35 3631 3839404142434445 464748 49505152535455565758596061626364656667686970 71727374757877787980 
'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 
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The next field is the salesman's initials field. There are no new concepts. 

"' .... ,11 
:i:~~ Inter.,atlO'"l11 But,n~lI ~"'l",,, Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed In U.S.A. 

Job No BI LLI N G 

Sequence 

Data'iet 

Dare 

Dataseti Record! 
Field/Table Na 

Length 

Source Document DETAILED Page of 

PURCHASE JOB 3 B 

ChecksoCHECK Ico~e 
~----t 

Screen 
.,-AOI B:dnkl' 

i'lqI"'oLe t • 

p. A,d: Z~, ~ 

P\IIT I~ompl:) 

RANGE (low h'9hl 

RANGE. T (ubi!! lmdu 1\ 

{-O~P I 1"\' '1<11 IPl ,rld.uto', I RlSE T (orOTn) 

DSPATR I'~!'· SEQ (' t~tt! 

EDTCDE 1(~"0<1' SETOF lind) 

-npsldqt'i
' 

E'(SR 'I'Jblovf nO' SHIFT {. t,h.h I 

I~SERT (11(11 'iW tldnl 

lOOK IUbie "n~~ I 

SUB (n.mel 

SUBST (t.bleltabIe2 I ,ode:. 1 I 
TAOD ioTOTnl 

TSUB iorOTn) 
XCHK (table ,nde,,\ ,OOn]) 

t 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 to It 12 1314 15 16 17 1 B 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 3334 35 3637 38 394041 424344 45 46 47 48 495051 52 53 54 55 56 5758 59 60 61 626364 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74757677 78 7980 

"Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 



Fields that are named A and B follow the salesman's initials field. Fields A and 
B are the indexes you were instructed to use for the table functions. Notice 
that the length of each field is 1. Because only six entries are in the ITEMT 
and PRICET tables, a single-position index is sufficient. Also, notice that the 
usage column contains a W (work space). The W prevents the field from being 
displayed, altered, or written on the diskette. The zero in the decimal position 
column describes the fields as numeric. Whenever indexes are used, they must 
exist as numeric fields. 

II,., Intornotionol Bu.in ... Moc:hin .. Corporotion IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Job No. BILLING 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/Record/ 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

Location 

Screen 

Source Document DETAILE 
PURCHASE JOB 

.. J Functions 

Mandatory Entry 

AS Mandatory Fill 

Be Rt AdJ-Blank Foil RB AUXST Iname) 

Page 

3 
of 

8 

PMT (prompt) 

RANGE (lowhlgnJ 

RANGEl (table [Index]) 
BY RL 

~AZ 

COMP (',es! lidl'@ Ildn [Indlcatori ) RESET (·rOTn) 
Bypass on Verify =BV DSPATA e,)I1r I SEQ ,'test) 
Data RIC'Qu"ed DR 

Pas Dup Disable DO 

EOTCOE I(:o<w float I 

EAROA(codel'mess~'p 

EXSR (subroutine) 

SETOF (:r.di 

SETON lind) 

SHIFT '·shlh) 
SUB (name) INSERT {fldlJ(ji fldnl 

LOOK (uble londe_11 

'test- EQ.GE,GT LE,LT.NE 
'attr-BL CA.CS,HI NO,Af,UL 
I@L. _. 

',h,h=A,O H N,V,W,X,Y 

TAOO (*TOTn) 

TSUB (-TOrnl 
XCHK (table,I'l!jeJC1,ndull 

46 47 48 495051 52 5354 55 56 5758 5960 61 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 747576 77 78 79 

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 910" 121314151617181920212223242626272829303132333435 363) 38394041424344 45464148 49505152535455566158596061626364656667686910 71727314751677181980 
'Number of ,heet, pet pad may vlry .Iightly. 

The item number field is next. This field contains the picture check pattern for 
entry. The picture check has two parts: (1) a C must be in the data type 
column and (2) the SHIFT keyword and the parameter that forms the pattern 
for the picture check must be used. For this field, the parameter DDXXXD 
means that the first two entries must be digits, the next three must be 
alphabetic characters, and the last must be a digit. 

The CHECK (DR) keyword and parameter are used for this field also. To exit 
the field, the operator must use one of the field exit keys. 
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Now, look at the next keyword and its parameters. This is the first table 
function that you will use. The LOOK keyword describes the function. The 
LOOK keyword looks in the table named as its parameter to see whether the 
entry in the current field matches one of the entries in the table. Notice that an 
A follows the table name. This A is the index used for the table function. You 
only need to use indexes with the tables because you want to cross-check the 
table with another table. You know that this entry is to be cross-checked with 
the price field, so use an index. 

IB~ International BuSiness Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Job No. BILLING 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/Record/ 
Fie!d/Tab!e Na. 

Location 

~----I 

Screen 

Length 

Pos 

Source Document DETA1LE.O 
PURCHASE JOB 

Cheeks=CHECK (code. .) Functions 

Auto Sk,p 

Blank Check 

AS 

-Be 
BY 

Bypass on Verity ~BV 

Dala ReQuifed 

F,eld EXII Requ,red=FE 
~ lC 

-MF 

RB 

LOOK (table jondel(jl 

III'SI=£Q GE GT LE LT NE 

1 attr=Bl,CA,CS,HI ,NO, RI,UL 

::~f~·;-A:;H.N, V.W,X. y 

Page 

3 

Printed In U.S.A. 

of 

8 

SUB (namel 

sueST (tablel table2 [.ndel(] I 
TAOD (-TOTnl 

46474849505152535455565758 596061626364 65 66 67 68 6970 7172 73 74757677 78 79 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213141516171819202122 232425 262728 29303132333435363) 3839404142434445464748 4950515253545556 575859606162636465666768697071727374757677787980 
-Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 

The next two fields are fairly simple. The DESC fieid aiiows the operator to 
entei deSCiiptiv6 information about the item. The QUANT field requests 
information about the number of items that have been sold. The only 
unfamiliar entry for the QUANT field is the CHECK (RZ) keyword and 
parameter. 



The CHECK(RZ) function places the operator's entry in the rightmost positions 
of the field and fills the unused leftmost positions with zeros. Remember that 
the DR parameter was used in the first job for the customer name field. It 
requires that data be entered in the field. The entry in the decimal usage 
column allows the field to be used later in calculations. 

IB~ International BUllnll. Mlchines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Job No. BILLING 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/ Record / 
Field/Table Na 

Length 

Source Document DETAILED Page of 

8 PURCHASE. JOB 3 

Location 

~ __ --.I Checks=CHECK Icode .. I 

AS Mandatory Fill -MF Screen 
AulO Dup Mandatory Entry 

Be Rt Ad)-Blank Fill AB 
I-----.,........~ Byp,as~ BY RL 

BypassonVe,'/y BV RZ 

DR 

Pos DO neG ICheck Genl 

F,eldExltReqU"l'd FE 

lC 

i' 

Functions 

PMT iprompt) 

RANGE liowh'ghl 
RANGEl Itable [lnd" .. I) 

COMP('testlldl l @ tldn i,nd'ca!Or I RESET (oTOTn) 
DSPATR (lattr ) SEa I'test) 

EDTCDE (code IIoa11 SETQF (,nd) 

ERROR (code I messd9t! II 
EXSRisubrout,nt'1 
INSERT (fldlJ~ Ildn) 

LOOK (table Ilnde~! I SUBST Itable1 table2 l,nd",,]I 

lAOD (-rOTnl 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 3334 35 36 31 38 3940 41 4243 44 45 464748 4950 51 52 53 54 55 56 57585960 61 626364 65 66 67 sa 6970 71 72 73 747576 77 78 79 80 

'Number of sheets pe' pad may vary slightly. 

The PRICE field is similar to the QUANT field. The 2 in the decimal usage 
column means that DE/RPG should consider the number that is entered to 
have two decimal positions. For example, if 245 were entered, DE/RPG should 
consider it to be 2.45 rather than 245.00. 

This field also contains an index in the LOOK keyword parameter as did the 
ITEM field. These indexes will be used in this field to cross-check the validity 
of the item at a specified price using the INVENT table. Each index must be 
unique. For example, two A indexes cannot be specified in a program. If two 
A indexes were specified, the second value of A would replace the value of the 
first one, and the first value would be lost. 
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Job No BILLING 

Sequence 

Notice how the indexes are used with the XCHK keyword and parameters. The 
first parameter is the name of the table (INVENT) to be checked and the 
second and third parameters are the indexes (A and B) provided earlier by the 
LOOK functions of the ITEM and PRICE fields. 

Dataspt 

Date 

IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS PrInted In USA 

Dataset! Record; 
Field/Table Na 

Length 

Sou'ce Document DETAILED Page of 

PURCHASE J08 .3 8 

Location 

~ __ ~ Checks=CHECK leode Functions 

Screen 
AU \,;E PMT (~(jn;p!: 

AS \01'- ~ANGE (low t\~1 

tl\.. !'II Ad, B,,,,,,, ~ M6 AvAST ,n.mt'J RANGEr It .. Ole :.,-.d~~; 

BY A,gh"olp11 RL COMP('If'STfldl J @ fldn!ond.utotiIRESETI·TOTnJ 

D"p D <'dtl'f DO 

i=\' Ad, :, u:;,PA TM , .att! SEQ I' :t~!' 

EDleDE Icodt> flo.,) 

F,pl(j E.·, R~(lU"ed -FE SHIFT /·mlftl 

'!t~J=EO GE GT LE LT NE 
• attr = BL.CA.CS.HI.ND. RI.Ul 
I@L+_ • 

"sh'fl=A.D H,N.V,W,X,V 

SUSST h.bl~l '.able2 (Index) I 
TADD IOrOTn) 

TSUB ('TOTn) 

46 47 4849505152535455565758 59 60 61626364 65 66 67 68 69 70 7172 7374757677 78 79 

t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 1213141516171819202122 23 2425 26 27 28 293031323334 35 363738 3940 41424344 45 46 4748 495051 52 53 54 55 56 57 585960 6162636465666768 69707172 73 74757677 78 7980 

'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 

The literal 'TOTAL:' and the COST field are specified next. You should 
understand literals and recognize that there must be an 0 (output) in the usage 
column. Now look at the COST field. Two new functions are shown here: (1) 
a calculation using named fields and the I NSERT keyword and (2) a reserved 
word used for a counter. 

To be able to use the named fields PRICE and QUANT in calculations be sure 
that the fields are named when they are described. If they are not named, 
they cannot be used. Also, look at the length of the COST field. You can 
determine this length by multiplying the largest numbers that can be provided 
for the price and quantity fields. Because you have a PRICE field that is 5 
positions long and a QUANT field that is 4 positions long, the largest number 
you can have is 9999 x 999.99 which equals 9998900.01 ; therefore, a COST 
field with a length of 9 is sufficient. The decimal position is not counted. 



Notice that the multiplication of the contents of the fields is designated by an 
*. Now, look at the TADD keyword and the *TOT1 parameter in this example. 
TADD causes this field to be added to the contents of the counter that is 
specified in the parameter. As directed by the supervisor, the counter you 
specified is counter 1 (*TOT1). 

Using TADD and *TOT1 is a way to obtain an intermediate total. To 
understand this, consider how the job is used. Each purchase line of the sales 
order form equals one detail record. If you found the total of that line you 
would only have the total for a single purchase, not the total for the entire 
order. You need to add totals from all detail records for the same customer. 
The way you accomplish this is through the use of the counter. The counter 
will continue to add totals from the detail records until it is reset. All counters 
(*TOT) are 1 5 positions. 

The DSPATR(HI) keyword and parameter highlight the contents of the field. 
Display attributes such as highlight require one display position before and 
after the field. The position column entries must reflect this requirement by 
leaving at least one blank before a field that uses the DSPATR keyword. The 
*POS location specifies the data location and not the attribute location. There 
is extra space between the literal TOTAL and the highlighted COST field to 
accommodate the display attribute position that is required. 

IB~ International BUSI'nell Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Job No. BILL! NG Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/ Record / Length 
Field/Table Name 

Sequence 

Source Document DETAILE.D 
PURCHASE JOB 

Location 

~ __ -I Checks=CHECK Icode . Functions 

Screen 
AD ME 
AS MandolIO'~ F ., MF 

8e R' A.d, 8'r~!: 

6', RL COMP f' tt'st lIdl '~ol 
R/ 

DR 

DO 

H 

EOTCDE !code floall 

ERROR ICOO .. I nWSI<l9t' I 
EXSRlsub/out,ne 

INSERT (fldl)tiil Ild"l 

LOOK Wible I'ndex I 

Page 

4 

Printed in U.S.A. 

SHI F T 1'~hlhJ 
SUB Inamel 

of 

8 

SUB5T Itable1 table2]lndex]1 

TAOO I'TOTnl 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 33 34 35 36 3i 38 3940 41 4243 44 45 46 47 48 4950 51 52 53 54 55 56 57585960 61 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 747576 77 787980 
·Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 
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Sequence 

The customer number field is next. 

IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

~",Y"J" I ::",'" I I I I II I I I sp~~~H'AStO~~~LtD I P4 

Dataset i Record 

F'eld,Table Name 

Length 

Location 

..------4 
Screen 

Pas 

Chpcks-CHECK Icode 

"qr- 0
' c" 

1=1- A,1, l~' r 

Functions 

EDTCDEcud"'()d' 
f PPOP cc 'j, ~P'\~Qf 

EXSP 

'P>' tUut G' LE: L T "H 

BL CA (S H' .... D P Jl 

'Sh,tt AD H/"j vw.x Y 

Prl~t.d on U.S.A 

';>"J,i VI 

I=IA"'tGE "0"",, ""'go-

Sf TO~ "rj 

SETO,," , "d 

S~I" T " ~I"> " 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213141516171819202122 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 3334 35 363i 38 3940 4142434445464748495051525354 5556 575859606162636465666768697071727374757677787980 
'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 

The next field is the record marker; D for detail record. The insert ('D') places 
the record mark in the display record. 

If you have counted the field lengths, you know that the D mark will not 
automatically be in position 150 of the diskette record. In the first program, 
you positioned the record marker by using the CHECK(BY) function. In this 
program, you will reformat the record to position the marker. The description 
of the reformatted record occurs later in this chapter" Before you do that 
however, you must complete the trailer display (TRAI L) record description. 

You have completed the description of the detail display (DET) record. You are 
ready to describe the trailer display (TRAI L) record on the A specification. 



Describing the TRAIL Record Using the A Specification 

Most of the fields in the TRAIL record are automatic. The operator will have to 
enter only one field in the record. All functions used in this record description 
should by now be familiar to you. Briefly look at the contents as a review. 

The DAY field allows the operator to enter the current date. The CUST field 
duplicates the contents of the named customer number field from the DET 
record. The TOT field places the total accumulated in the *TOT1 counter in the 
field and then resets the counter so that there is no carry-over balance from 
one customer to another. 

The record marker T is the last field in this record. This marker will be 
positioned correctly by reformatting the record just as you will do for the DET 
record marker later in this chapter. 

I~~ International Busmess Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Job No. BILLING 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset!Record! 
Field!Table Name 

Length 

Location 

Screen 
Auto Dup 

AulO Skip 

1-----,...-------4 Bypas" By 

Bypass on I/er,t~ 8V 

Oatd RequlfP(j DR 

Pas Dup Disable DO 

held Ex,\ Reo,"'e!j H: 

cC 

Source Document DETA1LED Page 

PURCHASE JOB 5 

Functions 

of 

8 

PMT (p!"ompn 

RANGE (low high) 

RANGEl hable (lndex1l 

COMP('test tldlJ(al fldn [indicator I I RE:5E:T "lOTn) 

DSPATR I:attr i SEQ etesn 
EDTeDE (code tloatl SETOF (lnd) 

SHIFT (·shltH 

SUBST {tableT table2 (Index I ) 

TAOO (oTOTnl 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910111213141516171819202122 23 2425 26 27 28 29303132333435363138 39404142434445464748 495051525354555657585960 6162636465666768691071727374757671781980 

'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 
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You have completed the definitions for the entry records used in the job. 
Before you continue, check your understanding of what you have learned: 

• How many display records have been defined for this job? 

Answer: Three-SCRATCH, OET, and TRAIL 

• Why have you defined a scratch record when the instructions do not 
describe one? 

Answer: To provide a date entry that can be used by the OET records and 
to instruct the operator in the use of the program. 

• What does the INVENT table cross-check? 

Answer: That the entered item code matches the entered price 

• What automatic calculation are you performing? 

Answer: Multiplying the QUANT and PRICE fields and maintaining an 
intermediate total for each customer. 

If you understand the answers to these questions, continue reading. If you do 
not understand, reread the preceding sections on this topic. 

DESCRIBING THE DATA SET FOR THIS PROGRAM 

The description of the data set for this program will contain two records: the 
detail diskette (DETAIL) record and the trailer diskette (TRAILER) record. The 
description of the data set for the first program did not contain any record 
descriptions because no records in the first program were reformatted. The 
header record is not included in this description because the header record 
contents are being included in the data set by the manual copy function and, 
therefore, the record description does not have to be included in this diskette 
data set description. A file description line for the data set containing the 
header record will have to be included somewhere in the program, but you will 
see this later in this text. 

When you reformat records in a data set, you must include a unique record 
name for each reformatted record (which, in this case is DETAIL and 
TRAILER). You must also list each named field in the record and provide a 
location for the field. All data fields in the reformatted record must be named. 
The location is the position you want the field to occupy in the diskette data 
set. You can rearrange fields in the data set, but you must use only fields from 
a single record for the same reformatted record and you must use all I (input) 
fields from the original record. 

As you look at the sample that follows, notice that the first line in the data set 
description is a diskette file description statement with a name that matches 
the name in the TFILE parameter (BILLING). Next is a unique record name 
(DETAIL)' followed by a list of named fields. The field names match those in 
the DET detail display record. Each field has an entry in the location columns 
on the A specifications. 



The location entry is determined in the following way: 

• The location of the first field is obviously 1 because it is first and, therefore, 
is in the first position of the record in the data set. 

• The location of the second field is the position of the first field (1) plus the 
length of the first field (6) which equals 7. 

• The locations of the remainder of the fields are calculated in this way until 
you come to the record marker. If you position the record marker field as 
you did the previous fields, it would appear in position 69 of the diskette 
data set. However, you want the marker in position 150 of the data set so 
that it matches the position of the header record marker. To do this, specify 
the position as 150. 

When you reformat a record, you can specify any location you want for any 
field on the diskette data set. You can rearrange fields within the record, space 
them out or, as in this example, place one field in a predetermined position of 
the record. 

Without looking at the reformatted TRAILER record, try to describe it on your 
A specification. The T mark should be in position 150 of the diskette data set. 
Remember, it must include all fields with I usage entries from the TRAIL 
record. 
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Job No. eI LLI N G 

Sequence 

IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECI FICATIONS 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/ Record I 

F'eldiTable Name 
Length 

Lucatlon 

Screen 

Pos 

Soucce Document DETAILED Page 

PLJRCHAS E JOB 6 

H/".' If-' 

"<' Ac1 l~' ~ 

Functions 

EDrCDE 1rf1<'1,p- IIC)~! 

!RR"R 

'~5[RT !".1' ',." 

!!'~! EO Gt G T LI:. L 1 ,"-jt 

Bl CA CSHI NO RI UL 

Pnnted In U.S.A 

RANGE (I" ... r..qt-'i 

SEQ I' leH' 

SETOF I nd\ 

SUBST l!abl~l uble2 ! '>d ... ' I 

TADO t·TOT..,1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 2930 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 3940 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 

'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 

You must provide three remaining data set descriptions: (1) a description for 
the data set containing the header record being copied into this data set and 
(2) descriptions for the table data sets used by the program. 



DESCRIBING THE DATA SETS USED BY THE PROGRAM 

You must include a file description line for the MASTHEAD data set from 
which you are copying header records. 

The only information needed is the data set name and the DEVICE (DISK 
X' 4000') keyword and parameter. 

!B~ International Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Job No. B1 LLING 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset! Record! 
Field!Table Nam 

Length 

Source Document DETAILED Page of 

Location 

....... ----1 Checks=CHECK (code ... I 

Screen AS 

BC 

DR 

Pas Dup Q,\dblp 00 

F 'eld E.~ It Reql r ~d FE 

LC 

PURCHASE JOB 7 

FunctIOns 

8 

PMT (prompt) 

RANGE (low hlghl 

RANGEl (table [mdex]) 

COMP(i 1I'Sl tldlj~ tldn j",dlt;atorjl AESET (oTOTn) 

I SEQ (I lest! 

EDTCDE (code flod!1 SETOF lond) 

FRROR IlOdf' !'r'f'PIsage II 
EXSAlsuilfuul,nei 
INSERT (Ikll '(oj lidnl 

LOOK (table Ilflde.: I 

SHIFT (4sh,ttl 

SlJB Inilmpl 

SUBST Ilableitable2 londelt] I 
TADD (-TOTnl 

XCHK (table mdeJd Indellli 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 38 3940 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 

"Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 
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Job No BILLING 

Sequence 

You must include a file description line for each table data set this program 
uses. Two table data sets are used: 

• The TABLE1 data set which contains the ITEMT and PRICET tables 

• The TABLE2 data set, which contains the I NVENT table 

IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Dataset Source Documenl DETAr Lf D Page 

Date PURCHASE. JOB 8 

Location 

~ __ ~ Checks-CHECK (code FunctIOns 

Screef1 A'." 
Be ><8 

Printed In U.S.A. 

of 

8 

RANGE (1o"," h.ghJ 

RANGET Hable- [.,.odeJ;l) 

Dataset/Recordl 
Field/Table Name 

Length 
8'" R</"luU';' RL 

B'ipa~~ 0'" VI!' Iv Bv ><, Ad] Z!-'0 ~ ,10 R Z 

caMP I' !e~! Ild1'~ 

DSPATR {I,JH' 

l:ore.OE: iCodfo 1)0(111 

tid" ,nd.catoril RESET (orOTn) 
SEO(l ttS1 ) 

Sf-TOF I.ndl 

Pos ~:=~~s~::tl.:~~~iI~ I' 
INSERT (fld1'@ Ildnl 

LOOK (table [,nde'.!l 

' ... ,'=I'()r.F r,T II' I T ~F 

".JlI,oBL,CA,CS,HI,ND,RI,UL 
J@l-<-,,! 

·Sh'll'.o\.D.H.N,V.W.x, V 

SETON fondl 

SHifT (4shlftl 

SUBST (tablet table2\lndexl) 
TAOO ~-rOTn! 
Tsue !.TOT~l 
XCHK jt.bie ,1lM.T !nde.21 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1314 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 3334 35 3637 38 3940 41 4243 44 45 46 47 48 495051 52 53 54 55 56 5758 59 60 61 626364 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 747576 77 78 79 80 

'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 

Notice that the table data set descriptions are followed by lines with a letter T 
in column 17. This T specifies that the name in columns 19 through 24 
identifies a table. For example, the data set named TABLE1 has two tables 
(iTEMT and PRiCET;. The TABLE2 data set has one tabie (iNVENT). in the 
following chapter, you will learn how to create the tables. In this example, you 
are now learning only how to reference existing tables in a program that uses 
them. Each table description line (T in column 17) has a length entry. This 
entry tells DE/RPG the length of each entry, not the length of the table. The 
NUMENT keyword and numeric parameter tell DE/RPG the length of each 
table. When two tables are included in one data set, they must have the same 
number of entries (table length) but the length of the entries can be different. 

You have now completed the diskette data set descriptions. You are ready to 
proceed to the job and format descriptions on the Z specification. 



USING THE Z SPECIFICATION TO DESCRIBE THE JOB AND FORMATS 

On the first line of the Z specification write the job description as defined by 
the instructions. It should look like this: 

IB~ International BUline .. MKhin •• Corporation 

JobDETAIL£O PURCHASE JOB 
Date 

Job/Format/Subroutine 

IBM 5280 GENERAL UTI LlTY SPECI FICATIONS 

Test Conditions 

Position 
to be Tested 
(*POSnnnn) 

Reserved Reserved 

Options 

CLRl (number I 

DATEloDMY ·YMDI EOJ[(Jobde~I.PASSPJ 

EDITC i!cuptd)l SlNO (line) 

ENTAATR latH I 

EXITATAlattr I 

JOBOPT qoNOPMTj(oNOOPENII 

PRTFILE (diHa setl 

TFILEldatiisetldeltreQ]I 

ittT, Bl CS HI ND RIIJ) 

Printed In U. S. A. 

of 

8 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 Q 10111213141516111819202122232425 26 2128 2830 31 32333435363138 3940 41424344 45 46 414849505152535455565158 5960 61626364 65 666168 691011121314157877 78 7980 

"Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 

You should recognize the TFILE keyword and parameter. The CFILE keyword 
has not been explained. CFILE(MASTHEAD) means that you will be using the 
data set called MASTHEAD to copy data. This data set must be specified in a 
file description statement on the A specification (this has already been done). 
You must use this keyword and parameter in order for the copy keys to be 
valid. This completes the job description. Proceed to the format descriptions. 
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The entry format for the scratch record occurs first. Remember that the 
scratch display record contains the prompts telling the operator to use the copy 
function. The operator will need this information to know how to proceed. The 
name in columns 10 through 17 must match a record name on the A 
specification. The 10 in columns 8 and 9 is arbitrary. If no 10 has been 
specified by the supervisor, you may select any valid 10. 

IB~ InternatIonal Business MachInes Corporltlon 

Job DETAILED PURCHASE JOB 
Dale 

Job/Format/Subroutine 

IBM 5280 GENERAL UTILITY SPECIFICATIONS 

Test Conditions 

Position 
to be Tested 
(*POSnnnn) 

Reserved Reserved 

DescnptlOnCREATES DATA Page 

SET FDR MONTHLY BIL i 
Options 

CFILE ~d.u Ittl ClRL (number! 

DATE (-OMY,,-YMOI EOJ Htobct.¥ (-PASSPI 
EOITe ncuptdjl SLND !I,ntl 

ENTRATR litH. I WRITE i,umel 

EXITATR (ITtr. I 

JOSOPT q·NOPMTJI.NOOPENIi 
PRTFllE (dauset! 

TFILE (dltlHlldeltreCl\l 

Ittr"Bl,CS,HI NO,RI Ul 

Pnnled on USA 

of 

8 

1 2 3 456 7 8 9 10111213141516171819202122232425262728293031323334353637383940414243444546474849505152535455565758596061626364656667686970 71727374757677787980 

"Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 

The 1 in column 20 tells OE/RPG to use the format once. The E indicates that 
the format is for the enter mode and the X1 in columns 45 and 46 specify the 
10 for the next format to be used for automatic format selection. The 
WRITE(*NO) keyword and parameter tell DEiRPG not to inciude the record in 
the diskette data set. 

The first display record the operator will see is the scratch record. The 
operator will look at it and then use a field exit key to leave the display and' 
proceed with the copy. The OET record will be displayed immediately following 
the scratch record. The scratch record will not be written in the diskette data 
set, but the header record will. Once the header record has been copied into 
the data set, the operator will see a display showing the format for the OET 
detail display record. 



Because N appears in column 20, the DET format will be used until the 
operator selects the next format. The next format following the DET format is 
the TRAIL format (X2 in columns 45 and 46 of the DET format description). 
The WRITE(DETAIL) keyword and parameter for the DET format tells DE/RPG 
to use the DET format for the display but to write the data in the format 
specified by the DETAIL record description. (The DETAIL record was included 
in the diskette data set description.) This procedure shows you how to 
reformat records. 

9~=-

::i:iS~ International Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 GENERAL UTILITY SPECIFICATIONS 

Job 0 TAILED PURCHASE JOB 
Date 

Job/Format/Subroutine Test Conditions Options 

CFllE (dataset) ClRllflumber) 

Page 

si 

DATE j.OMY/·YMD) EOJ /(,ob dev ,-PASSPI 

Position 
to be Tested 
(*POSnnnn) 

Reserved Reserved 
EDITCf[cuPtdll SlNO(lme) 

ENTRATA (iJltr I 

EXITATR (attf. .. ) 

JOBOPT q·NOPMTlloNDOPENjl 
PRTFILE/dalasetl 

SHARE (names) 

SHARERlnames) 

STATUS (name) 

TF I LE {data ~el ! cklfreQ P 
attr"'B L. CS.HI, NO, A I, Ul 

Printed in U. S. A. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213141516171819202122 23 2425 262728 29303132 33J4 353637 J8 3940 41424344 45 46 4748 495051 52 5354 55 56 57 !ill 5960 616263646566 67 68 69707172 73 74757677 78 7980 

"Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 
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The TRA!t format (X2 in columns 8 and 9) is selected upon completion of the 
DET format. This record is also reformatted (WRITE(TRAILER)). Upon 
completion of the TRAIL format, which is used only once (1 in column 20), the 

scratch record is redisplayed. 

IBM 5280 GENERAL UTILITY SPECIFICATIONS 

Job DETAILED PURCHASE dOB 
Da~e 

Job/Format/Subroutine Test Condlt!ons OPtions 

Page 

1. 

tUJ !',Iob 1e~ i 'PASSI'! 
C;i Nn 

Position 
to be Tested 
( 'POSnnnn) 

Reserved 

JOBOPT q.NOPMTIl-NOOPENI! 

P"TFIL[ ,j~q If 

STATUS ('lj,.."el 

TFllE Idau ~l'\ Idto1hl'QIi 

aUr-BL.eS HI NO RI Ul 

123456 7 8 91011121314151617181920212223242526272828303132333435363738394041424344454647484950515253545556575859606162636465666768697071727374757677787980 

'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 

This process is continued for the enter mode (E in column 21) until the 
operator ends the job. 



=:=:n:::* 

Once the enter mode description is complete, you must provide a description 
for the review modes. Place an R in column 21 of the Z specification. Write 
the reserved word *POS and the number 150, starting in column 24. Next, 
write 'H' in columns 35 through 37 and 0 in column 46; the apostrophes ('H') 
are required. This description tells DE/RPG to use format 0 (a default format 
that strings fields together across the display) for the display of a header 
record (an H in position 150) during the verification, update, and rerun modes. 
Next, write review descriptions for the detail and trailer records. The sample 
illustrates the coding. 

:&~~ International Business MKhines Corporation IBM 5280 GENERAL UTILITY SPECIFICATIONS 

Job DETAILED PURCHI\SE JOB 
Date 

Job/Format/Subroutine Test Conditions 

Position 
to be Tested 
('POSnnnn) 

Reserved Reserved 

CFllE(~t.setl 

DATE '.OMY/·YMO) 

EOITC(lcuptdP 
ENTRATR (JlUr .. ) 

EXITATR (.nr ... j 

JOSOPT 1ioNOPMTUoNOOf'ENJi 
PRTFILE(dltlsel! 

SHARER (names) 

STATUS (namel 

TFllEld.tlwljdeHreQjI 

l11r=BL.CS.HI,NO,FlI.Ul 

Options 

EOJ 1100.'" I·PASSIII 

Printed in U. S. A. 

of 

8 

1 2 3 456 7 8 910111213141516171819202122232425262728293031323334353637383940414243444546474849505152535455565758596081828364666687886970 71727374757677787980 

'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 

Note: The scratch record can never be reviewed because it is not written to 
be displayed. 

Whenever DE/RPG finds a D in position 150 of a diskette record, it should use 
format X1 (Det record) to display the data for the review mode. When it finds 
a T in position 150, it should use format X2 (TRAI L record) to display the data 
for the review mode. This allows you to use one format for the display and 
another for the diskette data set. 
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 8 

You have completed the entire assignment you were initially given from the 
sales department. The only concept you need to learn is how to create table 
data sets. To teach you this, Chapter 9 creates data sets for the table used 
during the detail purchase job. 

Before you proceed, try to answer the following questions: 

1. Three tables are used in the program. What are their names? 

a. ___________ __ 

b. ______________________ _ 

c. ______________________ _ 

2. Name three new functions you have learned in this chapter. 

a. ____________ __ 

b. ______________________ _ 

c. ______________________ _ 

3. Answer T for true and F for false: 

a. Named fields can only be used with AUXST and AUXDUP. _____ _ 

b. Fields do not have to be named. _____ _ 

c. Indexes must be 3 positions long. _____ _ 

d. All tables must have an index. _____ _ 

4. Mark the correct set of displays that will be seen when this program is 
used. 

a. Trailer, Detail, Header, Detail ____ _ 

b. Detail (as needed), Trailer, Header ___ _ 

c. Header, Detail (as needed), Trailer _____ _ 

d. Scratch, Header, Detail (as needed), Trailer ____ _ 

5. Tell why you place the record identifier in the same position of each 
record. 



Chapter 9. Creating Data Tables at Compile Time 

In this chapter, you create three tables. The tables-ITEMT, PRICET, and 
INVENT-were used in the second sample job. There are two ways to create 
tables: (1) within the program that uses them and (2) within a separate data 
set. The first section in this chapter will show you how to create the ITEMT 
and PRICET tables within the second sample program. The second section will 
show you how to create the INVENT table in a new and separate diskette data 
set. 

CREATING THE ITEMT AND PRICET TABLES WITHIN THE MASTER 
PROGRAM 

When you defined the files and record descriptions for the tables that were 
used in the MASTER program, this is the way the A specification looked. 

1i!~ International Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Job No BILLING 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Datasetl Recordl 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

Location 

~ __ ~ Checks-CHECK Icode 

Screen AS 

Be 

BYPdssunV""ly 6V 

DR 

DO 

Source Document DETAILED Page 

PUACHA5f JOB 8 

Functions 

AOD lndmt' I 

MF AUXDUP (nilmpl 

RB 

DSPATR I:Jllr 

EOTCOE Icodt> Ilod!) 

ERROR I Ll.l(j" I mt'~~,Jge II 
tX~R IIUUflJut"lt'1 

INSERT lilrll'lol Ilrl'" 

Printed 10 U.S.A. 

of 

8 

PMT (prompt! 

RANGE. Ilow hlghl 

RANGEl ((dblt' Ilndl'~J I 

FlE.SE.T 10rOT'" 
SEQ ('11'111 

SETOF lind) 

SuBST Itdblel tiltlle.! "ndl'~ I I 

TAOD (oTOTnl 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 t1 121314151617 18 19202122 23 2425 26 27 28 30313233343536373839404142434445464748495051525354 55 56 5758596061 6263646566676869707172 73 747576 77 787980 

"Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 
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ILLING 

Sequence 

Now you are going to change the table descriptions for the ITEMT and PRICET 
tables on the A specification so you can define the tables in the same program 
that uses them. These are called compile-time tables. To do this, you must 
change the table definitions somewhat and then you must add the table entries 
to the end of the program. The changes are shown in color in the following 
sample. 

Dataset 

Date 

IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Dataset!Record! 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

Source Document DETAILE"D 
PURCHASE JOB 

Location i' 

1-----4 Checks=CHECK (code .. I Functions 

~A.O 

AS Mand .. !v'. t Mf Screen 
Be Rl Adl-B1ar>k F RB 

t--__ --t Bl'P'H 'BY R,gtl"oLe l ! -Rl COMPI'lest j 'dl'@ 
BY:::WIHon V!",jy Bv R!Adl-Z!"of,1I -RZ OSPATA ,l!,t. 

DR Sell Cl1ec~ EOTCOE. iCode tloal, 
Dup 0 <an'" 00 ERROR icodt- I 'TH-SSdqf' I' 
Fie IdE It. I t R f'au' f I'd ~ F E. E )( SR Is u br ou t ,ne I 

LC jfllSERTlfldl'(ii, fldnl 

LOOK Itable :,ndell I 

Page 

e 

Pr,nted ,n U.S.A. 

QAI\IGE "0"" '"";" , 
RANGEl Ititble ,'nde. 

I RESET I·TQTr>1 

SEQ l'fesTI 

SETOF 

SUB Ifl.;JmeJ 

SUBST Itablel1able2 [mdul I 
TADD 10TOTni 

TSUB /.TOT"I 

XCHK Hable ,ndelll ,ndell21 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415161718192021 n 23 2425 26 27 28 29303132333435363) 38 394041424344454647484950515253545556 57585960 6162636465666768697071727374757677 787980 

*Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 

The DEVICE keyword and parameter on the file description statement for the 
ITEMT and PRICET tables has been erased. Everything else within the body of 
the program remains as it had been for the original program. Now, look at the 
lines following the last description of the original program (the table description 
line for the INVENT table). Two asterisks mark the beginning of the tabie 
description. The name that follows the asterisks tells DE/RPG that this is a 
definition for a compile-time table. The table name follows and it matches a 
file description statement name for the tables that are being described within 
this program. The entries follow the asterisks and name. On each line, an 
entry for the ITEMT table is given and followed by an entry for the PRICET 
table. The value in the length column for the table description line in the 
program tells the program which entries belong to which table. The NUMENT 
keyword and parameter determine the length of the tables. Tables within the 
same data set must be the same length (although the length of the entries 
within the tables can differ). The DEjRPG Reference Manual contains detailed 
information about compile-time tables such as ITEMT and PRICET. 



CREATING A SEPARATE DISKETTE DATA SET FOR THE INVENT TABLE 

The original table description on the A specification for the BILLING program 
does not change when the INVENT table exists in a separate data set. 

The program that creates the INVENT table is similar to the MASTER program. 

IB~ International Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 GENERAL UTILITY SPECIFICATIONS 

Job TAB J08 
Date 

Job/Format/Subroutine Test Conditions Options 

CFILE (datasetl ClRl{number) 

Page 

1 

DA TE (·D~4Y'·YMDI [OJ [(job de ... [.PASSJlI 

Position 
to be Tested 
("POSnnnn) 

Reserved Reserved 
EDlle ![cuptdjl SlNQ (Imel 

ENTRATR (oiItt. I WRITE ("arne) 

ExllATR (atH ) 

JOBOPT l!oNOPMTHoNOOPENJI 

PRTFILE(datasetl 

SHARE (namesl 

STA,TUS(namel 

TFllE (dilta~l[dellreQP 
atwBL,CS,HI,ND,RI UL 

Printed in U. S. A. 

of 

2 

1 2 3 456 7 8 910111213141516171819202122232425282728283031323334353637383940414243444546474649505152535455565758596061626364656887886970 71727374757677787980 

"Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 
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~"2:Y: ==='='i: InternatIonal Bus,neu Machln~s CorporatIon 

I Joh No TABLE 2 
Operator 

IDdtd"'" 
Oatp 

Sequence 

IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Dataset! Rec.orrl! 
Fteld 'Table Name 

Length 

I :~:'h' I I I I I I I I 
Location 

Checks-CHECK lcode 
~--~ 

Screen 

Pos 

Sou,ce Document PROGRAM THAT Paqe 

CREATES THE 
INVENT TABLE 2. 

FcJnctlOns 

',~ " A 0 H .~ \/ 'III.:t y 

Printed In USA 

SH' ~ T I' \'" h 

SUBST tab'''' 'db'''' ~,1". 

TADD 'oTOT~ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 38 3940 41 4243 44 45 46 47 48 495051 52 53 54 55 56 57585960 61 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 747576 77 787980 

'Number of sheets per pad may vary slightlY 

As you can see by looking at the sample, the Z specification must contain a 
job description statement and a format description statement for the record 
within the CRT file. Each table entry forms a record within the resulting 
diskette data set. The length of the record is specified in the file description 
statement for the diskette. The length column entry specifies the length of 
each table entry. 

The advantages of creating tables in separate diskette data sets are that they 
can be used by more than one program, they can be created separately from 
the using program, and they can include prompts and literals that guide the 
operator in entering data for the tables. 



SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 9 

You have completed the chapter that tells you two ways to create tables. This 
concludes the teaching portion of the manual. Before you leave the chapter, 
try to answer the following questions. 

1. How many ways are available to create tables using DE/RPG? ----

a. 3 

b. 1 

c. 2 

2. Look at the following illustration. Write down the step number that 
reflects when compile-time tables are created. ___ _ 

Use the program 
to perform 

Compile your 
program. 
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3. Which of the following statements is true. ___ _ 

When you create a compile-time table, you: 

a. Delete the NUMENT keyword and parameter. 

b. Replace the T in column 17 with an R. 

c. Delete the DEVICE keyword and parameter. 

4. Which of the following statements is true: 

a. The INVENT table was created in a separate data set. 

b. The ITEMT and PRICET tables were created in separate data sets. 

c. The ITEMT, PRICET, and INVENT could be created in separate data 
sets or at compile time. 

Compare your answers to those in Appendix A. If you feel you have sufficient 
understanding about creating tables, proceed to Chapter 10 and try to answer 
the final review questions for the manual. Chapter 10 contains questions about 
material in all the preceding chapters of the manual. Appendix A contains the 
answers. The reference after the question points to the chapter that contains 
the information. 



Chapter 10. Self-Test Questions 

Before you leave this manual, try to answer the questions in this chapter. The 
answers to the questions are in Appendix A. The references in italics after 
each question indicate the chapter in the text where the topic can be found. 

1. Answer true or false to the following questions: 

a. Data entry is volume entry of data from a source document into a 
computing system. Chapter 2 

b. A format is the smallest piece of data with which DE/RPG can work. 
____ Chapter 2 

c. Edits and checks are special kinds of messages. ____ Chapter 2 

d. A file is related to an input/output device. Chapter 2 ----

2. The size of the display you have been using in the samples is ___ _ 
characters. Chapter 3 

3. Row 1 of every display is reserved for the _______ _ 
Chapter 3 

4. messages disappear when the associated field 
is exited but remain on the display until the record is 
advanced. Chapter 2 and 3 

5. All fields in the first program will be __________ to highlight 
their location to the operator. Chapter 3 

6. Answer the following statements with T (true) or F (false). 

a. The device description statement for the diskette must always have an 
entry in the Length column of the A specification. Chapter 4 

b. Field names must be no more than 8 characters long. ___ _ 
Chapter 4 

c. Job description statements are not necessary for all DE/RPG 
programs. Chapters 2 and 4 

d. If there is only one record in the program, do not include an entry 
format description on the Z specification. Chapters 2 and 4. 

7. The name of the data set for the third sample program is 
_________ . Chapters 7 and 8. 
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8. The record is not written in the diskette data 
set for the second sample program. Chapter 8. 

9. The table determines if the business selis the 
item with the code that the operator entered. Chapter 8. 

10. The keyword and parameter provide data that 
can be duplicated or changed as needed. Chapter 8. 

11. The CHECK(DR) keyword and parameter means 
__________________ . Chapter 8. 

12. The indexes used in the second sample program are named ___ _ 
and . Chapter 8. 

13. Tables can be created either at ________ or in separate 
________ . Chapter 9. 

14. Because the ITEMT and PRICET tables are in the same data set, they 
must have the same number of . Chapter 9. 

15. Try to complete the following program. The darkened areas on the 
specifications indicate information you should supply. Instructions are 
provided to aid you in this assignment. 

Instructions 

This program creates four records named ONE, TWO, THREE, and FOUR. The 
records are 9 positions long. 



This is the appearance of the displays: 

ONE 

··············--(C) 

Note: A and B are not displayed. 

TWO 

ENTER THE ID CODE 

_ "~J ............. 

(D) (E) (F) 

l~ _________ ----""J 
THREE 

................ ':l 

~···""(H) 

l ] 
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The resulting diskette data set looks like this: 

IB~ InternatIonal BiJslness Machines CorporatIon IBM 5280 GENERAL UTILITY SPECIFICATIONS 

Operator I Date 

Job/Format/Subroutine 

KeYing 

Instruction 

Test Conditions 

Position 
to be Tested 
(*POSnnnn) 

Graphic 

Key I I I I I I I I 

Reserved Reserved 

DescriptIon FINAL Page 

PROGRAM TEST 1 

CFllE1dalast'li 

DATE I·OMY 'YMDJ 

EOITC !lcuDtdP 

JOBOPT q-NOPMTII'NOOPENP 
PATFILEldal'}st'11 

SHARER (narr't>sl 

STATU$lnamel 

TF I LE ,dal .. ~!!"1 ld;;H, t"'-lJi 

dttr~BL.CS,HI.ND,AI Ul 

Options 

ClRllnum~(1 

EOJ !(Job dt'~ [.PASSPI 

P!'":r:ted:;,: U. S.l\. 

of 

3 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 394041 4243 44 45 46 47 48 495051 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 747576 77 78 7980 

• Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly. 



IB~ International Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed In U.S.A. 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset!Record! 
Field!Table Name 

Length 

Location 

Screen AS 
Be 

Source Document FINAL 
PRO&AAN\ TE'S T 

Functions 

Page 

2 
of 

3 

PMT {prompt I 

RANGET {tdble Itndull 
Bypass BY R'ghttoLett COMP (' lest Ild11~ tldn ltnd'catorjl RESET {oTOTnl 

BV Rt Adl~Zefo F,II oSPATR [lall! SEa I' test) 
Data ReQuored DR Sell Check EoTCDE Icode Iloall 

Pas Dup D,sable 00 

Ildnl 

LOOK Itable l,ndull 

SHIFT 14 sh,hl 

SUB {name I 

SUBST Itable1 !able2(,nde.11 
TAOD {oTOTnl 

XCHK lIable ,Me.' 'ndl'lO;2) 

12345678 91011121314151617181920212223242526272829303132333435363'38394041424344454647484950515253545556575859606162636465666768697071727374757677787980 

'Number of sheets per pad may vary Slightly 
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I Job No 

Sequence 

IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS 

Key ng IDatase, 
Inst'uctlon Da'e 

Dataset/Record Length 

I :~:"hC I I I I I I I I 
1-----1 Cheek,cCHECK leode 

Screen 

I Sou'ce Docurner, i=rNAL 
I PROGRAM TEST 

Functions 

I'l\f'" L'" :'O~p .",' , fl' <>l 

:JSPA r~ .. ,.1" 

Pos 
t utL-Of r.-v)oo' .... ~, 

.., .. n~ 

E x SP ,~unro'" ,n,. 
I,,"SEPl"ld' IoJ 

'tJ' EaGE G' lE l T "lIE 
ill' BL CA C5 HI 1\10 PI UL 

PM! {prnr"lpl 

RANGE 1\,; ....... .qt. 

~A.NGET fl,bl, 

, RESET ioTOT", 

SEQ [ !tlll 

SETOF "nrl 

SHIFT I· U'I,/1 I 

SUBln,~1 

SUBST lI.Ibl,l "bl,] l,nd .. 11 

4647484950515253545556575859606' 6263646566676869707' 72 73 747576 77 7879 

, 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011 '2 '314 '5161718 1920 2' 22 232425 26 27 28 2930 3' 32333435363138 394041424344 45 464748 495051525354555657585960 6162636465666768697071727374757677787980 

*Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 

The answer for this program is in Appendix A. 



Appendix A. Answers to the Test Questions at the End of Each Chapter 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN CHAPTER 2 

1. 
1. f 
2. c 
3. 
4. j 
5. b 
6. d 
7. h 
8. e 
9. g 

10. a 

2. Data entry is the process of transferring information from an existing 
source to a diskette record. 

3. DE/RPG provides a way for you to write programs for data-entry jobs. 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN CHAPTER 3 

1. 

2. 

a. A customer address file 
b. 1. The data set consists of header records that contain information 

about each customer for the business 

3. CORP (data) CUSN (data) 

STREET (data) STATE (data) 

CITY (data) NUMBER (data) 

H (data) CUSTOMER NUMBER (literal) 
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN CHAPTER 4 

1. 

2. 

a. Z 

b. A 
c. A 

d. Z and A 
The transaction file defines the data set on the Z specification. The 
file statement for the diskette defines the data set on the A 
specification. 

e. A 
f. Z and A 

The entry and review mode description on the Z specification and the 
record description on the A specification. 

g. A 
h. A 

a. INPUT for the CRT file 
b. MASTHEAD for the diskette and transaction file 

3. 007039 
Row 2 for the display is line 1 for the DE/RPG program. 

4. c 

5. a and c 

6. review 

ANSWERS TO SUMMARY QUESTIONS FOR CHAPTERS 2 THROUGH 6 

1. 
a. T 

A job statement for a data-entry program must always contain the 
TFILE keyword and the data set name parameter. 

b. F 
c. T 

If no entry format is specified, no display appears. 
d. F 
e. F 
f. T 

Only one CRT file description is required for each job. 

g. F 



h. T 
At least one record must be defined in each program. 

i. F 
j. F 

At least one field must be defined for each record. There is no 
maximum number of fields per record. 

k. F 
A prompt does not have to be included in a program. 

I. F 
No edits or checks are required in a program. 

m.T 
A diskette file description must be included and its name must match 
that of the TFILE parameter. 

n. F 
Only one diskette file description is necessary for a simple data-entry 
program, although multiple file descriptions can be included in a single 
program. 

2. b 

3. 

Compile your 
program. 
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4. band c 
a is false because the entry format name must match a record name on 
the A specification-not the CRT file name. 

5. PMT(ENTER THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION) 

6. b 

7. 

DE / RPG does provide a method for marking records that are in error. 
This is different from the record marker that allows DE/RPG to 
automatically select the appropriate format for entry and review modes. 

IB~ Intern.tlon,1 Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed In U.S.A. 

Sequence 

1 2 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/Record/ 
Field/Table 

Length 

Source Document TEST SAM L Page of 

PROGRAM IN CHPT 6 

Location 

Checks=CHECK Icode ... ) 
r-----i 

Screen 

Pos 

AD o.,.\J~da':"Y E""~ 

AS Manda!oty FiI' 

Rt Adj-B1ank. F II 

By RL 

BVpiHson Ver,ly BV -RZ 

DR 
Dup D'\db,,.. 00 
FI~ld E",j ReQu,'ed -FE 

lC 

Functions 

ADD I" " rYlf> , PMT loromDtl 

AUXOUP ("ime) RANGE (low h'gh) 

AUXST (name) RANGET (table l'ndu:' 

COMP('test Ildl'(p.) Ildn (,ndlcator,! RESET (oTOTnl 
DSPATA (latt, SEQ e,enl 

EDTCDE kode Iloall SETQF Ilndl 

ERROR Icodl;' I 'message I' 
EXSR (subroutlnel 

INSERT If\dl l
@ Ildnl 

LOOK It able i,nde. I 

SETON (,nd) 

SHIFT (·shlttl 

SUBST !lable1 IIblt'2 i'ndeKjl 
TAOD (oTOTnl 

1 '2 J 4 :. f; i e 9 ~ so ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ 5 ~ 5 1 '7 ~ 8 ~ 9 20 2 ~ 22 23 2"! 25 26 27 28 2930 31 32 33 34 35 36 3-' 3-8 394(\ 41 4? 41 44 4,,\ 4f1 4748 495051 52 53 54 55 56 57 585960 61 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 747576 77 78 79 80 

-Number of sheets per pad may vary slightlY 



!B~ International BuslneSi Machines Corporation 

Date 

Job/Format/Subroutine 

IBM 5280 GENERAL UTILITY SPECIFICATIONS 

Test Conditions 

Position 
to be Tested 
(+POSnnnn) 

Reserved Reserved 

I DeScription 

Options 

CFILE (data ~etl ClRL (number) 

DATE loDMYloYMDI EOJ IlJobdev joPASSPJ 

EDITC tlcuptdP SlNO (I,nel 

ENTRATR (all, ) 

JOBOPT qoNOPMTj[oNOOPENP 
PR TF I LEI data ~et) 

SHARER (names) 

STATUSlnamel 

TFILEldataielJdellreqJl 

allr=BL,CS,HI,ND,RI,Ul 

Printed in U. S. A. 

of 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011121314151617 18 19202122 232425 262728 2930 3132 333435 363738394041424344 45464748 49505152 53545556575859606162636465666768697071727374757677787980 
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN CHAPTER 7 

1. a, c, and d 
The record types are (1) header, (2) detail, and (3) trailer. 
The detail'and trailer records are reformated. 
The three tables that are used are ITEMT, PRICET, and INVENT. 
Figure 7 illustrates the source document for the second sample job. 

2. a and c 
Fields are normally named so they can be used more than once within 
the same program. 
A table is a list of items. 
A grocery list is an example of a table. 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN CHAPTER 8 

2. 

3. 

a. ITEMT 
b. PRICET 
c. INVENT 

a. Using tables 
b. Performing calculations 
c. Reformatting fields in diskette records 
d. Specifying formats for automatic selection in the review mode 
e. Using AUXST and AUXDUP 
f. Using indexes 
g. Suppressing the writing of a record 
h. Using a scratch record 
i. Using mUltiple records 
j. Copying records from another data set 
k. Specifying data sets for sharing 

a. F 
Named fields can be used in a variety of ways. If a field is used with 
AUXDUP or AUXST, it must be named. 

b. T 
Only fields that will be reused must be named. 

c. F 
Indexes must be as long as necessary to hold the maximum number 
of positions in the associated table . 

.oJ r 
U. r 

Indexes must only be used when the associated tables are used in 
edits that require them such as XCHK. 

4. d 

5. To select the appropriate review format 



ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN CHAPTER 9 

1. c 
(1) in the same program in which they are used and (2) in a separate data 
set. 

2. 2 

3. c 

4. a and c 
B is incorrect because the ITEMT and PRICET tables were created within 
the using program. 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN CHAPTER 10 

1. 
a. T 
b. F 

A field is the smallest piece. 
c. F 

Prompts and literals are special messages. 
d. T 

2. 480 

3. status line 

4. prompt literals 

5. underlined 

6. 
a. T 

If there is no length, the program cannot be compiled. 
b. F 

The maximum field length is 6. 
c. F 

Each program must have a job statement. 
d. F 

Each program must have an entry format description. 

7. BILLING 

8. SCRATCH 

9. ITEMT 

10. AUXST 

11. non blank data required 

12. A B 

13. compile time data sets 

14. entries 
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Date 

Job/Format/Subroutine 

IBM 5280 GENERAL UTILITY SPECIFICATIONS 

Test Conditions 

Position 
to be Tested 
("POSnnnn) 

Reserved ReserVed 

I ~E'S~" f t:~E~~06RAM I FI 

Options 

DATE I'OMY .'O.JIQ EOJ! lOb dey !-PASS) ! 

EOITC qcuPtdj' Sl~Ol' "f 

E)(ITATF! I,n' 

J080l>T 1!'~OP"'Tl!'NOOPEN!' 
PAT!=ILE Id'1I"I' 

SHARER In,l"I'IfI 

STATUS I ........ " 

TFllEld.U"tldt,l·fQ!' 
.ltr-Sl.C$MI NO AI Ul 

Prlntea In U. S. A 

1 2 3 4 8 • 7 •• 1011121314 ,.1'17 11 1120 21 22232421 2127212130 31 32 333438 3137.314041 42434448 4147414 .. 081 .213.41 ... 17 ..... 0.1 .21314 ..... 7 .... 7071727374717.77717 .. 0 

"Number Ollhllll per ped may vary Illghtly. 



IB~ International Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Sequence 

Dataset 

Date 

Dataset/Record/ 
Field/Table Name 

Location 

Screen 

Length 

Pos 

Source Document FINAL PROW Page 

TEST ANSWERS 2 

Checks=CH ECK (code. . I 

Auto Dup Mandatory Entry 

Auto SkiP AS Mandatory Foil 

Be At Adl-Blank F.I! 

ByPilsS -BY A'!JhlIOLelt 

BV At AdJ-Zeto Foil 

Dup Disable 

Field E. ,1 A eQu" I'd ~ F E 

LC 

Functions 

PMT (prompt) 

AUXDUP Iname) RANGE (low hlghl 

AUXST (name) RANGET (table i,nde)(i,) 

COMP (' tut IId1 J@ tldn /lnd'CalO',) RESeT ('TOTnl 

DSPATR ("attr I SEa (Itestl 

EDTCDE (code float I SETOF Iindl 

EAROR Icode l'mendgE' Ii 
EXSR hubrouloneJ 

INSERT Itldl J @ fldnJ 

LOOK (table llnde .. ' ) 

Itest=EQ,GE,GT,LE,L T NE 

lattr=BL CA,CS,HI,ND RI.UL 
J@=+_,' 

'sh,tt:A.D.H,N.V W,X Y 

SETON londl 

SHIFT I'sh,hl 

SUB InameJ 

SUBST(tablel table2 {onde.;JJ 
TADD (-TOTnl 

TSUB I'TOTn) 
XCHK ltable ,nde .. l ,,,du]) 

1 '} 3 456 7 8 91011121314151617181920212273242526272829303132333435363;38394041424344454647484950515253545556575859606162636465666768697071727374757677787980 

'Number of sheets pe' pad may vary slightlY 
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=~== 
l~r~~ "",.""."u".' OU."'':d ~ ........ ""~ ......... ,..,...:, .... ~.~-. IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPfCIFICATIONS 

Sequence 

Dataset 

DatlC' 

Dataset/Record 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

Saucee DaeumentFINAl PROr, 
TE5T ANOWERS 

Location 

Cheeks=CHECK leode 
1--------4 

Screen 

'"T' , 

Pos 

... , 

... ' 

Functions 

1\I<;ERT,f'rl1 " 

LOOt<: 

'el' I:Q c,~ GT d: L r "'f: 

BL CA CS 1-1 "oc,q, 0l 

Page 

3 
of 

3 

p'",r ..,.. ""'v 
RA,'"G!: '''''' > '1t 

RA"4GE- !db p 

RESET :.TO"'r 

SE~ 'PI! 

"Hi. r ,"h'" 

46 4748 495051 52 53 54 55 56 5758 59 60 61 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 74757677 7879 

t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 t 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 t 9 20 2 t 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 3334 35 36 3) 38 3940 41 4243 44 45 464748 495051 52 53 54 55 56 57585960 61 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 747576 77 78 79 80 
*Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly 



alphabetic fields: Fields that accept character rather 
than numeric entries. 

auto dup: Refers to a switched key (or the function 
caused by using the switch) which enables the 
automatic duplication of fields specified with the 
AUXDUP keyword. 

automatic functions: Actions performed by the 
DE/RPG program without requiring operator 
intervention. An example is the automatic insertion of a 
record marker as specified. 

checking: The automatic verification of the correctness 
of the type of entry such as requiring all nonblank 
characters to fill a field. 

copying: The duplication of a set of information. 

counters: Fifteen-byte areas of storage that are 
represented by the names *TOT1 through *TOT9 and 
that can be used to contain intermediate results. 

data entry: The transfer of data from a source 
document to a diskette data set. 

data required fields: A field edit that requires the 
operator to enter non blank data in the field before 
leaving it. 

data set: A collection of related data records on a 
diskette. 

diskette: The media used to record data. 

display: The data that is shown on the screens of the 
data stations. 

display work sheets: A design tool which enables you 
to layout the contents of the displays you want to 
create with the program. 

EOJ function: The use of the CMD key followed by 
the numeric 7 key (typewriter keyboard) for the purpose 
of terminating the job. 

Appendix B. Glossary 

editing: The manipulation of data in a field to enhance 
its usability such as adjusting the entry to the right of 
the field and filling the remaining positions with zeros or 
blanks. 

fields: Small pieces of related data, which together 
make up records; either consisting of data entered by an 
operator or of automatically supplied data. 

files: A temporary storage area for data before it is 
displayed or written on a diskette. 

formats: The definition of the sequence of data for the 
displays and diskettes. 

job: The definition and control of a data-entry task. 

line: The relative horizontal location across the display. 
See also row. 

literals: Messages displayed as located by the program. 

modes: Types of operations during which data entry 
using DE/RPG can be performed. The four modes are 
enter, update, verify, and rerun. 

program: The information contained on the Z and A 
specification to describe the data entry job. 

prompts: Messages displayed on the second line of the 
display. 

record advance: Refers to a key that, when pressed, 
displays the format for the next record. 

records: A unit of related fields, equal size units of 
which make up the diskette data set. 

reformatting: The rearranging of data into a sequence 
that differs from that used for the enter mode. 

row: The physical horizontal location across the display. 
See also line. 

source document: The object from which the operator 
is taking data to enter into the system. 

specification: The coding forms (A and Z) which have 
been designed to enable the coding of DE/RPG 
programs prior to their being entered into the system. 

Glossary 1 67 
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A specification 35 
(see also Appendix C) 

allocating data sets 59, 82 
alphabetic fields 37, 127 
answers to tests (see Appendix A) 
apostrophes 41 
arithmetic expressions 100, 130 
Auto Dup function 122, 124 
automatic functions 5 
AUXDUP (auxiliary duplicate) keyword 124 
AUXST (auxiliary store) keyword 100,122 

B index 127 
BC (blank check) parameter 42 
blank check edit 42 
blank specification and worksheet (see Appendix C) 
BY (bypass) parameter 43 
bypass 43 

calculating the length of a bypass field 43 
CFI LE (copyfile) keyword 139 
CHECK(BC) keywords and parameters 42 
CHECK(BY) keyword and parameter 36,43 
CHECK(DR BC) keyword and parameter 42 
CHECK(DR) keyword and parameter 38 
CHECK(FE) keyword and parameter 123 
CHECK(RZ) keyword and parameter 129 
checks 5 
CITY field definition 29, 40, 67 
combining parameters 42 
compile-time tables 145 
compiler 

process for using (see Chapter 6) 
printed output 79 
sequence of prompts (see Chapter 6) 

continuation characters 38 
copying the HEADER records 120, 139 
CORP field definition 27, 37, 64 
corporation field definition 27, 37, 64 
COST field 115, 130 
counters 101 
cross check function 105, 130 
CRT parameter 47 
**CTDATA 146 
CUSN field 28, 39, 65 
customer file 17 
customer name field definition 28, 39, 65 
. CUSTOMER NUMBER' literal definition 30,41,69 
cycle for using DE/RPG 15 

DA T field 111, 125 
data entry 3 
data required edit (CHECK(DR)) 38 
data sets 7 

coding for 48, 134 

Index 

description of contents for second sample program 98 
DATEfieid 110,122 
DAY field 119,133 
DE/RPG compiler 73 
deleted records 50 
DESC field 114, 128 
DET record 124 
DETAIL record 99, 134 
detail records 98 
Detailed Purchase Job definition (second sample program) 97 
DEVICE keyword 47, 137 
disk addresses 48 
DISK parameter 48 
DISPSIZ file 47 
display attributes 31, 38 
display design work sheets 20 
displays 19 

attributes 31, 38 
design for first program 25 
design for second program 110 
design work sheet 20 

fields 22 
literals 23, 30 
prompts 19,21,23 
statusline 19,21 

size 21 
displays for first sample program 25 
displays for second sample program 110 
displays used by source entry program 56 
DR (data required) parameter 38 
DSPATR(HI) keyword and parameter 131 
DSPATR(UL) keyword and parameter 38 
DSPSIZ (display size) parameter 47 

E (entry) mode 7, 50 
edits 5 
entry formats 4 
entry mode 7 
entry sequence for the source entry program 60 

F (A specification entry) file statement 47, 134 
field exit 110, 123 
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field!; 

definition of term 9 
definition for the first sample program 36 
definition for the second sample program 1 22 
description for displays (see displays) 
length of 37 
naming 37 

files 
definition of term 7 
description of file display for source entry program 
definition for the first sample program 47 
definition for the second sample program 121. 134 

final test (see Chapter 10) 
format 0 120 
formats 

definition of term 4 
display for the source entry program 62 
definition for the first sample program 51 
definition for the second sample program 139 
selection of 143 
types 4 

HEADER record description 46 
header records 10. 98 
H I (highlight) parameter 131 
highlight attribute 131 

I usage 38 
indexes 104 
input fields 38 
INSERT keyword 45,101,131 
instructions 

for using the compiler (see Chapter 6) 
for using the first sample program 18 
for using the object program 81 
for using the second sample program 97 
for using the source entry program (see Chapter 5) 

INVENT table 105. 130, 146 
ITEM field 127 
ITEMT table 127 

J (job description) statement 34. 49. 139 
jobs 

definition of 4 
display for the source entry program 61 
statement on Z specification 49. 139 

keywords 36 

172 

63. 71 

length 
for arithmetic fields 130 
for counters 131 
for display attribute 31 
for literals 110 
for padding 43 
for prompts 21 
for records 47 

literals 
definition 10 
extended use 123 

loading programs 
DE/RPG Compiler 73 
OBJECT (object program for MASTER source program) 81 
source entry program 56 

location of 
data on display relevant to display size 21 
fields (as coded on A specification) 35 
literals 11 
prompts 10 
status line 19 

LOOK keyword 105. 128 

manuals (see Preface) 
mark (record I D) fields 45. 132. 133 
MARK field 48 
MARK2 132 
MARK3 133 
Master Customer Identification Job 16 
MASTHEAD 18. 48. 49 
menu for the source entry program 61 
messages 

literals 11 
prompts 11 

minimum program description 34 
minimum system for compiling the first sample program 55 
modes (see formats) 
multiple parameters 42 

N (indefinite number of times to use format) 50, 141 
named fields 100 
names 

compiler 73 
field 100 
files 47 
fOimats 51 
job 50 
object program 81 
source entry program 56 
source program 58 

next format ID 51. 140 
NUMBER field 30. 42. 70 
NUMENT keyword 138. 146 
numeric field 127 



o usage 38, 41 
output fields 38, 41 
overview of 

the first sample job 18 
the second sample job 97 

padding records with blanks 43 
parameters 36 
picture check 113, 127 
PMT (prompt) keyword 38 
* POS reserved word 101 , 131 
positioning 

data on the display 38 
fields for reformatting records 135 

PRICE field 116, 130 
price field 116, 130 
PRICET table 138, 146 
program 

definition of term 7 
loading programs 56, 73, 81 
minimum description 34 

prompts 10, 21 

QUANT field 115, 129 
quantity field 115, 129 

R (record) statement entry 46 
R (review) mode entry 51 
records 

definition of term 8 
description of A specification 35 
display for source entry program 64 
length 18, 95 
mark field 45, 132, 133 
types 98 

reformatting records 135 
related manuals (see Preface) 
required fields 34 
RESET keyword 133 
review mode 35, 51, 63, 143 
right adjust with zero fill edit 129 

salesman's initials field 
salesperson's initials field 
SALS field 112, 126 

112, 126 
112, 126 

sample cards for first program 
SCRATCH record description 
selecting review mode formats 

17 
110, 122 

143 

sequence 
for using DE/RPG programs 81 
for using second sample job 120 
for using the compiler 81 
for using the source entry program 56 
for writing programs 60 

SHARER keyword 50 
SHIFT keyword 127 
source entry program 56 
specifications 

blank specifications for your use (see Appendix C) 
minimum description 34 

STATE field definition 29, 40, 66 
status line 19 
STREET address field definition 29, 40, 66 
summary 

Chapter 2 12 
Chapter 3 32 
Chapter 4 52 
Chapter 6 89 
Chapter 7 108 
Chapter 8 144 
Chapter 9 149 

SYSDERPG 73 
SYSSEP 56 
SYSUT001 75 
SYSUT002 75 

tables 
as used in the second sample program 
content of 102, 105, 146 
created at compile time 146 
created in seperate data set 147 
definition of term 102 

TABLE1 data set 138, 146 
T ABLE2 data set 138, 148 
TADD keyword 131 
test character 143 
testing character for format selection 143 
tests 

Chapter 2 12 
Chapter 3 32 
Chapter 4 52 
Chapter 6 89 
Chapter 7 108 
Chapter 8 144 
Chapter 9 149 
Chapter 10 151 

TFI LE keyword 
for first sample program 50, 61 
for second sample program 139 

TOT field 133 
*TOT reserved word 101,119,131 
TRAIL record 119,133 
TRAILER record 97, 135 
trailer records 98 

129 
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underiining 31 
usage entry 38 
using the source entry program 56 

W usage 38 
workspace fields 127 
WRITE (*NO) keyword and parameter 140 
WRITE (DETAIL) keyword and parameter 141 
WRITE (TRAILER) keyword and parameter 142 

XCHK (cross-check) keyword 105,130 

Z specification 34 
(see also Appendix C) 
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Display Screen Layout Sheet 

COLUMN 

1-10 I 11-20 J 21-30 I 31-40 I 41-50 1 51-60 I 61-70 I 71-80 
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j j 1 I I 1 1 I I I I L ~ ~ I 

I I I I I I ,1 , I I I ' -'----'-.J_L I I I I 
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1-10 I 11-20 I 21-30 I 31-40 I 41-50 I 51-60 I 61-70 I 71-80 
1112131415161718191011 L2J314 1 51617J8 1 9101U 2J 3141516 1718191011121314\5j6 17 18191 01112131415161718191 0111213141516171819101112131415161 718191011121314151617181910 





~BF~~ International Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 GENERAL UTILITY SPECIFICATIONS 
Printed in U, S, A, 

Job 

Operator Date 

I D""iption [",g,- of ] 

D Test Conditions Options 

~ Entry Lines 

Oi 
CF I LE Idata setl CLRL Inumber! 

N DATE I*DMY/*YMDI EOJ 1ll'job' devl I*PASSIII 

U Reserved 6 Reserved EDITC Icuptd) SLNO (llnel 

Oi Position ::- <X: ENTRATR I'attr ... 1 WRITE Inamel 
N Job/Format/ (; "', EXITATR I'attr .. 1 
0 to be Tested '+- 6 JOBOPT 1(*NOPMTII*NOOPENJi <X: Subroutine Name -
cri (*POSnnnn) OJ e PRTFILE Idata setl 

Sequence Z f- SHARE Inamesl 

OJ OJ - C:>~ 8 E SHARER Inamesl 
Cl. Cl. 0 c 
> > -

1 =;:u~ 1 
0 OJ (; STATUS Inamel 

f-f-

E ~-;O 
;: 

~ 
U. TFI LE Idata set (delfreqp 

E E ii 
~ (; (; ~ '8 z C I attr=BL,CS,HI,ND,RI,UL 

'" £~<X: 0 .r: 
u. Z u. c:: c:: u u Z 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314151617 1819 2021 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 313 ~3 34 353637 38394041 424344 4546 ~7 48 495051 525354 55565758596061 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 7172 73 74757677 787980 

0 1 Z * P Q S EO' I 

o 2 Z * PO S EO' I 

o 3 Z * PO S EO' I 

o 4 Z * PO S EO' I 

o 5 Z * PO S EO' I 

o 6 Z * PO S EO' I 

o 7 Z * P P S EP' I 

o 8 Z * P P S EO' I 

o 9 Z * P P S EO I I 

* P P S EO I I 
1 0 Z 

1 1 Z * PO S EO I I 

1 2 Z * PO S EO' I 

1 3 Z * PO S EO I 
I 

1 4 * Z PO S EO I I 

1 5 Z * PO S EO I I 

Z * PO S E Q I I 

Z * PO S ~ 0 I I 

Z * PO S E Q I I 

Z * PO S ~ 0 I I 

Z * PO S ~~I I 
L. '_L. ~ L... 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 1213141516171819202122232425262728293031323334353637 38 394041424344 45 46 4748495051525354555657585960 6162636465666768 69707172 7374757677 787980 

*Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly, 



1-5 Identifies the source statemHnt mder 

6 Identifies the type of source statE!ment 

8-9 

10-17 

18-19 

Names the type of source statement· 
*-User comment 
J-Job specification 
blank-Format specification 

The identification associated with this format: 
1 through 9-A single numeric character ID. 
AO through Z9-A two-character ID consisting of 
an alphabetic character followed by a numeric 
character. 

The name used to: 
- identify the job (J in column 7). 

- identify the format or subroutine (blank in column 
7). 

These columns are not used if column 21 contains an 
R. 

Reserved. 

Note: Columns 20-54 are not used if column 7 contains a J. 

20 

21 

22-37 

22 

23-30 

Specifies the number of times the format is repeated 
before the next format is used: 
1 through 9-Repeat the format for the specified 

number of times unless the SEL FMT or NEXT 
FMT key is pressed. 

blank or N-Repeat the format until the SEL FMT or 
NEXT FMT key is presse,d. 

Specifies how the format is used: 
E-(Entry) used to enter and display data. 
R-(Review) used to select a format for scan, update, 

or verify of existing records. 

Used for logical selection of a format. Multiple tests 
are allowed. In enter mode, the format selected is 
used to format the next record entered. In review 
mode, the format selected is USE!d to display the 
current record 

In review mode {column 21 contains an Rl. an A 
specifies the anding of two characters in the data 
record to create a unique record identifier. 

*POSnnnn identifies the position in the data record 
to be testHd, where nnnn is. a numeric value from 1 
to 1024. 

31-32 Reserved. 

33-34 The characters EQ or blank when a character to test 
for IS specified In position 35-37 

35-37 Specifies the character that controls format selection 
If It matches the character In the data record 

38-44 Reserved. 

45-46 Specifies the Identlficatllon of the format used for the 
entry or display of the next record. If columns 22-37 
are specified, the format IS selected when a match 
occurs. If columns 22-37 are not specified in enter 
mode (E In column 21). the format IS selected when 
the repeat count (column 21) is met or the NEXT 
FMT key is pressed. If columns 22-37 are not 
specified in review mode (R in column 21). the 
format is selected If no previous match occurs. 

47-54 Reserved. 

55-80 Keywords that specify information used for jobs or 
formats' 
JOB specifications (J in column 7): 
CFILE (data set)-Includes the COPY function In the 

job. The parameter data set is the data set name 
from which records will be copied. 

DATE(*DMY/*YMD)-The format of the date available 
in UDATE. The default is *MDY, where M = 

month, D = day, and Y = year. 
EDITC(cuptd)-Five characters that define the editing 

control for output fields, where: 
- cu is a two-character currency symbol (default 

= 0$). 
p is the decimal point character (default = .) 

- t is the thousand separator character (default 
= ,j. 

- d is the date separator character (default = /). 
The system default for this option is o$ . .! if 

EDITC is not specified. 
ENTRATR (attr ... )-Specifies the attributes that are 

applied to all input/both fields only when the 
fields are being entered, where attr is: 

BL (blink) 
CS (column separators) 
HI (high intensity) 
ND (nondisplay) 
RI (reverse image) 
UL (underline) 

A combination of attributes can also be used. 
EXITATR (attr ... )-Speclfies the attributes that are 

applied to all input/both fields after the fields 
have been entered. See the ENTRATR for a 
description of the attr parameter. 

JOBOPT([*NOPMT] [*NOOPEN])-At least one of tht~ 
parameters must be specified. Where: 
- *NOPMT specifies to bypass the prompts for 

data set Information at the beginning of the 
job. 

- *NOOPEN specifies to bypass the automatic 
opening of all files except the transaction file 
specified by the TFILE keyword. 

PRTFI LE (data set)-Includes the PRINT function In 
the job. The parameter data set is the data set 
name to be aSSigned to the printer. 

SHARE(names)-Aliows other programs to read or 
write records In the data set specified by the 
names parameter while this program is executin{,. 

SHARER(names)-Aliows other programs to re,1d 
records In the data set specified by the names 
parameter while thiS program is executing. 

STATUS(name)-Establishes a variable that can be 
used to check the status of an I/O device after .'In 

I (0 operation. The parameter name IS the name 
assigned to the variable. 

TFILE(data set [delfreq])-Speclfies the data set wher'e 
records will be written after a format IS 
completed, where 
- data set IS the name of the data set that 

receives the transaction records 
- delfreq specifies how often deleted records are 

automatically inserted In the transaction data 
set. 

Format Specifications (blank in column 7): 

CLRL (number)-Spec,f,es the number of display linE'S 
cleared, starting from the first line of the dlspla~, 
when a new record IS to be entered If "NO IS 
specified, none of the display lines are cleared 

EOJ [([ I job I dev] [*PASS])]-Causes the end of the 
job upon completion of the format The optional 
parameters are: 

job-name of the next job to execute 
dev-the device address where the next job IS 

located 
"PASS-suppress job production statistics 

SLNO (line)-Speclfles the uppermost display line that 
can be used. All display line references are bast'd 
on the specified line as line one 

WRITE (name)-Speclfles that the current data IS 
written to the data set In the record format 
specified by name If "NO IS specified, the cum'nt 
data IS not written to the data set 

Continuation can be specified by a + or as the la':.t 
character on the line. where 

+ specifies to continue With the first nonblank 
character In positions 55 -80 on the next ),,,e 
(Ignore leading blanks) 

specifies to continue from position 55 on tile 
next line (,nclucilllg leading blanks) 



I~i""f1Internationa' Business Machines Corporation IBM 5280 DATA DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS Printed in U.S.A. 

Job No. Dataset I So",~ Docum.nt I Po,. of 

Operator Date 

a 

Sequence 

1 2 3 4 6 

0 A 

0 A 

0 A 

o 4 A 

0 A 

o 6 A 

0 A 

o 8 A 

o 9 A 

loA 

lA 

A 

I 1 4 A 

1 5 A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

a:: 
o 
a:: 
a:: 
LJ.J 

o 
> 
CXl 

-r
CXl 

~ 
U 
LJ.J 
:r: 
u 

~ 
~ 
u 
'C 
.oS 

Reserved 

i= 
~ 

~ 
u.. 

~I"O f- Cll 

Cll ;:: 

E ~ 
'" Cll Za:: 

9 10111 12 13 14 15 16117118 

Dataset/Record/ 
Field/Table Name 

Length 

~ 
a ~ 

Location 

Line I POS 

Checks=CHECK (code ... ) 

Auto Dup -AD Mandatory Entry =ME 
Auto Skip -AS Mandatory Fill =MF 
Blank Check -BC Rt Adj-Blank FIll -RB 

BYPdSS -BY RIght to Left RL 
Bypass on Verify BV Rt Adj-Ze'o FIll -RZ 

I Oa td Requi red DR Self Check 

Oup Dlsdhlt~ DO o M/G ICheck/Gen) 
Flt'!d EXit Requlrt'd FE xx Modulus 

Luwer CdS!' LC 

Editing 

Functions 

ADD (name) 

AUXDUP (name) 

AUXST (name) 

CaMP (' test fld1 J @ 

'literal' (mdlcatorJ) 

DSPATR ('att, .. I 

EOTCDE (code 'fioat'l 

fldn 

ERROR (code ['message'!) 
fXSR (subroutIne) 
INSERT (fld1 J@ .. fldn 'Iote,al'1 

LOOK (table [,ndex[) 

I test=EQ.GE.GT.LE.LT.NE 

PMT (prompt) 

RANGE (low hIgh) 

RANGET (table [Indexl) 

RESET (("TOTnl [name[) 
SEQ (' test) 

SETOF (,nd) 

SETON (Ind) 

SHIFT ('shlftl 
SUB (name) 

SUBST (table 1 table2 !,ndex)) 

TADD ([ "TOTn[ [name[ I 

TSUB (( "TOTn! [name! I 
XCHK (table Index 1 Index2) 

, att,=BL.CA.CS.HI,ND,RI,UL 

~@-=-+.- •• .1 
shlftcA.D,H.N,V.W,X, Y 

'literal' 

1
1:--

I

<=- <
§~ 

Cll 0 

] ~ ~ Cii~: 
~ ~ E Cll 
Q) ctI a; - c 
V) ...... Vl U m 
Q) ctI Q) Q) v, 

a:: ocr: ::> 
9 20 21 22 23 242& 26127 28 29 30 3' 32 33 34 35 36~ 3at39 40 4,..2 43 441<5 46 47 4' 4950 51 52 53 54 5556 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 7576 77 78 79 8C 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2425 26 27 28 2930 31 32 33 34 35 36 3-1 38 3940 41 4243 44 45 46 47 48 495051 52 53 54 55 56 5758 59 60 61 626364 65 66 67 68 6970 71 72 73 747576 77 78 7980 
*Number of sheets per pad may vary slightly, 



1-5 

6 

8 

9-10 

11-16 

17 

18 

19-26 

27-29 

30-34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39-44 

45-80 

Identifies the source statement order. 

Identifies the type of source statement. 

An * indicates a user commE~nt. 

Reserved. 

Specifies the indicator that is used to control field 
bypassing or displaying user error codes. 

Reserved. 

Defines the type of statement: F = data set. R = 
record, K = key field, T = table, blank = field. 

Reserved. 

Specifies the name for: data set (max 8 characters), 
record (max 8 characters), fil~ld (max 6 characters), or 
table (max 6 characters). 

Reserved. 

Specifies the length: 
data set = maximum record length is required. 
record = number of characters (1-8192) 
field = number of characters (1-256 for alphameric or 
1-16 for numeric). 

Defines the data type for the field: 

A = alpha 
N = numeric 
S = signed numeric 
W = Right half shift 
H = hexadecimal 

Reserved. 

x = alpha only 
Y = numeric only 
D = digits only 
V = Flight half only 
C = Use SHIFT keyword 
lJ = alpha or numeric 
depending on the field type 

Spe:ifies the number of decimal positions (0-9). 

Specifies how the data in a 'field on the display 
screen is processed: I = input, 0 = output, B = 
both, W = workspace 

Specifies the location of the field within a record or 
on the display screen. 

Specifies parameters for data set8, files, records, 
tables, and fields: 

Data sets and files (F in column 17) 

BLKING ([*DBL] [*FMTU or .tFMTS])-speclfies 
blocking characteristics for data sets: 

*DBl. specifies to use two physical buffers 
*FMTU specifies that the n~cords are 

unblocked (Basic or H olata exchange) 
*FMTS specifies that the records are blocked 

and spanned (I data exchange) 
DEVICE (dev-type address)-physical device type for 

the data set 
dev-lype IS COMM (communications), CRT 

(keyboard/display)' DISK (diskette), MREAD 
(magnetic stripe reader), PRINTER (printer). 

address IS the 2-character logical ID or the 
4 character device address (X' xxxx' where 
xxxx IS the physical address). 

DSPSIZ (lines 80)-speclfles display size: lines = 6, 
12, or 24. 

FORM (length [overflow-line overflow-Ind])-Speclfles 
the printer page size; length specifies the lines 
available on the page, overlow-Ilne specifies the 
line that sets the overflow Indicator on, and 
overflow- Ind specifies the indicator that is set on 

INDEX ([storage] [data set])-At least one parameter 
must be specified. Specifies the storage reserved 
for the sparse index and the Index data set name 
storage specifies the space reqUired for the index, 
data spt <;Of!r.ifif!S thp n"rne of t'le index data set 

LABEL (name of data set)-dlskette data set name 
LOGON (' message' or name)-Specifies the log on 

information when required for communications 
The parameter can be either a message enclosed 
in single quotes or a variable name. 

NUMENT (number)-number of records In a data set 
when used for dynamic allocation of the data set 
or the number of entries in a table. 

Records (R in column 17) 

DSPATR (attr ... I-Specifies the display attributes that 
apply to all the fields in the record. 

MARK (*POSnnnn)-Specifies the position in a data 
record where an E is placed if the Field Mark key 
is pressed. 

VMARK (*POSnnnn)-Specifies the position in a data 
record where a V is placed after the record is 
verified. 

RECIO (*POSnnnn 'c' )--Specifies the position that 
identifies the single character record type 'c' 
from a data set with more than one record type 
(nnnn is 1 to 8192). 

SPACEA (n)-Causes the printer to space n lines after 
the record is printed. 

SPACEB (n)-Causes the printer to space n lines 
before the record is printed. 

SKIPA (n)-Causes the printer to skip to line n after 
the record is printed. 

SKIPB (n)-Causes the printer to skip to line n before 
the record is printed. 

Field (Blank in column 17) 

ADD (name)-Adds the data In the current field to the 
named field with decimal alignment. 

AUXDUP (name)-Duplicates data from the named 
field if the Dup key is pressed or the Auto 
Dup/Skip switch is on. 

AUXST (name)-Stores the current field in the named 
field if the Auto Dup/Skip switch is on 

CHECK (parameter)-Specifies the keyboard edits to 
be applied to the field. 

COMP (test fld1 @ ... fldn 'literal' [indicator])
Compares the current field with a named field, the 
specified expression, or a literal and optionally 
turns on an indicator if the compare is true. 

DSPATR (attr .. )-Controls the display attributes for 
each field. 

EDTCDE (code [ , float' J)·-Speclfles the editing that s 
to be applied to data In numeric fields, where 

code IS a Single character that controls the USH 
of editing characters specified by the EDITe 
keyword 

float can be either 
*, which places asterisks In the character 

POSitions to the left of the first dl~Jlt 
CU, which floats the two-character currencY' 

symbol used on EDITe. 
ERROR (code f' message' ])-Locks the keyboard, 

displays an error code, and optionally displays an 
error message (when the Help key IS pressed) If 
the specified Indicator IS turned on 

EXSR (subroutine)-Branches to the named calculation 
subroutine 

INSERT (fld1@fldn 'literal' )-Inserts the named 
field, expression or literal Into the current field 

LOOK (table llndex])-Compares the current field for a 
match in a table, and optionally places the Index 
value of the table entry In Index 

PMT (prompt)-Dlsplays the prompt message when 
the current field IS entered. 

RANGE (low high)-·Specrfles the low and high limits 
for data that can be entered Into the current flelcl 

RANGET (table [index])-Compares the current field 
for a match in a table of low and high limits, and 
optionally places the index value of the table ent'y 
In index 

RESET ([*TOTnllnamej)-Only one parameter IS 
allowed. Sets the named counter to 0 

SEQ (test)-Sequence checks the data In the current 
field against the data from the prevIous sequence!' 
check uSing the specified test 

SETOF (ind)- Turns the specified Indrcator off 
SETON (ind)--Turns the speclfred Indicator on 
SHIFT (shlft)·-Speclfies the shift and character set for 

each character In a field when C IS specified for 
data type 

SUB (name)-Subtracts the data In the current field 
from the named field With deCimal alrgnment. 

SUBST (table1 table2 [Index])-Compares the curren" 
field for a match In table1 If there IS a match, 
replaces the current field With data frOrTI the 
corresponding entry In table2. Opt lonally places 
the Index value of the table entry In Index 

TADD ([*TOTnJ[nameJ)-Only one parameter IS 
allowed Adds the current field to the named 
counter. 

TSUB ([*TOTnllname])-Oniy one parameter IS 
allowed. Subtracts the current field from the 
named counter 

XCHK (table Index1 Index2)-Compares the Indexes to 

see if they match an entry In a named table of 
Index pairs 

Continuation-SpeCifies to continue on the next line 
+ specifies to continue With the first non blank 

character In position 45-80 on the next line 
(Ignore leading blanks) 

- specifies to continue from pOSition 45 on the 
next line (leading blanks are Included) 
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